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ABSTRACT 

Photosystem I (PSI) is a multi-subunit, pigment-protein complex that catalyzes light-

driven electron transfer (ET) in its bi-branched reaction center (RC). Recently it was 

suggested that the initial charge separation (CS) event can take place independently 

within each ec2/ec3 chlorophyll pair. In order to improve our understanding of this 

phenomenon, we have generated new mutations in the PsaA and PsaB subunits near the 

electron transfer cofactor 2 (ec2 chlorophyll). PsaA-Asn604 accepts a hydrogen bond 

from the water molecule that is the axial ligand of ec2B and the case is similar for PsaB-

Asn591 and ec2A. The second set of targeted sites was PsaA-Ala684 and PsaB-Ala664, 

whose methyl groups are present near ec2A and ec2B, respectively. We generated a 

number of mutants by targeting the selected protein residues. These mutations were 

expected to alter the energetics of the primary charge separation event.  

                     The PsaA-A684N mutants exhibited increased ET on the B-branch as 

compared to the A-branch in both in vivo and in vitro conditions. The transient electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy revealed the formation of increased B-side 

radical pair (RP) at ambient and cryogenic temperatures. The ultrafast transient 

absorption spectroscopy and fluorescence decay measurement of the PsaA-A684N and 

PsaB-A664N showed a slight deceleration of energy trapping. Thus making mutations 

near ec2 on each branch resulted into modulation of the charge separation process. In the 

second set of mutants, where ec2 cofactor was target by substitution of PsaA-Asn604 or 

PsaB-Asn591 to other amino acids, a drop in energy trapping was observed. The quantum 
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yield of CS decreases in Asn to Leu and His mutants on the respective branch. The P700 

triplet state was not observed at room and cryogenic temperature for these mutants, nor 

was a rapid decay of P700
+ in the nanosecond timescale, indicating that the mutations do 

not cause a blockage of electron transfer from the ec3 Chl.  Time-resolved fluorescence 

results showed a decrease in the lifetime of the energy trapping. We interpret this 

decrease in lifetime as a new channel of excitation energy decay, in which the untrapped 

energy dissipates as heat through a fast internal conversion process. Thus, a variety of 

spectroscopic measurements of PSI with point mutations near the ec2 cofactor further 

support that the ec2 cofactor is involved in energy trapping process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Photosynthesis means “synthesis with light”. It is the process by which light energy is 

harvested for the production of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) 

and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) through splitting of water into protons, oxygen and 

electrons in the light reaction. The NADPH and ATP are utilized for carbon dioxide 

fixation into reduced sugar in the Rubisco complex in the dark reaction. In 

photosynthesis, water is split by the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) of Photosystem II 

(PSII), whose mechanism is not yet fully established. The electrons are transported from 

PSII to PSI via the cytochrome b6f complex and plastocyanin. The electrons transferred 

from PSI to ferredoxin are utilized by ferredoxin NADP+ reductase (FNR) enzyme for 

the reduction of NADP+ to NADPH, which is used for the reduction of CO2 into 

carbohydrates. The protons generated establish a proton gradient across the membrane. 

ATP synthase used this proton gradient for the synthesis of ATP from ADP and Pi (1). 

1.1  Photosystems 

In Oxygenic photosynthesis, there are two membrane-bound Photosystems. These are 

Photosystem II (PSII) and Photosystem I (PSI).  Photosystem II is type II RC where 

mobile quinones are the terminal electron acceptor. Photosystem I (PSI) is a type I RC, 

where the iron-sulfur cluster acts as a terminal electron acceptor.  

1.2  Light harvesting complexes  
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Nature has mastered the efficient capture of sunlight energy by densely packing pigments 

in the core antenna and external antenna called light-harvesting complexes. The initiation 

of light capture and its regulation takes place in these complexes. The absorbed energy is 

transferred in the time range of tens to hundreds of ps to the reaction center (RC). The 

excitation energy is trapped in the form of a charge-separated state has a lifetime from 

nanoseconds to milliseconds. This transient charge-separated state generates an 

electrochemical potential, which is used to drive other biological processes. The main 

function of light harvesting complexes is to capture the high number of incoming solar 

photons. Thus, LHC enhances the ability of the RC, by increasing the absorption surface 

area almost 100 fold and enhancing the turnover rate of charge separation of RC by 

providing excitation energy to it. Through this efficient harvesting mechanism, different 

organisms attain the ability to live in low light conditions. The photosynthetic pigments 

like chlorophylls, linear tetrapyrroles (i.e. bilins) and carotenoids (e.g. β-carotene and 

lutein in plants, fucoxanthin and peridinin in certain algae) perform the light harvesting 

function. These pigments have high molar extinction coefficients. Furthermore, they are 

present at high concentration; for example, the effective concentration of chlorophyll a is 

0.25 M in LHCII and 0.5 M in PSI. The spatial and energetic landscape of the pigments 

in photosynthetic complexes is important for high quantum efficiency (2). Quantum 

efficiency is the number of electrons produced per the number of photons absorbed by the 

photosystem (3). The high efficiency is made possible due to:  a) fast energy transfer, b) 

avoidance of quenching, c) maximization of charge separation. According to the Förster 

theory of energy transfer, the rate of excitation energy transfer depends upon the distance 
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between donor and acceptor. The shorter the distance between the two pigments, the 

faster the energy transfers; proper orientation is also necessary. At the lower limit of 1.5 

nm distance (R) between the two pigments, the transfer rate is directly proportional to R-

6. A decrease in the distance between the neighboring pigments results in the 

delocalization of excitation energy over them. If the pigments are too close then 

quenching causes conversion of excitation energy to heat, lowering the quantum 

efficiency. Naturally the protein puts the chlorophylls and carotenoid molecules at a 

proper distance and geometry that is appropriate for fast energy transfer but not for 

excited state quenching. Proteins tune the energy levels of pigments by controlling its 

wavelength for maximum absorption. Simultaneously their vibrations (phonons) can 

couple to the electronic transition of chlorophylls/carotenoids to broaden the absorption 

spectra and helps in uphill and downhill type of energy transfer. Energy transfer occurs 

spontaneously from higher energy absorbing pigments towards lower energy absorbing 

pigments. This downward flow of energy in the photosynthetic complexes is called the 

deep funnel model, which is present in phycobilisomes (external antenna) of 

cyanobacteria. In the antenna complexes of green algae and plants,  the pigments are 

isoenergetic, and energy transfer process between pigments is fast (4). 

1.3 Light harvesting complex I 

LHCI is the external antenna of PSI. There are nine light harvesting antenna (Lhca) 

polypeptide antennas in C. reinhardtii PSI-LHCI (Figure 1.1) (5, 6). This complex is 

larger than that of the PSI-LHCI complex of plants. A projection map developed at 15-Å 

resolution by electron microscopy showed that the nine Lhca are present in two half rings 
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around one side of PSI. Lhca2 and Lhca9 are the red-most antenna complexes and are 

lightly connected to the PSI core complex in a 1:1 ratio (7). The land plant PSI-LHCI 

structure at 3.3 Å resolution revealed 4 Lhca attached on one side of the PSI core (8, 9). 

There are two extra Lhca 5 and 6 identified in Arabidopsis thaliana (A.t), but a 

combination of both is present in a small amount as compared to other Lhca (10). In C. 

reinhardtii, the LHCI is accumulated even when PSI is deleted by removing psaB gene, 

so a decrease in PSI amount has no effect on the LHCI. The Lhca1 and Lhca4 to Lhca8 

bind to PSI firmly, while Lhca2, Lhca3 and Lhca9 are loosely attached and lost during 

the purification process (7). This phenomenon causes problems in poorly accumulated 

PSI mutant due to stability issues. We faced such problems for most of the mutants, and it 

causes difficulty to obtain proper signals from ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy. 

The variability in the number of Lhca attached to PSI causes variation in the lifetime of 

excitation energy transfer and energy trapping in C. reinhardtii PSI complex (11). 
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        Figure 1.1. Model of   C. reinhardtii PSI-Core complex (7). 

 

 

 

 

1.4  Light harvesting complex II (LHCII) 

LHCII is considered the world’s most abundant light harvesting antenna protein. They 

are photosynthetic complexes that absorb the initial excitation energy and transfer it to 

PSII via its core antenna. At high light conditions, the extra energy absorbed is dissipated 

as heat through a process called non-photochemical quenching in order to protect the RC 

and to avoid the production of harmful radicals (12). There are six light harvesting 

complex b (Lhcb), which are present in various combinations. Lhcb1, Lhcb2 and Lhcb3 
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make the major trimeric LHCII complex. Lhcb4 (CP29), Lhcb5 (CP26) and Lhcb6 

(CP24) are connected to the core of PSII in the form of a complex. The combination and 

association of these antennas vary in different plants. During state transition, a few 

trimeric LHCII complexes move from PSII to PSI at high light conditions. (13). Recent 

investigations have shown that during normal light conditions the LHCII acts as an 

antenna for both PSI and PSII in plants. Further , the LHCII acts as a better light-

capturing complex than that of LHCI for PSI (14).  The 2.7Å crystal structure of spinach 

major LHC II shows that there is one monomer in a single icosahedral proteoliposome 

assembly, and each monomer has 14 chlorophyll molecules. In these 14 molecules, 8 are 

chlorophyll a and 6 are chlorophyll b molecules. The latter is present at the periphery and 

in between monomers, which help in efficient energy transfer between chlorophylls 

among the monomers. Each monomer contains four carotenoids molecules(15). In C. 

reinhardtii the chlorophyll a/b ratio is slightly lower than that of the plants LHCII and 

due to this reason its spectrum is blue shifted. There is a minimum of six LHCII trimers 

per the dimeric core of PSII in C. reinhardtii,  which is higher than plants PSI (12). 

 

 

1.5  PHOTOSYSTEM I 

The PSI core protein coordinates about 100 chlorophylls and 20 β-carotenes. The primary 

and tertiary structure is highly conserved between green algae and plants. There are 14 

subunits present in green algae and plants; these include PsaA to PsaL and PsaN to PsaO. 

The PsaP subunit is present only in plants. In cyanobacteria, there are 12 subunits of PSI. 
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The PsaA and PsaB subunits are the largest subunits with a molecular weight of 82-83 

kDa (Figure 1.2).  They have low amino acid sequence identity and together form a 

heterodimer that is the core of PSI. The carboxyl termini of each subunit has five 

transmembrane α-helices that form the RC and surround the pigment molecules involved 

in electron transfer. The N-terminal portion of PsaA/B consists of six transmembrane α 

helices and mainly binds core antenna pigments. Together PsaA and PsaB bind 85 

chlorophylls of the core antenna. The remaining 11 chlorophylls are bound to other 

subunits, including PsaL, K, J, M and X.  The chlorophylls form two layers, one on the 

stromal and one on the luminal side; there are also a few chlorophylls between the two 

layers. The position and orientation of the core antenna chlorophylls in PSI are almost 

similar from cyanobacteria to plants.  

                   The PsaF and PsaN help in binding plastocyanin for optimal electron transfer 

to P700 (16). The PsaF helps in electrostatic interaction with plastocyanin (17) while, in 

A. thaliana, lack of PsaN subunit showed a decrease of approximately 50 % P700 

reduction activity (18). PsaJ is a hydrophobic subunit near PsaF that stabilizes it in the 

correct conformation for binding to plastocyanin (19). PsaH, I, L,  O and P make a cluster 

on one side and interact with LHCII during the state transition phenomenon (20). PsaG 

and PsaK help in interaction with different Lhca proteins. PsaL plays a role in the 

trimerization of PSI in cyanobacteria, and its deletion causes prevention of the 

trimerization (8, 9, 21-24). 

                    The RC of PSI contains six chlorophyll a molecules, two phylloquinone 

(PhQ) and three iron-sulfur clusters. These pigments are arranged in a pseudo-C2 
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symmetry, making two similar branches emanating from the dimeric P700. There is a pair 

of ec2 and ec3 chlorophyll and a phylloquinone (PhQ) molecule on each side. The two 

branches meet at the first iron sulfur cluster, known as FX. There are two additional iron-

sulfur clusters, called FA and FB, present in the PsaC subunit, which is a peripheral 

subunit bound at the PsaA/PsaB interface on the stromal side. The cofactors of RC 

interact with various amino acids in the protein via different interactions. P700 is a dimer 

of chlorophyll a molecules, which are approximately 3.6 Å apart and perpendicular to the 

membrane plane. The A-side chlorophyll a (PA) is a C-13 epimer of chlorophyll a, called 

chlorophyll á. It makes two hydrogen bonds, one with the threonine residue of protein 

and another with a water molecule, while PB has no hydrogen bonding interactions. Due 

to this asymmetry in H-bonding and other factors like Chl á, the protein environment 

around P700, the spin density distribution is mostly on PB  (25).  Histidine acts as a fifth 

ligand to the central magnesium of each chlorophyll of P700 (21, 26, 27). The ec2 cofactor 

are the proposed as primary electron donors (11, 28, 29). The axial ligand of ec2 is a 

water molecule that makes a hydrogen bond to a nearby asparagine residue from the 

polypeptide that surrounds the opposite branch of the RC mostly.  The central magnesium 

of ec3 is bound to a methionine, whose sulfur atom donates a coordinate covalent bond. 

The central magnesium atom of Chl a is a hard Lewis acid, which makes a coordinate 

covalent bond with a hard Lewis base. This hard Lewis base includes nitrogen or oxygen 

of amino acids like histidine, glutamine and asparagine. The sulfur of methionine is 

exception, which is a soft Lewis base, making this an unusual choice (30, 31). The ec3 

chlorophyll also accepts a hydrogen bond from a tyrosine residue on each branch. The 
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next cofactor is PhQ, which accepts a hydrogen bond from a backbone amide of a leucine 

residue. Each PhQ is also in a π-stacking interaction with a tryptophan side chain. The 

final cofactor at the junction of the two branches is FX, a [4Fe4S] cluster which ligates 

two cysteine thiolates from PsaA and PsaB subunits (8, 21). 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic Diagram of PSI subunits and the number of trans-membrane 
helices in them. 
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1.6 LIGHT HARVESTING PIGMENTS OF PSI 

The main pigments of PSI include Chlorophyll a, b, and Carotenoids. These are discussed 

as follows: 

1.6.1 Chlorophyll a 

Chlorophyll a is the sole chlorophyll present in PSI and PSII.  The absorption spectrum 

of Chl a in pyridine shows two major absorption bands. These are the Soret band at 443 

nm and the QY band at 671 nm. The weaker QX band is not very prominent.  The 

fluorescence emission peaks at 677 nm and has a Stokes shift of 132 cm-1 as compared to 

the QY band. There is also a small vibronic band at 737 nm and its relative intensity to the 

major peak is 0.15 (32).  

1.6.2 Chlorophyll b 

Chlorophyll b is present in light-harvesting complexes of the PSI and PSII of green algae 

and plants. The absorption spectra of Chl b shows that the Soret band is at 473 nm while 

the QY band is at 656 nm and has quite different intensities.  The fluorescence spectrum 

of chlorophyll b shows that it has a maximum peak at 662 nm and has a  Stokes shift of 

161 cm-1 and also has an obvious vibronic band at 721 nm and a relative intensity of 0.19, 

represented (32). 

1.6.3 Carotenoids 

The function of β-carotene is light harvesting and protection under excessive light and it 

quenches the triplet state of chlorophyll (3Chl). The β-carotene absorbs in the visible 

region between 450 to 525 nm region. Smaller conjugated carotene mutant PSI were 
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unable to quench this energy from 3Chl. As a result, the formation of singlet oxygen 1O2 

is unavoidable, which causes damage to PSI. (32). 

1.7 RED CHLOROPHYLLS 

Chlorophylls absorbing at longer wavelength than the P700 are called red chlorophylls. 

The spectral characteristics of these chlorophyll molecules include absorption at the red 

edge of the spectrum with broad bandwidth due to high electron-phonon coupling. In 

Thermosynechococcus elongatus these Chl a molecules are denoted as C-708, C-715 and 

C719. These chlorophylls are present either in dimeric form or lying very close to one 

another in the protein environment (33). The red chlorophylls are present either in the 

core antenna of PSI of cyanobacteria or the LHCI of higher plants (Lhca3 and Lhca4) and 

algae. Energy trapping in the absence of red chlorophylls is trap limited in the PSI RC. 

The influence of red chlorophylls on energy trapping lifetime is four times larger than 

that of PSI with increase in the size of its external antenna (34). The energy trapping 

process in PSI containing red chlorophylls is trap limited, and these chlorophylls slow 

down the process by 60% (35). In the case of C. reinhardtii PSI, these are present in 

Lhca2 and Lhca9; these subunits are loosely attached to PSI and fall off during isolation. 

The absorption maxima of these antennas carrying red chlorophylls are between 707 and 

715 nm and are referred to as red forms (36-38). The red chlorophylls increase the 

absorption range of the antenna of PSI and can provide protection against high light by 

dissipating energy as heat (36, 39). The longest decay of excited state red chlorophyll is 

about 100 ps, so they have little effect on the quantum efficiency of PSI (34). The 

cyanobacterium Arthrospira platensis has the red most chlorophylls, which also form the 
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most stable PSI trimer; it absorbs at 740 nm and fluoresces at 760 nm at low temperature 

(38, 40). 

1.8 TYPES OF ELECTRON TRANSFER IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

Oxygenic phototrophs can use two types of electron flow. The cyclic flow of electrons 

generates ATP while linear electron transfer makes NADPH, as well as ATP. 

1.8.1 Linear Electron flow (LEF) 

During normal illumination, the oxidation of water at the oxygen evolving complex 

(OEC) produces electrons along with protons and oxygen. The electron transfer occurs in 

a number of steps between tyrosine Z and different cofactors of the PSII RC. These 

cofactors include P680, chlorophyll D, pheophytin and quinone (QA) on the D1, and the 

quinone B (QB) of the D2 branch. The excitonic energy trapped on the PSII RC from the 

antenna is used for this electron transfer. The QB quinone is re-oxidized by cytochrome 

b6f. Light-driven charge separation in PS1 results in oxidation of P700 and reduction of 

ferredoxin (Fd). Plastocyanin, a water-soluble electron carrier, oxidizes Cyt f of 

cytochrome b6f and reduces P700
+ of PSI. Fd transfers an electron to the Ferredoxin-

NADP+-reductase (FNR), which uses it for the reduction of NADP+ to NADPH. The 

protons generated at the OEC are transferred from the luminal to the stromal side through 

ATP synthase, and this electromotive force produces ATP from Adenosine diphosphate 

(ADP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi). In the membrane, the doubly reduced plastoquinone 

also gets protons from the stromal side and then gives the electron to the Cyt-b6f 
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cofactors, while the protons are released on the luminal side using the Q cycle. This 

process is also functional in CEF. Thus during LEF, ATP and NADPH are produced (41).  

1.8.2 Cyclic Electron Flow (CEF) 

Cyclic electron flow occurs between PSI and Cyt-b6f, where PSI forms a super-complex 

with the mobile LHCII and the associated Cyt-b6f.  During the CEF, only ATP is 

generated. This ATP is consumed for the formation of reduced sugars from the absorbed 

CO2 in rubisco complex. The CEF is well established in cyanobacteria, algae and C4 

plants in the past but recently its role has also been recognized in C3 plants. The CEF 

becomes functional in various stress conditions like decreased CO2 levels, high light 

conditions, dark-to-light shifts and drought. There are three predicted paths of CEF 

(Figure 1.3): 1) Ferredoxin donates its electron via FNR to NADP+, then to the NAD(P)H 

dehydrogenase complex, and finally to the plastoquinone pool. 2) Ferredoxin gives an 

electron to the plastoquinone pool using a newly discovered protein of ferredoxin-

plastoquinone oxidoreductase. 3) Ferredoxin interacts directly with Cyt-b6f and donates 

an electron to Cyt-c/ as shown in figure 4. A decrease in CEF results in reduced 

acidification of thylakoid lumen and a decline in non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) 

(41, 42).  
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Figure 1.3. Cyclic electron flow between PSI, FNR, Cyt-b6f and plastocyanin and other 
protein components.  Fd= Ferredoxin; FNR= ferredoxin NADP+ reductase; NADPH =  
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate; NDH= NADP+ dehydrogenase; 
PQ=Plastoquinone; Cytb6f+ Cytochrome b6f; PC= Plastocyanin; LHCII = Light 
harvesting complex II; LHCI = light harvesting complex I; ATP= Adenosine 
triphosphate; ADP = Adenosine triphoasphate; Pi= inorganic phosphate. The red arrows 
indicate the path of electron transfer and the dark green arrows indicate the flow of 
protons across the membrane. 
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1.9 EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER IN PSI 

The natural photosynthetic complexes have evolved efficient excitation energy transfer 

mechanisms. To be successful there are three rules that must be followed: 1) the excited 

pigment must not be quenched. 2) The excitation energy must be transferred to the 

primary electron donor. 3) The primary electron transfer must be irreversible as much as 

possible. The rate of excitation energy transfer (EET) depends upon the distance between 

the donor and acceptor pigments, as well as their orientation. The shorter the distance 

between the two pigments, the faster the energy transfer. According to the Fӧrster 

equation, a distance of 1.5 nm between the centers of two pigments is optimal for energy 

transfer and the transfer rate scales with R-6 (1, 4). Placing two pigments too close 

together is also not suitable and causes concentration quenching, in which excitation is 

lost, resulting in characteristics like a decrease in excited state lifetime and a drop in 

quantum efficiency. The protein environment also plays an important role in modulating 

the pigments maximum absorption level and wavelength region. After absorbing a 

photon, the protein vibrations (phonons) couple with electronic transitions of pigments 

that expand the absorption spectra. This permits the uphill and downhill energy transfer 

on the excited energy transfer landscape (4). The bulk chlorophylls of the antenna absorb 

maximally at 680 nm. EET between two pigments in the antenna occurs with a time 

constant of approximately 100-200 fs, but in the red forms it is 2-10 ps; thus, the red 

forms slow down EET. The EET from the core to the RC and it trapping in RC occurs 

with a lifetime of 20-40 ps. There are different mechanisms proposed for the excitation 
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energy transfer to the trap, followed by conversion of the energy into primary charge 

separation. These include the following: 

1.9.1 Diffusion/migration-limited model 

According to this model, EET to the primary electron donor occurs by diffusion and is 

limited by the time it takes to reach the primary donor. Trapping is irreversible, and there 

is no chance for this excitation energy to go back into the antenna. 

1.9.2 Trap-limited model 

 According to this model, the excitation energy visits the trap in the RC several times 

before trapping into the CS state. In the case of green algae C. reinhardtii PSI, it is 

generally accepted that CS is trap limited. The ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopic 

data and time-resolved fluorescence data are explained well by the trap limited model, as 

the equilibration of excitation energy in the antenna is very fast (43). Experimentally, it is 

observed that energy transfer and equilibration occurs around two ps timescale (11).  

1.9.3 Transfer to the trap-limited model 

This model suggests that first the energy equilibration occurs in the core antenna and then 

it is transferred to the RC only once, where charge separation occurs. This model 

considers the distance between the core antenna and RC as an important factor because 

the rate of excitation energy depends upon the distance. The distance between the core 

antenna and RC is large, as in PSI it is more than16 Å and approximately 20 Å in PSII. It 

may be possible that the spectral and spatial equilibration of excitation energy in the 

antenna occurs on the same time line. But once the excitation energy is equilibrated then 
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its transfer from the core antenna to the P700 in the RC is a slow process (4). This model 

describes the energy transfer in cyanobacteria very well. Different theoretical approaches 

have been used to describe the excitation energy transfer and trapping in photosynthetic 

complexes. Fitting of steady state and time-resolved spectra predicts an intrinsic CS 

lifetime of 0.9 ps-1 in PSI. The excitonic coupling theory also proposes that the CS 

process is between the trap limited model and transfer to the trap limited model (44). A 

highly predictive approach of site energy estimation based on quantum-chemistry and 

electrostatic calculations predict that energy transfer in PSI should be asymmetric, and 

most of the long wavelength chlorophylls are present on the PsaA side. There is an 

increased transfer of excitation energy towards the A-branch that results into increased 

CS on the A-side, making electron transfer in PSI asymmetric. At physiological 

temperature the excitation energy is transferred to the ec2 chlorophylls, which is the 

proposed primary electron donor on each branch. However, at cryogenic temperature it 

was predicted that the excitation energy will be transfered to the P700 instead of ec2 

chlorophylls (45).  

1.10 THEORITICAL DESCRIPTON OF ELECTRON TRANSFER IN    

PHOTOSYNTHESIS AND PARAMETERS AFFECTED BY MUTATION 

Electron transfer in photosynthesis can be explained based on Marcus’s theory of electron 

transfer for inorganic reactions in solutions. After excitation energy transfer from the 

antenna to the reaction center, the primary electron transfer event can be represented by 

the following rate equation 
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𝐾(𝐸𝑇) =
2𝜋
ћ   Ṽₑ

!  𝐹𝐶 

 

Where Ṽₑ! is the electronic coupling matrix between the electron donor and acceptor, FC 

is the Franck-Condon factor, and ћ is the reduced Planck or Dirac constant. In the above 

equation, the different parameters are described by the following mathematical 

expressions:  

ћ = ℎ/2𝜋 

Ṽₑ!   = Ṽₑ!!  exp  (−𝛽𝑑) 

𝐹𝐶   = 4𝜋𝜆𝐾𝑇 !!!       exp− −𝛥𝐺°− 𝜆 !         /4𝜆𝐾𝑇]   

There are three different regimes for the dependence of the rate upon the free energy 

difference: 

1.10.1 Normal regime 

 When −∆𝐺° < 𝜆, this process behaves like a thermally activated reaction. The electron 

transfer reactions in this region are endergonic or slightly exergonic, and the rate of 

electron transfer (KET) is lower than the activationless regime. 

1.10.1 Activationless regime 

 This is when  −∆𝐺° = 𝜆, the early electron transfer events in photosynthesis occur in 

this regime. The KET in this region is very fast. The FC factor is maximum, and there is 

very little dependence on temperature. 

1.10.2 Inverted regime 
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 When−∆𝐺° > 𝜆, this is called the Marcus inverted region, and it corresponds to highly 

exergonic reactions. Here both the Franck-Condon factor and rate of electron transfer 

(KET) decrease again. This is usually used to explain the slow rate of charge 

recombination as compared to the forward electron transfer reaction and the lack of 

temperature effect in photosynthetic processes (46, 47). 

 

1.11 ROLE OF PROTEIN ENVIRONMENT 

The protein bath regulates the function of the reaction center through the following four 

parameters: 1) Overall geometry of the cofactors, including spatial orientations and 

distances between them, 2) Electronic coupling between cofactors, which is a function 

of the β factor, 3) Free energy difference of the electron transfer reaction (ΔGo), which 

comes from the redox potentials of the cofactors, 4)  reorganization energy of the 

reaction (λ), which is a function of the vibration modes of the protein bath and cofactors 

along with solvent interactions of the medium (47).  The latter three factors are as 

follow: 

1.11.1 Electronic coupling (HAB) 

 Electronic coupling depends upon the distance between the two cofactors and the 

medium of interaction between them. Point mutations can alter this parameter by 

changing the distance between two cofactors or their spatial orientation, or by making the 

environment more hydrophobic or hydrophilic. 

1.11.2 Free energy (∆𝐺°) 
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Point mutations can affect the free energy (ΔGo) of electron transfer reactions, by altering 

the reduction potential (Eh) of electron transfer cofactors via various mechanisms. These 

include 1) Modification of the ligands attached to the central metal of the cofactor. 2) 

Conformational restraints imposed upon cofactor geometry; cofactor metal-ligand 

geometry, such as bonds and angles; changing the hydrogen bonding between the 

cofactor and the protein environment and the strength of an existing hydrogen bond. 3) 

Altering the hydrophobicity and electrostatic environment of the cofactor within the 

protein pocket. 

1.11.3 Reorganization energy (λ) 

Reorganization energy is the amount of energy required to distort the geometry of 

reactants into the products without electron transfer actually taking place. It depends 

upon the size of the reacting groups. For example, in the case of electron transfer between 

two chlorophylls, reorganization energy does not change structural or vibrational 

frequencies to a great extent upon oxidation and reduction. Thus, the reorganization 

energy for electron transfer from one Chl to another should be small and could be a few 

tenths of an electron volt. In the case of two different molecules like chlorophyll and a 

quinone, its value may reach 1.5 eV (1). 

1.12 BI-DIRECTIONALITY OF ELECTRON TRANSFER IN PSI 
 
From the last two decades, there has been intense research done on electron transfer in 

PSI. Some of the conclusions are still under debate and new work is ongoing to unravel 

the activity of the two branches. Electron transfer activity in the two branches of PSI was 

first monitored in spinach PSI particles where the semiphylloquinones generated decays 
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with half-life of 25 and 150 ns (48).The activity of ET in the two branches of PSI was 

also observed in Chlorella sorokiniana cells. The decay of two equal semiphylloquinone 

populations at 377 nm and electrochromic band shift sense by the nearby carotenes at 480 

and 515 nm decays with two half-life of 18 and 160 ns suggest that either the PhQ are in 

two different states or both branches are competent for ET (49). In vivo analysis of C. 

reinhardtii point mutation of tryptophan that is pi stacking with PhQ to phenylalanine 

showed two decay lifetimes that are modulated individually. The PsaA-W693Y decrease 

the rate of ET from PhQA•- towards FX several fold slow and same is the case of PsaB-

W673Y that decrease the rate on B-side. The PsaA-W693Y/PsaB-W673Y double mutant 

has effect on both fast and slow phase of ET from PhQA/B. This showed the activity of 

two branches, working independently (50). One of the main factors of 10 fold difference 

between the rate of electron transfer from PhQA and PhQB towards FX is the strength of 

an amide hydrogen bond between the respective PhQ and leucine of PsaA-L722 and 

PsaB-L706. In C. reinhardtii PSI, mutation of the leucine to bulky amino acids like 

tyrosine and threonine showed that they weaken this hydrogen bond interaction between 

the amide nitrogen and oxygen of carboxyl group of PhQ through steric clashes. The side 

chain of these bulky amino acids pushes the PhQ and thus destabilized the 

semiphylloquinone radicals, which in turn affect the electron transfer rates. It has been 

found that PsaB-L706Y mutant increases the decay of semiphylloquinone from 24 ns to 

10 ns while the PsaA-L722Y/T speeds up from 250 ns to 180 ns. The relative amplitude 

of decay associated spectrum of semiphylloquinone showed that these mutations also 

affect the distribution of electron transfer across the two branches. The normal ratio of 
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PhQA
-/PhQB

- of WT is 0.65:0.35 and was shifted to 0.50: 0.50 in PsaA-L772Y/T and 

0.80:0.2 in PsaB-L706Y mutant. The fluorescence detected magnetic resonance (FDMR) 

spectroscopy of the 3P700 triplet states showed that there is possibility of interquinone 

electron transfer between the two branches by using back reaction through FX (51). 

Replacement of PsaA-L722 to tryptophan also decreases the strength of the hydrogen 

bond between the amide bond nitrogen of leucine and C4 carbonyl oxygen of PhQA.  This 

change in protein and PhQ interaction caused a change in free energy as a result rate of 

ET becomes 3 fold faster than in WT (52). 

                    The ec3 chlorophyll is the primary electron acceptor in all the proposed CS 

models and its role in bidirectional ET is studied in both cyanobacteria and green algae 

by several mutagenesis studies. Removal of hydrogen bond between ec3 cofactor and the 

nearby tyrosine in PsaA-Y696F and PsaB-Y676Y mutants PSI provided the evidence that 

a redistribution of excitation energy for CS between the two branches occurs. The 

transient absorption spectroscopy showed an increase in the amplitude of fast phase in 

PsaA-Y696F while the opposite phenomenon occurs in PsaB-Y676F mutant on B-

branch. A similar effect was also observed through room temperature transient EPR 

spectroscopy of these mutants. The earlier135-225 ns spectra of PsaA-Y696F have small 

amplitude, where ET occurs on the B-side. The PsaB-Y676F have opposite effect having 

an increase flow of ET on the A-branch and a larger amplitude at 135 ns is present (53). 

The methionine ligand of central Mg atom of ec3 chlorophyll has been replaced with 

several other amino acids in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and C. reinhardtii PSI. Pulse 

EPR spectroscopic analysis of PsaA-M688H and PsaB-668H mutants from Synechocystis 
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sp. PCC 6803 showed ET activity in both branches. The PsaA-M688H mutant generates 

both P700
•+ PhQA

•- and P700
•+ PhQB

•- RPs, presumably by modifying the energetics of ec3A. 

As a result, CS on the B-side becomes more favorable than CS on the A-side. PsaB-

M668H mutation has minor effect and is similar to WT in generation of RPs (54). Time 

and spectral dependence of the electron spin echo showed the difference between the two 

radical pairs. The inter-spin distance between P700
•+ and PhQ•- is 25.43 ± 0.01 Å for 

P700
•+PhQA

•- and 24.25±0.01 Å for P700
•+PhQB

•- (54). Transient optical spectroscopy with 

a ns time resolution at 480 nm showed that in PsaA-M688H, 57% amplitude of CS is 

from A-side ET while in PsaB-M668H has 48%. The decrease in stable CS results in fast 

charge recombination. (31) . In another set of ec3 mutants, where methionine was 

replaced with asparagine, the quantum yield of CS is decreased in both PsaA-M688N and 

PsaB-M668N mutants as compare to WT but the inhibitory effect is more in PsaA-

M688N. Room temperature transient EPR showed that ET from PhQA towards FX is 

faster in PsaA-M688N while the B-branch mutation has no perturbation in kinetics of ET 

from PhQB towards FX. Simulation of the RT-EPR showed that the lifetime of the 

P700
•+ec3A

•- RP has increased in the PsaA-M688N mutant. Low temperature transient X, 

Q and W band EPR showed that the spin polarization pattern is also modified for 

P700
•+PhQA

•- in PsaA-M688N and simulation of this data showed an increase in the 

lifetime of P700
•+ec3A

•- RP (55). The transient W-band EPR spectrum of P700
•+PhQ•- was 

unaltered in the PsaB-M688N mutant, presumably due to the strong dominance of A-side 

ET in this mutant; conversely, the spectrum of the PsaA-M688N mutant was noticeably 

different. These differences includes a shift in the sine decay trace of ESEEM towards 
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higher frequency showing an increase involvement of P700
•+PhQB

•- and a 30 fold decrease 

in the 80 K transient spectrum of P700
•+PhQ•-. Charge recombination between P700

•+ and 

(FA/FB) •- is slow in PsaA-M688N as compared to B-side mutant and WT. These results 

indicate that ec3 cofactor is energetically modified in such a way that its redox properties 

are similar to PhQA. This is possible only when asparagine of PsaA-M688N makes a 

hydrogen bond with the C=O group of PhQA; however the EPR spectrum with methyl 

hyperfine coupling magnitude does not support this view. The out of phase electron-

electron dipolar electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) data of PsaB-M668N 

showed an approximate distance similar to that of X-ray crystallography of P700
•+ PhQA

•- 

RP. Thus in PsaA-M688N mutation, the excitation energy is diverted towards B-branch 

and we can observe the two sides RP’s which we cannot detect easily in WT due to 

higher dominancy of A-side ET in cyanobacterial PSI (56).  Theoretically it was 

predicted that PsaA-M688N and PsaB-M668N exists in different conformation that leads 

to different hydrogen bond strength between amide of asparagine and carbonyl oxygen of 

PhQ. There is higher probability that a hydrogen bonding is formed when ec3 is in 

charged state and due to this hydrogen bonding the experimentally investigated slowing 

of ET from ec3 to PhQ happened in PsaA-M688N. Thus there is a possible inherent 

asymmetry in the protein environment of ec3 on the two branches (57).  

                   The role of the P700 dimer as the main energy trapping molecule and primary 

electron donor in the classical model of charge separation has been tested by several 

spectroscopic methods in combination with mutagenesis studies.  Upon oxidation of P700, 

the spin density in the cation radical is mostly located on the PB Chl. This asymmetry was 
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attributed to the presence of a hydrogen-bonding network interacting with PA and its near 

PB (58, 59). In the C. reinhardtii PsaA-T739A mutant, which could remove the hydrogen 

bond from the threonine hydroxyl group to the 131-keto group of PA, modifies the 

electron-phonon environment of P700. Analysis of this mutant PSI by nanosecond pump-

probe spectroscopy revealed no effect on directionality of ET. Thus this initial study 

showed that P700 is not directly involved in primary charge separation.  FTIR 

spectroscopy showed that there is a modification in electronic ground state of P700 and 

positive charge redistribution of 14-18% to A-side chlorophyll (60).  

                    The ec2 cofactors are next to P700 on each branch. The theoretically 

calculated Em of ec2A (ground state) is 833 mV and ec2B  is 815 mV and it is 220 to 250 

mV higher than that of P700 (ground state) (61). The ec2 chlorophyll influences the Em of 

P700 through steric and electrostatic interactions. The methyl ester of the chlorophyll on 

ec2A and ec2B are in different direction and make these chlorophylls rotamers. The 

distance between the carbonyl O atom of ec2A and the central Mg of PA is 5.4 Å while the 

corresponding distance on the B side is 7.1Å. Due to this decrease in distance the methyl 

ester group of ec2A interacts with PA
+ and stabilizes it through electrostatic interaction, 

resulting in lower Em value for PA as compare to PB. Although there is no H-bonding 

interaction between the methyl ester group of ec2 with the neighboring protein residues 

in PsaA or PsaB but 180º rotation of these methyl ester group in C132-C133 axis shift the 

charge density from A side chlorophyll to B side from 27.9:72.1 to 22.4: 77.6  and spin 

density shift from 22.4: 77.6 to 15.1: 84.9 respectively. Thus making a bulky mutation 

near ec2 could influence not only ec2 itself but also P700 (25).                     
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1.13 PRIMARY CHARGE SEPARATION IN PSI 

PSI is an ideal natural nanosystem that could be mimic in artificial photosynthetic 

material. Understanding the origin and kinetics of primary charge separation is also an 

important part of photosynthesis study to understand the energy trapping process and its 

100% quantum efficiency. Modeling of ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy of C. 

reinhardtii PSI predicted that the energy trapping process is three times faster than 

previously observed and the early charge separation processes occur in 6-9 ps. This study 

suggested the role of ec2 as a primary electron donor or somehow involved in primary 

electron transfer step by acting as primary electron acceptor in the form of ec2-ec3 dimer 

and P700 as primary electron donor (62). The role of P700 in primary CS was discussed in 

bi-directionality of ET study in PsaA-T739A mutant that breaks the hydrogen bond with 

PA. This mutation have no effect on directionality and suggesting its role as a secondary 

electron donor (60). Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopic (TAS) 

measurements on different mutants around P700 from C. reinhardtii including PsaA-

T739V; PsaA-W679V and PsaB-H656C showed that they have no effect on primary 

charge separation. The target modeling of ultrafast transient spectroscopy provides the 

rates of different radical pair (RP) formation, where only the rate constants of secondary 

radical pairs and also their back reactions are modified in these mutants as compared to 

WT (29). Independent primary charge separation between ec2-ec3 chlorophylls on each 

branch was also supported by an analysis of the PsaA-Y696F and PsaB-Y676F mutants, 

which disrupts H-bond to ec3A and ec3B, respectively. Ultrafast transient absorption 

spectroscopy showed a decrease in the rate of primary charge separation in both of the 
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mutants. Target modeling of this spectroscopic data showed that the effect is only on 

primary RP which is ec2+ec3- and in a second step ec2+ is reduced by P700 (11). The role 

of ec2 as primary electron donor is challenged based on theoretical electrostatic 

measurement and quantum chemical treatment, which showed that ec2 should have a less 

negative redox potential than ec3 in the excited state and thermodynamically ET from 

ec2 toward ec3 is not possible (63).  

Excitation of  Synechocystis PCC 6803 PSI with a 20 fs duration pulse at 720 nm 

wavelength initiated ET by giving two bands in 100 fs, in which the 660 nm band was 

assigned to ec3•- and 705 nm to P700
•+. The primary charge separation according to this 

study is P700
•+ec3•- and this is for the first time that such a fast energy trapping into CS 

was reported in 60% of the PSI sample. However there are shortfalls in this analysis such 

as decrease in the bleaching band of 705 nm representing P700
•+ from 4 to 50 ps time scale 

in the difference spectra. However, after the P700
+• cation radical is formed, it should exist 

for milliseconds and a decrease in its bleaching is not possible unless it is reduced. There 

is possibility that the red chlorophylls spectrum is considered as the evolution of P700
+  

(64). In another study on   Synechocystis PCC 6803 PSI with a 25 fs duration pulse at 

620,  700 and 720 nm central excitation wavelength, a similar 100 fs lifetime of 

P700
•+ec3•- formation is reported. The only difference in using the different wavelength 

excitation is that at 670 and 700 nm the bulk antenna chlorophyll excitation is high as 

compared to the 720 nm (65). A slow decay of fluorescence is observed in the transient 

fluorescence spectra of PsB-M664H, and PsaB-M664S mutant PSI particles effecting 

ec3B cofactor in C. reinhardtii. This decrease showed modulation in the energy trap 
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where ec3 is the primary electron acceptor. Based on modeling of the above data and 

sample with pre-oxidized P700 form WT and mutants proposed a fast charge 

recombination to the ground state from ec2+ec3-and ec2 as primary electron donor. The 

positive charge on P700 shifts the equilibrium of excitation energy toward the excited 

antenna from the primary RP of ec2+ec3- (28). Another approach to disentangle the 

antenna and early charge separation dynamics is to use visible/mid-Infrared Pump-Probe 

spectroscopy with femtosecond time resolution. Studies of Synechococcus elongatus PSI 

trimers showed a very early signature of a cationic state, that is a band with a charge 

transfer character and evolution of this signal is beyond the instrument time resolution of 

0.2 ps, thus it could be possibly the red chlorophylls that are populated early during 

energy equilibration in the antenna and stay for longer time due to equilibration of 

excitation energy between the RC and these red chlorophylls. An increase in the intensity 

of these bands are observed at 0.8-1 ps and 7-40 ps, the initial increase in intensity was 

assigned to the formation of ec2+ and the later to P700
+.  Fitting of this data into a kinetic 

model support the view that ec2+ec3- is a primary radical pair and P700
+ec3- as a 

secondary RP step. The presence of red chlorophyll clearly dampens the assignment of 

exact lifetime to the rise time of primary RP in cyanobacteria, therefore it is necessary to 

use a PSI particles free from red chlorophylls (66). 

1.14 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

                In order to study the site of primary charge separation and the base root of 

directionality, we selected the ec2 chlorophylls as a target for mutagenesis. These 

chlorophylls are proposed as the primary donor of electron transfer but need further 
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investigation to confirm this hypothesis (11, 29, 62). If one examines the crystal structure 

of PSI from T. elongatus, there is a water molecule that acts as a fifth ligand to the central 

Mg atom of ec2 and there is no direct linkage from the protein (Figure 1.4). The water 

molecule donates a hydrogen bond to an asparagine from the opposite branch 

polypeptide. That is, the central Mg of ec2A or eC2-B (crystal structure nomenclature) 

makes coordinate bond with the oxygen of water by accepting the lone pair of electron 

from the oxygen of water, while the carboxyl oxygen of the asparagine side chain from 

helix 9 (Figure 1.5) of PsaB accepts a hydrogen bond from the same water molecule. 

Thus, the interaction of each ec2 Chl with the “opposite side polypeptide” is rather 

indirect. For that reason and to avoid unnecessary confusion, we prefer to use the 

nomenclature that names the cofactor according to which branch it is in (i.e. ec2A and 

ec2B), not according to which polypeptide coordinates the water molecule serving as its 

axial ligand (i.e. eC2-B and eC2-A). 

                 For a second target for mutagenesis, we chose an alanine residue whose methyl 

group is near the ec2 Chl on the opposite side of the macrocycle to that of the axial 

ligand. This alanine (or mutants of it) may also influence the nearby ec3 chlorophyll, as it 

lie in between ec2 and ec3 chlorophyll on each branch shown in the figure 2.1 and figure 

S2.1. These alanine residues found in helix 10 of both PsaA and PsaB are highly 

conserved among cyanobacteria, algae and plants, so it is reasonable to expect that their 

position in PS1 will be the same as that seen in the crystal structure of T. elongatus (21) 

shown in (Figure 1.6). Although this residue has no direct interaction with the 

chlorophyll molecules, its methyl group is directed towards ec2 chlorophyll and therefore 
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after mutation it would become the β-methylene group of a new side chain, directing new 

functional groups to the vicinity of ec2 (and ec3). This project on bi-directionality of 

electron transfer in photosystem I is carried out by making mutants of amino acid residue 

close to ec2, (Table 1.1).  After making these mutants, the level of accumulation of PS1 

by the mutants was measured by spectroscopic and other biochemical methods. The 

effect of mutation on the primary trap on each branch was measured in vivo by 

monitoring the decay of semiphylloquinone, decay of the electrochromic band shift that 

is caused by the formation of electric field due to P700
+PhQ-, and also the charge 

recombination between terminal iron sulfur cluster and P700
+. The electron transfer 

activity was also studied by room temperature and low temperature EPR. Ultrafast 

transient absorption spectroscopy was used to analyze the early electron transfer events 

and effects on the P700
+PhQ- difference spectra. Any loss of excitation energy and energy 

trap lifetime modulation due to mutation was monitored by time-resolved fluorescence 

spectroscopy. 
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Figure 1.4. Reaction Center of Photosystem I, representing the cofactor involved in ET 
on the two branches. The P700 is composed of ec1A and ec1B chlorophylls. On each 
branch is a pair of chlorophylls (ec2Aec3A or ec2Bec3B) and a phylloquinone (PhQA or 
PhQB). The FX cluster is shared by PsaA and PsaB, while the two terminal iron-sulfur 
clusters (FA and FB) are bound by PsaC subunit. Water molecule (blue circles) acts as a 
fifth ligand to the Mg atom of ec2 chlorophyll on each branch (21). 
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Figure 1.5. Sequence alignment of PS1 helix 9 of PsaA and PsaB in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (C.r), Synechococcus elongatus (S.e) and Arabidopsis thalliana (A.t). Key: 
Red: negatively charged. Cyan: small, hydrophobic, aromatic, not Y. Blue: acidic. 
Magenta: basic. Green: hydroxyl, amine, amide, basic. Gray: others. "*": identical. ":": 
conserved substitutions (same color group). ".": semi-conserved substitution (similar 
shapes). 
 

 

                         Helix # 9               
 
 
C.r PsaA         588AWDHVFLGLFWMYNSLSIVIFHFSWKMQS   
S.e PsaA         592GWDHVFLGLFWMYNSLSIVIFHFSWKMQS   
A.t PsaA         587AWDHVFLGLFWMYNAISVVIFHFSWKMQS   
Clustal Consensus   .*************::*:***********      
 

                        Helix # 9                   
 
 
C.r PsaB         573AYDAFYLAVFWMLNTIGWVTFYWHWKHL     
S.e PsaB         579AWDAFYLAMFWMLNTLGWLTFYWHWKHL     
A.t PsaB         572AWDAFYLAVFWMLNTIGWVTFYWHWKHI     
Clustal Consensus   *:* ****:******:**:********:        
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Figure 1.6. Sequence alignment of PS1 helix 10 of PsaA and PsaB in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii; Synechococcus elongatus; and Arabidopsis thalliana. Key:  "*": identical. 
":": conserved substitutions (same color group). ".": semi-conserved substitution (similar 
shapes). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Helix # 10 
 
      C.reinhardtii PsaA   666SAYGLIFLGAHFVWAFSLMFLF 
      S.elongatus   PsaA   670SAYGIMFLAGHFVFAFSLMFLF 
      A.thliana     PsaA   665SAYGLFFLGAHFVWAFSLMFLF 
      Clustal Consensus       ****: **::***:******** 
 

                           Helix # 10 
 
     C.reinhardtii  PsaB   646SVWAWTFLFGHLIYATGFMFLI 
     S.elongatus    PsaB   651SVWAWMFLFGHLVWATGFMFLI 
     A.thaliana     PsaB   644SVWAWMFLFGHLVWATGFMFLI 
     Clustal Consensus        ***** ******::******** 
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Table 1.1: Site of mutation, where ec2 on each branch is targeted to study energy 
trapping and primary charge separation. 
 
PsaA-Asn604 and PsaB-Asn591 Psaa-Ala684 and PsaB-Ala664 

 
Asp 

 
Cys 

 
His 

 
Asp 

 
Lys 

 
His 

 
Leu 

 
Ile 

 
Tyr 

 
Asn 
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CHAPTER NO 2 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

 Photosystem I (PSI) is one of the two multi-subunit, pigment-protein complexes that 

drive the initial processes of light utilization in oxygenic photosynthesis. The PSI 

complex includes redox cofactors comprising the reaction center (RC), as well as 

approximately 100 chlorophyll (Chl) a molecules that compose the core antenna. The RC 

cofactors are arranged in two pseudo-symmetric branches, spanning the membrane from 

the chlorophyll a dimer P700, and then splitting into two branches with ec2 and ec3 

chlorophylls and phylloquinone (PhQ) on each branch, and then a single iron-sulfur 

cluster, FX. All of these are bound by a heterodimeric assembly of the PsaA and PsaB 

subunits. There are two additional iron-sulfur clusters on the stromal side called FA and 

FB, and they are bound by the extrinsic PsaC subunit (Figure 1) (8, 21). Various 

investigators have studied electron transfer (ET) along the two branches, and there is 

consensus that both branches are active for electron transfer, but that electron transfer to 

FX was ~10-fold faster from PhQB than from PhQA  (67).  

                     In the last two decades, there has been intense research done on electron 

transfer in PSI. Some of the conclusions are still under debate, and new work is ongoing 

to unravel the activity of the two branches. Electron transfer activity in the two branches 

of PSI was first observed in spinach PSI particles, in which the semiphylloquinone signal 

showed a biphasic decay with lifetimes of 25 and 150 ns (48). Chlorella sorokiniana cells 

also exhibited this biphasic decay, with half-lives of 18 and 160 ns, suggesting that either 
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the active PhQ existed in two different states or both branches were competent for ET 

and that the rates of ET were different between the two quinones (49). In vivo analysis of 

C. reinhardtii mutants in which tryptophan residues that π-stack with PhQ were changed 

to phenylalanine showed that these substitutions modulated the two decay lifetimes 

individually. The PsaA-W693F mutation decreased the rate of ET from PhQA•- to FX and 

the PsaB-W673F that reduce the rate on B-side (50). One factor contributing to the ~10-

fold difference between the rates of electron transfer from PhQA and PhQB to FX is the 

strength of an hydrogen bond to the O-4 of the PhQs from a peptide N of a nearby Leu 

residue. Mutation of this leucine to tyrosine and threonine was thought to weaken this 

interaction through steric clash, thus destabilizing the semiphylloquinone. The PsaB-

L706Y mutant increased the rate of decay of PhQB
- from 24 ns to ~10 ns, while the PsaA-

L722Y/T increased the rate of decay of PhQA
- from 250 ns to 180 ns (51). 

                     The ec3 chlorophyll is the primary electron acceptor in all the proposed CS 

models. A number of mutagenesis studies probed the role of this cofactor in bidirectional 

ET in both cyanobacteria and green algae. Removal of the hydrogen bond between ec3 

and the nearby tyrosine in PsaA-Y696F and PsaB-Y676F mutants PSI caused an increase 

in the amplitude of the fast phase in PsaA-Y696F, while the opposite phenomenon was 

seen with the PsaB-Y676F mutant (53). In Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and C. reinhardtii 

PSI, the methionine ligand to ec3 on each branch has been substituted with several amino 

acids. The mutations effect on A-branch is more prominent than that of the B-branch in 

terms of kinetics and inhibition of ET (31, 55, 56, 68-71). Theoretically it was predicted 

that PsaA-M688N and PsaB-M668N exists in a different conformation that leads to 
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different hydrogen bond strength between amide of asparagine and carbonyl oxygen of 

PhQ. There is a higher probability of hydrogen bond formation when ec3 is in charged 

state and due to this hydrogen bonding, the experimentally investigated slowing of ET 

from ec3 to PhQ happened in PsaA-M688N. Thus, there is a possible inherent asymmetry 

in the protein environment of ec3 on the two branches (72). 

                    The origin and kinetics of primary charge separation in PSI are important to 

understand the energy trapping process and its 100% quantum efficiency. It is predicted 

from mathematical modelling of time-resolved fluorescence and absorption spectroscopy 

of PSI that ec2 is part of the energy trapping and CS process. Initially, modeling of 

ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy of C. reinhardtii PSI predicted the 

involvement of ec2 in primary electron transfer, perhaps as the primary electron donor 

(62). The role of P700 in primary CS was challenged based on an analysis of the effects of 

the PsaA-T739A mutation, which breaks a hydrogen bond to PA but has no effect on 

directionality (60). Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopic (TAS) measurements 

on different mutants around P700 from C. reinhardtii also showed that they have only 

affect secondary ET step (29). Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy of the PsaA-

Y696F and PsaB-Y676F mutants showed a decrease in the rate of primary charge 

separation in both mutants. Target modeling of this spectroscopic data predicted that the 

effect is only on formation of the primary RP (i.e. ec2+ec3-); in a second-step ec2+ is 

reduced by P700 (11). A slow decay of fluorescence in PsaB-M664H and PsaB-M664S 

mutant PSI particles from C. reinhardtii also points towards a change in the efficiency of 

the energy trap. Model based fitting of this data proposed that the mutation near ec3 or 
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P700 in the oxidized state shifts the equilibrium toward the antenna side from ec2+ec3- 

state, suggesting ec2 as a primary electron donor. (28). The cationic state signature is 

always observed during excitation and equilibration of antenna in T. elongatus PSI. Its 

intensity increases in two-time step, first between 0.8-1 ps and second at 7-40 ps. The 

initial increase in intensity is predicted to be the formation of ec2+ and the later to P700
+. 

Kinetic modelling support the view that ec2+ec3- is the major primary radical pair and 

P700
+ec3- is the major secondary RP. The presence of red chlorophylls dampens the 

assignment of exact time of formation and decay of primary electron donor, in 

cyanobacteria; it is therefore necessary to use PSI particles free from red chlorophylls. In 

this way the early cation formation that absorb in the far-red region can easily be 

observed (66). The role of ec2 as primary electron donor is challenged based on 

theoretical electrostatic measurement and quantum chemical treatment, which showed 

that ec2 should have a less negative midpoint potential (Em) than ec3 in the excited state 

and thermodynamically ET from ec2 toward ec3 is not possible (63). 

In order to study the site of primary charge separation and the base root of directionality, 

we sought to modify the ec2 chlorophyll site on each branch. We choose alanine residues 

PsaA-Ala684 and PsaB-Ala664 for mutation. These alanine residues are found on helix 

10 of both PsaA and PsaB and are highly conserved among all oxygenic phototrophs 

(Figure S2.1), so we expect that their position in PSI of C. reinhardtii will be the same as 

shown in the crystal structure of T. elongatus PSI (21). Each of these Ala residues is 

located on the opposite side of the ec2 chlorophyll macrocycles from the water molecule 

serving as the axial ligand to the ec2 Mg(II), with the β-methyl group directed towards 
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the ec2 chlorophyll. It is also close to the edge of the neighboring ec3 Chl (Figurer 2.1 

and S2.2). Substitution of these alanine residues is expected to place new functional 

groups close to the ec2/ec3 pair, perhaps affecting the coupling between the two 

chlorophylls and/or the energetics of charge separation between the two chlorophylls. 

This work was undertaken by making a number of different substitutions of the alanine 

residues on each branch and measuring the levels of expression of PSI in the mutants by 

spectroscopic and immunobloting methods. Mutants expressing sufficient PSI were 

selected for further study of ET using different transient spectroscopic methods. 
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Figure 2.1. Reaction center of Photosystem I from T. elongatus showing position of 
alanine on each branch near ec2 chlorophyll. The P700 is composed of ec1A and ec1B 
chlorophylls. On each branch is a pair of chlorophylls (ec2Aec3A or ec2Bec3B) and a 
phylloquinone (PhQA or PhQB). The FX cluster is shared by PsaA and PsaB, while the 
two terminal iron-sulfur clusters (FA and FB) are bound by PsaC subunit. 
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2.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.2.1 Genetic manipulations 

 A total of five pairs of mutants of Ala substitution in psaA and psaB genes of PSI were 

created via a previously described PCR method (73) and introduced into two background 

strains of C. reinhardtii in which either the psaA exon-3 or psaB had been deleted 

(60).These strains also have the FUD7 chloroplast mutation, which is a deletion of the 

psbA gene encoding the D1 core polypeptide of PSII and results in no PSII, and the 

nuclear P71 mutation, which causes a decrease in the total amount of LHCII. In A-branch 

PsaA-A684 was substituted by cysteine, aspartic acid, histidine, isoleucine and 

asparagine; whereas similar substitutions were made at PsaB-A664 site. The respective 

plasmid for the specific site was mixed with tungsten particles and bombarded on C. 

reinhardtii cells spread on agar plates containing Tris-acetate phosphate (TAP) with 75 

µg/mL spectinomycin and 100 µg/mL ampicillin, using a home-built gene gun with a 

helium gas at a pressure of approximately 450 psi. The plates were kept in the dark and 

colonies appeared after 7 days. These colonies were passaged alternately on 300 µg/mL 

spectinomycin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin every 14 days. The transformants were 

checked for psaA or psaB genes and homoplamicity by isolating the plasmid DNA and 

amplification via PCR. These strains were used primarily for in vivo analyses. 

A second set of background strains had the P71 nuclear mutation but lacked the FUD7 

mutation: PBC12-5 (psaAΔ) and PBC 18-6 (psaBΔ). These backgrounds also have a 

hexahistidine tag on exon 1 of the psaA gene (74). The plasmids were shot in the same 

way as described. PSI was isolated from these strains for in vitro studies. 
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2.2.2 Crude membrane preparation 

One liter of each transformant cells was grown under room light (81 µEinstein m-2 s-1) 

and temperature (23 oC) in Tris-acetate phosphate (TAP) media. The cells were harvested 

by centrifuging at 3500 g for 5 minutes at 4 oC, the supernatant was discarded and the 

pellet was washed with cell resuspension buffer (0.3 mM sucrose; 25 mM HEPES having 

pH 7.5 with KOH; 5 mM MgCl2; 5 mM CaCl2 ) and recentrifuged at 3500 g for 5 

minutes at 4 oC. The washed cell pellet was suspended in thylakoid resuspension buffer 

(0.3 mM sucrose; 25 mM HEPES having pH 7.5 with KOH; 10 mM EDTA) and French 

pressed at 3000 psi. The broken cells or crude thylakoid membrane were washed with 

thylakoid resuspension buffer and centrifuged at 40000 g for 10 -15 minutes at 4 oC twice 

by collecting the green residue and discarded the lower white starch material. Storing 

buffer which contains 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.5); 10 mM EDTA; 1 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF); 10 % Glycerol was added to the pellet. The 

sample was homogenized with a chilled homogenizer and 1X protease inhibitor buffer 

(50 mM EDTA; 10 mM Benzamide-HCl; 500 µg/mL Pepstatin A; 200 µg/mL Leupeptin; 

100 µM E-64; 100 mM ε-aminocaproic acid). The crude thylakoid membranes were 

stored at – 80 oC for later use after flash freezing in liquid nitrogen in aliquots for P700 

estimation through spectroscopy and immunoblot analysis. 

2.2.3 Immunoblot analyses  

For immunoblot analyses, 20 µg/mL of chlorophyll containing crude thylakoid 

membranes of WT and mutants were taken and an equal volume of 2X Lamelli buffer 
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(4% SDS; 20% Glycerol; 125 mM Tris-HCl having pH 6.8; 4 M Urea) was added to it 

and dissolved by vortexing. The sample was diluted by 1X Lamelli buffer, so that it has 

the final concentration of 0.5 µg of chlorophyll containing sample. Each sample was 

heated at 50 oC for 30 minutes in water a bath then vortexed briefly and spun at 25000 g 

for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected for later usage. 10 µL of sample was added 

in wells of 4-10 % Tricine gel. The gel was run at constant voltage of 90 V with 110-125 

mA expected current at start and 15 mA at end for 4 hours in 1X MES ( (2-[N-

morpholino] ethanesulfonic acid))-SDS ( sodium dodecyl sulfate) running buffer (pH 

7.3). The protein was transferred to the pre-soaked polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) 

membrane [Millipore Corporation, USA] using transferring buffer (1X Tris-glycine SDS; 

20 % methanol) in immunoblot transferring assembly cell at constant voltage of 30 V for 

3 hours at 4 oC. The blotted membrane was placed in mixture of TBST ( 20 mM Tris-HCl 

pH 7.5; 500 mM NaCl; 0.05 % Tween 20) along with 5 % non-fat skim milk (NFDM) 

and 1 mM sodium azide for overnight at 4 oC to block empty protein binding sites on 

membrane. The blot was placed in a primary α- PsaA antibody solution (TBST+ 1% 

NFDM + 1o antibodies that are diluted in a ratio of 1:2000) and shake gently at room 

temperature for one and half hour. The blot was washed with TBST three times for a total 

of fifteen minutes on shaker. The blotted membrane was then placed in secondary 

antibody solution (TBST+ 1% NFDM and 2o antibody which is made by 2 µL HRP 

complex [Goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (BIO-RAD 

Laboratories, Hercules, CA) and used at 1: 10, 000] and shake gently at room 

temperature for one hour. The blot was then washed with TBST three times for a total of 
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15 minutes on shaker. Supersignal West Femto maximum sensitivity substrate (equal 

volume mixture of stable peroxide solution and luminal/enhancer solution) by Thermo 

scientific IL, USA was used as chemiluminescent that makes a conjugated complex with 

the protein-antibodies complex and glow. The blot image was probed with Omega 

Molecular Imaging System (ULTRA LUM, California, USA) (74).  

2.2.4 Spectroscopic estimation of PSI (P700) 

 Spectroscopically the amount of PSI accumulation in each mutant was measured using 

Joliot type spectrophotometer called JTS-10 (Bio-logic), which can measure the light-

induced changes in crude thylakoid membranes with a time resolution of 10 µs. For PSI 

estimation, a sample of 20 µg/ml of Chl containing CTM was taken and 40 µM of 

dibromothymoquinone (DBMIB) was added to inhibit or slow down the cyclic electron 

flow from cytochrome b6f. A 10 µM of Carbonyl cyanide p-[rifluoromethoxyl]-phenyl-

hydrozone (FCCP) to disrupt the proton gradient if present in the crude thylakoid 

membranes, 5 mM Sodium ascorbate was used as a reducing agent to reduce the oxidized 

P700. For excitation, a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Electro-Optics, Inc., 

Santa Clara, CA) emitting 33 mJ pulses at 532 nm (6 ns duration) was used for the 

oxidation of P700 of PSI. The laser flash has enough energy to saturate the sample. The 

oxidation of sample was probed with 700 and 810 nm weak actinic flashes from JTS-10 

spectrophotometer. The sample was measured in the absorbance mode where a baseline 

of 20 s was measured initially and then in the illumination period a single laser flash was 

given to oxidize the P700. Measuring flashes commenced 250 µs after the laser flash and 

continued for 18 s, long enough for the bleaching signal to recover entirely. The 
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transients were recorded at wavelength of 675,680, 685, 690, 695, 700, 705, 740 and 810 

nm by using interference filters. The lowest bleaching point of the transients was taken 

for wavelength from 675 to 705 nm while at 740 and 810 nm the positive peak was taken 

for calculation as at 740 nm and beyond P700
+ absorb. From these transients, a light minus 

dark difference spectrum was plotted for P700.  

2.2.5 Growth Assays 

 Cells were grown in 20-25 mL TAP liquid culture overnight and on the next day the 

cells were counted. 10 µL of 2 x 10 6 cells was spotted on TAP and TBP plates. The TAP 

plates were placed in dark and variable light conditions of 2, 20 and 80 µEinstein m-2 s-1 

of light intensity, which was measured with a LI-COR Photometer (Model LI-250 Light 

Meter). One set of TBP plates were placed in microaerobic conditions using anaerobic 

gas generator pouch system with indicator (BD GasPak EZ, Becton, Dickinson and 

company, USA), and another was placed at 80 µEinstein m-2 s-1 in normal air conditions. 

2.2.6 Transient Optical Spectroscopy of in vivo PSI 

 Spectroscopic measurements were performed in whole cells of C. reinhardtii using a 

home built spectrophotometer as reported previously (50). The absorption changes were 

probed by using short laser flashes. The probe light in the visible region (λ > 410 nm) is 

generated through a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser (Surelite II; Continuum) pumping a 

computer controlled optical parametric oscillator (OPO, Panther; Continuum). For probe 

measurements in the UV region, the output of the OPO is frequency doubled. The pump-

probe delay was controlled through a home built pulse programmer. The cells sample was 
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loaded in a 2.5 mm optical path cuvette and placed close to the detector diodes to avoid 

scattering. The temporal resolution of the setup is approximately 5 ns before the 

instrument function deconvolution. The samples were excited at 700 nm of actinic 

excitation that has intensity around 1 mJ per pulse of 7 ns duration. This excitation source 

is created through a dye laser (LDS 698) pumped by a frequency doubled ND: YAG laser 

(Brilliant: Quantel) (51). The data was fitted through Origin Lab software. 

2.2.7 Isolation of H6-PSI particles 

 WT and mutants strains were grown in 6 L flasks using 5 L of TAP medium with 

constant stirring and bubbling with filtered air under light condition of 81 µEinstein m-2 s-

1 and approximately 23 oC. The cells were harvested during the early logarithmic phase 

by centrifugation at 3500 g for 5 minutes at 4 oC, washed with cell resuspension buffer 

(0.3 mM sucrose, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, 25 mM HEPES-KOH (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-

1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.5) and centrifuged again The cells were 

suspended in thylakoid resuspension buffer (0.3 mM sucrose, 10 mM EDTA, 25 mM 

HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5) and broken by passage through a French pressure cell at 3000 psi. 

The broken cells were washed with thylakoid resuspension buffer and centrifuged at 

40000 g for 10-15 minutes at 4 oC twice by collecting the green residue and discarded the 

lower white starch material and upper supernatant. Crude thylakoid membranes were 

homogenized in cold thylakoid resuspension buffer at approximately 6 mg Chl mL-1 and 

stored at -80 oC after flash freezing in liquid nitrogen. Crude thylakoid membranes 

(CTM) at 0.4 mg Chl mL-1 (PBC12-5 background strains) or 0.2 mg Chl mL-1 (PBC18-6 

background strains) were solubilized by dropwise addition of 10% w/v β-D-
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dodecylmaltoside (β-DM) to a final concentration of 0.1%, and the sample was stirred 

gently for 30 minutes at 4 oC in the dark. After sample was centrifugation at 64000 g for 

25 minutes at 4 oC to remove unsolubilized material, the supernatant was loaded onto a 

Ni-NTA (Invitrogen) column pre-equilibrated with solubilization buffer containing 0.03 

% β-DM. The column was washed with solubilization buffer containing 0.03 % β-DM 

and 2 mM imidazole until the efflux was clear. The H6-tagged PSI was eluted from the 

column with elution buffer (300 mM imidazole and 40 mM 2-(N-morpholino) ethane 

sulfonic acid MES-NaOH, pH 6). The eluate were concentrated in Amicon Ultra-15 

centrifugal filters with 100 K molecular weight cutoff (Millipore Ltd. Ireland) and 

washed with storage buffer (40 mM CaCl2, 40 mM MgCl2, 0.03% β-DM, 10% glycerol, 

10 mM Tricine, pH 8) to remove imidazole several folds during concentration. The 

sample was concentrated to a final concentration 2.5-3 mg Chl ml-1. Glycerol was added 

to a final concentration of 20%. Samples were stored in 100 µL aliquots by flash freezing 

in liquid nitrogen at -80 oC. 

2.2.8 Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

 The sample was excited with a laser light of 700 nm excitation with a full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of 0.15 ps and was probed with a white light continuum over a broad 

wavelength region from 601 to 750 nm. The pump and probe light was placed at the 

magic angle (54.7o). Intensity of the excitation light was adjusted low enough to avoid 

annihilation. Measurements were performed in is the QY transition region of Chlorophyll 

a of PSI. Data was collected from 0.9 ps before time zero and 2 nanosecond after the 
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excitation pulse. Circular rotating cuvette with a path length of 1.2 mm was used, for 

which the speed of the rotation was set so that the laser shot hit fresh open (reduced P700) 

PSI particles and to avoid the accumulation of long-lived intermediates state. The optical 

density of the sample was approximately 1 OD in the QY region at 676 nm. For stability 

of PSI and to avoid aggregation issues, the buffer consists of 10 mM Tricine, 0.4 M 

MgCl2, 0.4 M CalCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.03% β-DM as a detergent. 40 mM of sodium 

ascorbate and 50 µM of phenazine methosulfate were used as redox agents in order to 

keep the reaction center in an open state during measurements. 

2.2.9 Time-resolved fluorescence 

 Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) was performed to measure the kinetics 

of energy trapping in PSI mutant samples. The sample was excited with a Titanium-

Sapphire (Ti:S) laser (Spectra-Physics, Millennia pumped Tsunami) at 420 nm with a 130 

fs pulse duration and 4 MHz repetition rate. Fluorescence emission was collected at a 90° 

geometry setting and detected using a double-grating monochromator (Jobin-Yvon, 

Gemini-180) and a microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R3809U-50). 

The polarization of the emission was set at a magical angle of 54.7° relative to that of the 

excitation. The data acquisition was done using a single photon counting card (Becker-

Hickl, SPC-830). The typical instrument response function (IRF) had a full wavelength 

half maximum (FWHM) of 35 ps, measured from the scattering of sample at 420 nm. The 

excitation power was 12.1 µW at the sample to avoid singlet-singlet annihilation. A time 

window of 3.3 ns was used, and measurements were done from 680 to 740 nm with 10-

nm spacing. The PSI particles were diluted to an OD of 0.5 cm-1 at the Chl a QY region at 
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676 nm  with a buffer containing 10 mM Tricine (pH 8), 0.4 M MgCl2, 0.4 M CaCl2, 10 

% glycerol, 0.03 % β-DM, 20 mM sodium ascorbate, and 50 µM phenazine methosulfate. 

Global analysis was performed with ASUFIT 6.1software. The decay-associated spectra 

(DAS) of fluorescence emission are the wavelength dependent pre-exponential part, Ai 

(λ), from the multi-exponential fluorescence decay components, from the equation F=Ʃ 

Ai (λ) exp (-t/τi) and is related to specific exponential lifetime, τi.  

 

2.2.10 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopy 

 Low temperature (80 K) X-band (9 GHz) and Q-band (35 GHz) time/field transient EPR 

data sets were measured with a modified Bruker ER 200D-SRC spectrometer with an ER 

041 X-MR X-band or an ER 051QR Q-band microwave Bridge. A Flexline ER 4118 X-

MD-5WI dielectric resonator was used at low temperature. Light excitation was made 

using a Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser operating at 10 Hz, 4.0 mJ/pulse and 532 nm. 

The temperature of the bath was controlled using an Oxford Instruments CF9335 gas 

flow cryostat. The transient EPR signal was recorded in direct-detection mode with a 

home built broadband amplifier (bandwidth 500 MHz) and was digitized through a 

LeCroy LT322 500 MHz digital oscilloscope. PSI samples were treated with 1mM 

sodium ascorbate and 50 µM phenazine methosulfate (PMS) and the samples were frozen 

in the dark.                      

                  Room temperature X-band EPR measurements were performed with a 

modified Bruker ESP 200 spectrometer equipped with a home built, broadband amplifier 
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(bandwidth >500 MHz). A flat cell and a rectangular resonator were used, and the 

samples were illuminated using a Q-switched, frequency-doubled Continuum Surelite 

Nd: YAG laser working at 10 Hz, 4.0 mJ/pulse and 532 nm. In order to bring the P700 in 

the reduced state before the excitation flash, 1 mM sodium ascorbate and 50 µM PMS 

were used as electron donor and mediator. 

2.2.11 Low Temperature (80 k) Pulse EPR Experiments 

 The effect of mutation on the respective light induced P700
•+PhQ•- RP geometry, its 

polarization pattern and contribution of each RP in the PSI sample was measured with 

Pulse EPR experiment. The out of phase echo modulation curves were collected at 80 K 

using an X-band Bruker Elexsys E580 X-band spectrometer. The echo was generated 

using the following timing sequence: laser flash (ɦʋ) —τL — (π/2)X— τ — (π)X. In 

this pulse sequence, (π/2)X = 8 ns and (π)X = 16 ns microwave pulses applied in the x-

direction in rotating frame. The time delay between the two microwave pulses was 

changed in 4 ns steps, starting from 64 ns. The echo intensity was integrated over a 48 ns 

window centered at the maximum echo at 2τ after the first microwave pulse. The time 

delay between the excitation laser pulse and initial microwave pulse (τL) was 400 ns. A 

Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser operating at 532 nm, 10 Hz and 4.0 mJ/pulse of 

energetic pulse was used to excite the sample to generate RP’s. The chlorophyll 

concentration of PSI samples was 1 to 2 mg/mL. For the reduction of the sample, sodium 

ascorbate and phenazinemethosulfate (PMS) was added to the PSI samples in a final 

concentration of 50 mM and 5 µM. In order to adequately reduce the sample so that no 
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P700
+ is left, all the samples were dark adapted for 20 minutes on ice and then frozen in 

the dark. 

2.3 RESULTS 

2.3.1 Immunological and spectroscopic quantitation of PSI  

We estimated the amount of PSI accumulated in each mutant by measuring the level of 

PsaA polypeptide in thylakoid membranes via immunoblotting. Serial dilutions of WT 

extract into extracts from PSI-null strains were made to make a standard curve. At least 

two independent transformants of each mutant were analyzed to account for minor 

variations in expression. The amount of PsaA accumulated in the PsaA-Ala684 

substitution mutants was in the following order: WT > PsaA-A684C > PsaA-A684N > 

PsaA-A684I > PsaA-A684D > PsaA-A684H. The order was the same in the B-branch 

mutants: WT > PsaB-A664C > PsaB-A664N > PsaB-A664I > PsaB-A664D > PsaB-

A664H (Figure 2.2). In general substitutions at the PsaB-Ala664 site were somewhat 

better tolerated than at the PsaA-Ala684 site (with Asp being a possible exception). 

                    We used P700 photobleaching in thylakoid membranes as an independent 

method to quantify the accumulation of photoactive PSI. The two methods agreed 

remarkably well (Table 2.1). A laser flash was used to oxidize P700 due to generation of 

the P700
+(FA/FB)- state, which  recombines in 50-100 ms (75, 76). If performed at several 

wavelengths, a P700
+ - P700 difference spectrum can be constructed from the transients 

(Figure 2.3). In C. reinhardtii the maximum bleaching of P700 occurs at 696 nm and the 

extinction coefficient value of 100 mM-1 cm-1 (77) was used to calculate the amount of 

P700. The data was normalized based on the maximum amount of bleaching in WT (Table 
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1). In general, the relative amount of P700 photobleaching was about equal to the relative 

amount of PsaA estimated from immunoblots. The exceptions were PsaA-A684D, and 

PsaA-A684I, PsaB-A664C, which seemed to exhibit only about 25-40% the amount of 

expected P700 photobleaching, while no activity was detected in either of the His 

substitution mutants (PsaA-A684H and PsaB-A664H). In the PsaA-A684D and 

PsaA684N mutants, there is an increase in the width of the DS, primarily due to a shift of 

the blue edge. Conversely, the DS in the PsaA-A684I and PsaB-A664D mutants is 

narrower, primarily due to a shift of the red edge (Figure S2.3). 

 

Table 2.1.  Quantification of PS1 in membranes from different mutants.  
 
Sample  P700 level  

(% WT)1 
PsaA amount 
(% WT)2 

Sample  P700 level  
(% WT)1 

PsaA 
amount (% 
WT)2 

WT 100.0 ± 16.3 100 WT 100.0 ± 9.4 100 
PsaA-A684C 85.5 ± 11.0  91.5 ± 7.7 PsaB-A664C 35.1 ± 12.0 91.0 ± 14.1 
PsaA-A684D 6.8 ± 1.3 24.6 ± 4.6 PsaB-A664D 10.1 ± 12.2 9.0 ± 9.9 
PsaA-A684H 0.0 ± 0.0 4.9 ± 0.6 PsaB-A664H 0.0 ± 0.0 8.5 ± 0.7 
PsaA-A684I 5.1 ± 0.8 18.2 ± 0.8 PsaB-A664I 48.2 ± 7.9 35.5 ± 2.1 
PsaA-A684N 17.7 ± 2.8 19.3 ± 0.6 PsaB-A664N 63.7 ± 4.2 57.5 ± 0.7 

1. The maximum bleaching at 695 nm was used for estimation of total amount of PSI, using the 
known extinction coefficient of P700 in this species (100,000 mM-1 cm-1; (77)), and was normalized 
to chlorophyll in each membrane preparation. (The 100% value for WT was 54 mM/g Chl) 

2. The quantity of PsaA subunit relative to chlorophyll in each membrane preparation was quantified 
by densitometry as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2.2.  Immunoblots of PsaA-684 and PsaB-A664 mutants, for the detection of 

PsaA subunit of PSI. 0.5µg of chlorophyll containing protein of PSI with a volume of 

10µL of sample were loaded on 4-10% Tricine gel with a constant voltage of 90V for 4 

hour.  
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Figure 2.3.  Light induced difference spectra of P700 of different mutants affecting ec2A 
(A) or ec2B (B). The maximum bleaching at 695 nm was used for normalization and 
estimation of total amount of PSI. 
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2.3.2 Growth of PSI mutant strains 

Based on the results in the PSII deficient strains, all of the mutants except for the His 

substitutions were introduced into strains that had PSII, low antenna, and the His6-tagged 

psaA exon 1 (74). Growth of the transformants was assessed in media containing or 

lacking a carbon source (acetate) under different illumination intensities. As seen before, 

WT C. reinhardtii grew slowly in the dark with a carbon source, and their growth 

accelerated with increasing light (Figure 2.4 and 2.5). Contrariwise, the PSI-deficient 

mutants grew in the dark at the same rate, but their growth was inhibited with increasing 

light; they were unable to growth without a carbon source. All of the mutants behave 

either like WT or intermediate between WT and the PS1-deficient parental strains. Bot of 

the Cys substitution mutants (PsaA-A684C and PsaB-A664C) were almost 

indistinguishable from WT, which is unsurprising given their high levels of PS1 

accumulation. The Asp and Ile substitution mutants in either subunit (PsaA-A684D/I and 

PsaB-A664D/I) were incapable of photoautotrophic growth in air, but were able to grow 

photosynthetically under microaerobic conditions with elevated CO2 (~5%). This 

phenotype has been seen before with mutants that accumulate low levels of PSI (78). The 

Asn substitution mutants (PsaA-A684N and PsaB-A664N) were intermediate in 

phenotype, with somewhat slower photoautotrophic growth in air than the transformants 

expressing WT psaA or psaB. As expected based on its lower accumulation of PSI, the 

PsaA-A684N strain grew more poorly.  
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Figure 2.4.  Growth on solid media of WT and Alanine mutants near ec2A of PSI. 
Colonies of C. reinhardtii were grown under heterotrophic (acetate, no light), various 
mixotropic conditions (acetate with low, medium and high light) and phototrophic (no 
acetate but high light and anaerobic conditions). 
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Figure 2.5. Growth on solid media of WT and Alanine mutants near ec2B of PSI. 
Colonies of C. reinhardtii were grown under heterotrophic (acetate, no light), various 
mixotropic conditions (acetate with low, medium and high light) and phototrophic (no 
acetate but high light and anaerobic conditions). 
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2.3.3 In vivo transient absorption spectroscopy  

Effects of the mutations upon directionality of ET within PS1 can be assessed by 

following the decay of the semiphylloquinone at 395 nm, a wavelength at which the 

DS of P700 is negligible. Depending upon CS occurring on the A- or B-branch, either 

P700
•+PhQA

•- or P700
•+PhQB

•- will be generated. The P700
•+PhQA

•- RP decays in ~200 ns, 

while P700
•+PhQB

•- decays in ~20 ns (49, 50, 79, 80). Based on the estimated amount 

of PS1 by immunoblot and P700 photobleaching, we eliminated substitution mutation 

for which either the PsaA or PsaB mutant accumulated active PS1 at <10% of the WT 

level. This method left us with the three substitutions: Asn, Cys, and Ile. We used 

diagnostic wavelengths at 395 nm (phyllosemiquinone) and monitored absorbance 

from 5 ns to 100 ms after the pump flash. As seen before (50, 53, 67), we observed 

biphasic decay of the absorbance at 395 nm, which is primarily due to the 

Phyllosemiquinone (Figure 2.6). In the WT control strain, the ratio of fast decay (22 

ns) to the slow decay (252 ns) was about 0.9 (Table 2.2). We can take this ratio as a 

relative measure of the usage of the two branches. As these mutations are much 

closer to ec2 (and ec3) than to the PhQ of the targeted branch, the predicted effect of 

the mutation would be a change of the relative amplitude of the two kinetic 

components describing the semiquinone decay (and not their rates). 

                    The PsaA-A684N mutant exhibited an overall faster decay with an 

increase of 25% in the fast phase amplitude. PhQB
•- decays in 13 ns and a minor 

component of ET occurs through A-branch. The PhQA
- decays in 314 ns. Thus in 

PsaA-A684N most of the CS occurs on B-branch and the lifetime of PhQB
- is also 
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decreased. The ratio of fast to slow decay is 1.8 in this mutant. The PsaB-A664N has 

also increased in the fast phase by 5-6 % in amplitude. The decay time of 22 ns is like 

WT but the slower phase (244 ns) decays a few ns faster than the WT, as shown in 

figure 6. The ratio of fast to slow phase in PsaB-A664N is unity, which is also close 

to that of WT. 

                   The in vivo spectroscopy allowed us to focus our attention on the mutants 

that appeared to have an effect upon the directionality of electron transfer within PS1. 

Based on them, we decided to study the Asn substitution mutants further. However, 

as we have no independent way of assessing the amount of PS1 in vivo, we were 

unable to distinguish between a lower yield of charge separation on one and an 

increase on the other branch at this level of analysis. Therefore, it was necessary to 

purify PS1 from the mutants in order to gain a more in-depth view of the 

consequences of these mutations. PS1 particles were purified from the His6-tagged 

strains expressing WT, PsaA-A684N, and PsaB-A664N PS1 for the biophysical 

analyses described below. 

 
               Table 2.2 Fitting parameters of in vivo transient optical data. 

Strain Lifetime of fast 
phase τ  (ns) 

Lifetime of slow 
phase τ (ns) 

(Ratio of 
fast/slow) 

WT 22 252 0.9 
PsaA-A684N 13 316 1.8 
PsaB-A664N 22 244 1.0 
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Figure 2.6. Decay of flash-induced absorption changes at 395 nm (primarily due to PhQ-) 
presented as a semi-log plot. The solid lines represent the fit of a biexponential decay 
function to the experimental data, while the solid symbols are the data for WT (black 
squares), PsaA-A684N (blue triangles), and PsaB-A664N (red circles). 
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2.3.4 Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 

In order to investigate primary charge separation (CS) and subsequent ET events, 

femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy was used in a spectral window of 610 - 

750 nm and time window of 2 ns. These mutations have no effect on the overall 

absorbance of the PSI particles (Figure S 2.4).  Figure S2.5 shows the transient 

absorption DS at selected delay times after excitation at 700 nm, which preferentially 

excites the PS1 RC (11). In all samples, the excitation energy transfer (EET) in the 

RC/antenna chlorophylls is completed in 2-3 ps as shown by a small shift in the 

bleaching band towards the blue, this shows that energy is in equilibration between long 

wavelength chlorophylls and the average antenna chlorophylls. Thus the later DS from 3 

ps to 2 ns mostly report on energy transfer and electron transfer events with the formation 

of different radical pairs (RP), as previously reported (11, 29, 62, 81). Formation of RPs 

takes place in tens of ps, with the DS evolving in less than ~100 ps to the final spectrum, 

which is assigned to the P700
•+PhQ•- RP.  The mutant PS1s exhibit significant difference 

in spectral shape around 100 ps in the transient DS. PsaA-A684N showed absence of the 

682 nm shoulder, while there is decrease in it in the PsaB-A664N as compare to WT. 

                     The data obtained from the femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 

was analyzed with a combined approach of singular value decomposition (SVD) and 

global fitting (see Methods for details). Figure S2.6 shows quality of the fit and kinetics 

at selected wavelengths. This analysis unravels the time-resolved events in the form of 

time-independent spectra and wavelength-independent kinetic traces (82). The global 
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analyses provide information about the lifetime of three main components: energy 

equilibration, energy trapping and the non-decaying component (P700
+PhQ-). All of the 

samples exhibited very similar lifetimes of energy trapping with 26.5 ps for WT, 25.6 ps 

for PsaA-A684N and 23 ps in PsaB-A664N, (Figures 2.7B and S2.5, Table S2.1). In 

Figure 2.7C, the long-lived components are compared. The main differences between the 

DADS can be observed in the wavelength region between 635 and 688 nm. The small 

bleaching band centered at ~656 nm in WT PSI becomes a small peak centered at ~650 

nm in the two mutants. The relative intensity of the pair of (-)/(+) peaks at 680/684 nm in 

WT is noticeably affected by both mutations. In contrast, the major bleaching band ~695 

nm is not observably affected by either mutation. The 635-688 nm region is of great 

importance in the P700 difference spectrum, as the 682-684 nm region is considered to be 

where the ec2 and ec3 chlorophylls contribute (83), while ec1A/ec1B are primarily 

responsible for the major bleaching band and increased absorption in the NIR. 
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Figure 2.7.  DADS of energy equilibration (A), energy trapping (B), and the long-
lived component (C) calculated from the datasets of WT (black), PsaA-A684N (red), 
and PsaB-A664N (blue) PSI. 
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2.3.5 Time-resolved fluorescence decay 

Time-resolved fluorescence of WT, PsaA-A684N and PsaB-A664N PS1 was performed 

to investigate the effect of the mutations on the energy trapping process. After exciting 

the sample with a laser flash at 420 nm, the absorbed energy can decay by different 

pathways: 1) charge separation to create a stable RP state; 2) charge separation followed 

by fast charge recombination back to the excited state (thus extending the lifetime of the 

excited state); 3) emission of energy in the form of fluorescence from the singlet excited 

state 4); or decay of the excited state to the ground state (with emission of heat), 

sometimes via a triplet state. Excitation of pigments not coupled to an open RC (e.g. 

uncoupled LHCI or free chlorophylls) will result in emission of fluorescence at a slow 

rate, giving rise to a long lifetime (typically 2-5 ns). Pigments that are coupled to an 

active RC will exhibit much faster decays, due to rapid charge separation.  

In WT PSI, the time-resolved fluorescence was best fitted with three components. The 

fastest component has the dominant amplitude with a lifetime of 23-24 ps and the DAS 

peaks at 700 nm. This is the energy-trapping component assigned to primary CS (Figure 

2.8). There are also two minor components of fluorescence decay, which have very small 

contributions in terms of the amplitude in the decay-associated fluorescence spectra. The 

slowest component (3-4 ns) is attributed to decay of the excited state in uncoupled 

antenna or free chlorophylls. The one with an intermediate lifetime of 100-200 ps is 

attributed to slow excitation energy transfer from the peripheral antenna (i.e. LHCI to PSI 

core), as has been observed before in PSI from C. reinhardtii (84).  In PsaB-A664N, the 
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trapping lifetime is similar to WT. In PsaA-A684N, the lifetime of energy trapping is 

increased by about 20%, which is consistent with a somewhat slower rate of CS, as 

kinetics of excited state decay is trap-limited (35, 43).  
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Figure 2.8. Decay-associated fluorescence emission spectra of WT (A), PsaA-A684N 
(B), and PsaB-A664N (C) PS1obtained from a 3-component fit using global analysis of 
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kinetic traces. The measurements were performed at room temperature using excitation at 
420 nm. 

2.3.6 Room-temperature transient EPR spectroscopy 

Time-resolved X-band EPR spectroscopy at ambient temperature was used to study 

forward electron transfer in the PSI samples. Transient EPR signals were recorded at 

different magnetic field positions, and EPR spectra were constructed for 220 ns, 360 ns 

and 1000 ns after the laser flash. In Figure 2.9, the positive signal represents microwave 

absorptive spin polarization (A) while negative signals are emissive spin polarization (E). 

At the initial time point, the spin-polarized signal is largely from P700
•+PhQ•-, while the 

emissive signal seen at the end is due to P700
•+FeS•-, and primarily arises from P700

•+ (53, 

85, 86). Since ET from FX
- to the terminal FA/FB clusters in PS1 from C. reinhardtii is 

estimated to take place in about 100-200 ns (87), it is kinetically unresolved, and ET from 

PhQA
•- to FX and the late EPR spectrum is, therefore, largely due to the P700

•+(FA/FB)•- 

state. In addition, this technique is unable to resolve the fast ET step from PhQB
•- to FX 

(~20 ns), which means that the early spectrum of 220 ns will arise from a mixture of 

states: P700
•+ (FA/FB) •- mainly due to B-side ET and P700

•+PhQA
•- almost purely due to A-

side ET. There are two important consequences of these facts: (1) the shape of the earliest 

spectrum will be sensitive to the population of states in the mixture, which is a function 

of directionality of ET, and (2) the subsequent ET observed as the P700
•+PhQ•- evolves 

into a pure P700
•+FeS•- spectrum will be almost solely due to forward ET from PhQA. The 

initial transient spectrum in WT PS1 resembles the low-temperature spectrum of 

P700
+•PhQA

-• (due to A-side ET), but it is distorted due the presence of P700
•+FeS•- (due to 
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B-side ET). At later times, the P700
•+FeS•- increasingly dominates until it is the only 

species seen at 1 µs. The transient spectra from the PsaB-A664N PSI mutant are very 

similar to WT. 

In the PsaA-A684N PSI mutant, even the earliest spectrum looks like the later spectrum, 

which is of the P700
•+FeS•- state. There is very little evolution of the spectrum from 220 ns 

to 1000 ns, indicative of very little A-side ET. This is seen most clearly in the right panel, 

which shows very little drop at field position a or rise at position b in the sub-µs time 

scale, unlike the WT or PsaB-A664N mutant. Thus, the P700
•+FeS•- state seen early on in 

the PsaA-A684N mutant must have been produced largely by B-side ET. The initial 

absorptive pattern at position “b” for PsaB-A664N representing P700
•+PhQA

•- is unaffected 

and looks similar to that of WT, but the later emissive part has decreased amplitude by 

15% as compared to WT. 

Simulation of the whole time/field data set of each sample (dashed lines in Figure 2.9) 

was performed to extract the lifetimes and fractions of the kinetic components. In WT, 

the calculated ratio of the fast and slow decay components (i.e. PhQB
-:PhQA

-) is 0.51:0.49 

and the lifetime of the slow component is 200 ns, if one assumes a 20-ns lifetime for the 

fast component (Table 2.3). In the PsaA-A684N mutant, the fraction of the fast 

component is increased to 0.7 from 0.51, without a change in the lifetime of the slow 

component. For PsaB-A664N, the fraction of fast component is 0.31 (Table 2.3), with a 

slight increase in the lifetime of the slow component (240 ns).  
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Table 2.3. Global fitting parameters for decay components of different RP’s from room 
temperature X-band transient EPR spectroscopy 
Strain Fraction of fast 

component (Decay of 
PhQB

-) 

Lifetime of slow 
phase τ (ns) 

Lifetime of fast 
phase τ  (ns) 

WT 0.51 200 20 (assumed) 
PsaA-A684N 0.70 200 20 (assumed) 
PsaB-A664N 0.31 240 20 (assumed) 
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Figure 2.9. Room temperature X-band spin polarized transient EPR spectra of the 
P700

•+PhQA
•- and P700

•+FeS•- radical pairs (left panels) and calculated time dependent 
transients (right panels).  
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2.3.7 Low-temperature transient EPR spectroscopy 

Below the glass transition temperature (~80 K), the RP formed upon excitation of PSI is 

P700
•+PhQA

•- and the contribution from the PhQB is negligible (88). Due to 

thermodynamic reasons, electron transfer from PhQA
- to FX is impossible at low 

temperature (85). At X-band frequencies, all of the PS1 samples exhibited the E/A/E 

polarization pattern previously observed (Figure 2.10A) (89-91), where E represents 

emission, and A represents absorption. In WT PS1, there is a small shoulder on the low-

field side of the central absorptive peak, which arises primarily from hyperfine coupling 

(hfc) of the 2-methyl protons of PhQA
•- (89, 92). Due to H-bonding with O-4 of PhQ, 

electron spin density is more concentrated at C-2, and this position lies on the principal 

axis of the PhQ•- g-tensor (91). Thus, we can observe the partially resolved methyl hfc in 

the central absorptive region of P700
•+PhQA

•- spectrum of WT PS1 (91). The spectrum of 

PsaB-A660N is quite similar to that of the WT. However, there are minor differences in 

the intensity and position of the methyl hfc position on the polarized absorption spectrum 

of P700
•+PhQ•-. 

The spectrum of PsaA-A684N is markedly different from that of WT PS1. The 2-methyl 

hfc shoulder is rather distinct, showing an increase in coupling from the 2-methyl 

protons. At the high-field side of the central absorptive feature there is the appearance of 

another unusual shoulder in the PsaA-A684N spectrum. This shoulder can be explained 

in a number of ways. Firstly, the low-temperature EPR of PsaA-A684N may represent a 

mixture of P700
•+PhQA

•- and P700
•+PhQB

•-. Presumably, the spectrum of the P700
+•PhQB

-• RP 

would possess such a feature. Secondly, this shoulder could arise from a P700
+•FeS-• RP 
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due to an increase in forward ET from PhQA
•- at 80K in the mutant. It has been argued 

that some ET from PhQA to FX can occur at low temperature, forming some P700
+•FeS-• 

(85, 93).  At the high-field side of the central absorptive feature there is the appearance of 

another unusual shoulder in the PsaA-A684N spectrum. This shoulder can be explained 

in a number of ways. Firstly, the low-temperature EPR of PsaA-A684N may represent a 

mixture of P700
•+PhQA

•- and P700
•+PhQB

•-. Presumably, the spectrum of the P700
+•PhQB

-• RP 

would possess such a feature. Secondly, this shoulder could arise from a P700
+•FeS-• RP 

due to an increase in forward ET from PhQA
•- at 80K in the mutant. It has been argued 

that some ET from PhQA to FX can occur at low temperature, forming some P700
+•FeS-• 

(85, 93). The amount of this ET from PhQA to FX is minor and so is the ratio of P700
•+FX

•- 

to P700
•+PhQA

•- in WT. In the EPR spectrum of PsaA-A684N, the intensity of P700
•+PhQA

•- 

would be decreased while that of P700
+•FeS-• would be increased, producing this shoulder. 

The third explanation of this shoulder is that the PsaA-A684N mutation changes 

parameters of the P700
•+PhQA

•- RP (e.g. orientation) due to perturbation of the 

environment of P700
•+PhQA

•-. For the last two explanations, one would have to invoke 

indirect effects or long-range interactions to explain why a mutation near ec2A would 

affect the ET or structural properties of PhQA. 

In order to analyze the contribution of different RPs in a more detailed way, we repeated 

the low-temperature transient EPR experiments at higher magnetic field and microwave 

frequency (Q-band; Figure 2.10B). WT PS1 exhibits the E/A/A/E/A polarization pattern 

(where E=emissive and A=absorptive) seen before in cyanobacterial PS1 (91, 94). In this 

spectrum the lower field part of the central absorptive peak represents the spin 
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polarization of the semiphylloquinone (primarily PhQA
-• in WT PS1), while the higher 

field part has strong contributions from P700
•+. There are two emissive bands, one on each 

side of the absorptive peak. The Q-band spectrum of PsaB-A664N PS1 is very similar to 

that of WT PS1. 

The low-temperature transient Q-band EPR spectrum from the PsaA-A680N mutant is 

very different from that of WT PS1. Firstly, the small shoulder due to hfc from the 2-

methyl protons near 1211 mT is mostly missing. Even more starkly, the emissive peak at 

1212.5 mT has been replaced with an absorptive peak. We can explain this difference in 

the Q-band spectrum using the same explanations discussed above. As mentioned, the 

last two explanations invoke changes of PhQA due to indirect or long-range effects, and 

are not very appealing, as they rely upon a coincidental phenomenon and are therefore 

difficult to test. After chemical reduction of the FeS clusters, a flash-induced EPR 

spectrum with the same polarization pattern as that of PsaA-A680N was observed in the 

PsaA-L722T mutant from S. 6803 at low temperature, and it was assigned to P700
•+PhQB

•- 

(94). We tested the hypothesis that the spectrum seen in the PsaA-A680N mutant at low 

temperature represents the P700
•+PhQB

•- RP by calculating theoretical EPR spectra for the 

P700
•+PhQA

•- and P700
•+PhQB

•- RPs (see Figure 2.11). The match is surprisingly good, as 

the calculated spectrum of the P700
•+PhQB

•- RP recapitulates the two major changes seen 

in the in the spectrum of the PsaA-A684N mutant: the decrease of the high-field portion 

of the central absorptive feature and the appearance of a new emissive peak at high field. 

Thus, one can explain the changes in the low-temperature transient EPR spectra of the 
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PsaA-A680N mutant by changes in directionality of ET within PS1 without having to 

invoke indirect effects of the mutation upon the PhQA cofactor. 
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Figure 2.10. Spin polarized transient EPR spectra of PSI from WT, PsaA-A684N, and 
PsaB-A664N mutants of C. reinhardtii at X-band (A) and Q-band (B) frequencies, 
measured at 80 K. 

 
Figure 2.11. Simulations of Q-band EPR spectra of P700

•+PhQA
•- and P700

•+PhQB
•- RPs. 

The low-field part of the two RP spectra is normalized for better visualization of the 
difference in the high field part. 

 

2.3.8 Out of Phase Echo Envelope Modulation 

Pulsed EPR spectroscopy can be used to provide information on the spin-spin interactions 

between the two radicals of a RP, from which structural information can be extracted. 

The magnitude of the anisotropic dipolar interaction (D) between the unpaired electrons 

in the RP depends upon the distance (1/r3) and the exchange interaction (J) due to 

electronic coupling between the radicals. This dipolar spin-spin interaction is the origin 

of the orientation information in time-resolved EPR spectra. In the Hahn two-pulse echo 

experiment, π/2-τ-π-τ-echo is applied after the laser flash, where τ is the delay time 
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between the two π/2 and π microwave pulses. The echo signal arising from the RP is 

phase shifted in relation to its spin system at thermal equilibrium and arises in the same 

phase as that of the applied microwave pulses. The out-of-phase (OOP) echo is due to 

spin-spin (D) and exchange (J) interactions from the RP. These two parameters change 

the echo decay as a function of delay time (τ) and this effect is called out-of-phase 

electron spin echo envelope modulation (OOP-ESEEM). The dipolar interaction energy 

is approximately two times larger in magnitude than the exchange interaction energy due 

to large distance between the EPR-detected radicals in RCs. Thus the dipolar interaction 

energy is the dominant factor in the modulation of ESEEM. Measurement of D, which is 

very sensitive to the inter-electron distance, allows calculation of the distance between 

the two radical species in the RP (95-98). The OOP-ESEEM of WT PSI was used to 

estimate the distance between the P700 dimer and PhQ in flash-generated P700
•+PhQ•- (99, 

100). These results completely agreed with the later X-ray crystallographic results (21), 

demonstrating the strength and accuracy of this method. Analyses of ec3 axial ligand 

mutations (56, 98) showed changes in the modulation frequency of the OOP-ESEEM 

signal, indicating the presence of the P700
•+PhQB

•- RP. The rationale for this interpretation 

hinges on the different spin-spin distances of the P700
•+PhQA

•- and P700
•+PhQB

•- RPs. 

Although the quinones are located at sites related by a C2 symmetry axis running through 

P700, the spin of P700
•+ is not located on the symmetry axis due to its asymmetric 

localization on PB (26). The inter spin distance is 25.43±0.01Å for P700
•+PhQA

•- and 

24.25±0.01Å for P700
•+PhQB

•- . Thus, the spin-spin distances are different in the two 

radical pairs, with that of P700
•+PhQB

•- being slightly shorter (54).  
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In order to test the hypothesis that the low-temperature EPR spectrum of the PsaA-

A684N mutant contained contributions from the P700
•+PhQB

•- RP, we performed OOP-

ESEEM experiments. The time-dependent OOP-ESEEM signals (solid lines) are shown 

along with the calculated traces (dotted lines) in Figure 2.12. The oscillation frequency in 

PsaA-A680N is higher than that of WT, while it is lower than WT in PsaB-A664N. The 

increased oscillatory frequency in PsaA-A684N showed increased generation of 

P700
•+PhQB

•-, as the inter spin distance for this radical pair is smaller than that of the A-

side RP. The calculated ratios of P700
•+PhQA

•- and P700
•+PhQB

•- contributions obtained 

from the fits of the data are 15:85 for PsaA-A684N, 60:40 for WT, and 70:30 for PsaB-

A664N. 

 

 
Figure 2.12. OOP-ESEEM  traces of the spin-correlated P700

•+PhQ•- radical pair at 
80 K for the PsaA-A680N (red) and PsaB-A660N mutants (blue), compared to 
WT (black). The vertical black, dashed line indicates the position of the minimum 
near τ = 1000 ns for the WT and PsaB-A660N modulation curves. The vertical 
dashed red line in the position of the minimum for the PsaA-A680N mutant.lines 
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indicate the position of the minimum frequency at τ = 750 ns for the three 
modulation curves. 

 

2.3.9 Measurement of 3P700 triplet by transient EPR at low temperature 

When forward ET beyond ec3 is blocked, charge recombination (CR) of the P700
•+ec3•- 

RP leads to formation of 3P700 (101). This state later transfers energy to a nearby 

carotenoid, forming 3Car, which safely dissipates the absorbed energy by decaying to the 

ground state with emission of heat. The low-temperature TR-EPR spectrum of 3P700 has 

unique zero-field splitting parameters and a distinct AEEAAE polarization pattern due to 

the delocalization of the triplet over the two chlorophylls of P700 (86). It can be observed 

by scanning a wider magnetic field that used to capture the RP spectra. The transient X-

band spectra taken at 80 K over a wider field scan are shown in Figure S2.7. The sharp 

EAE feature at 345 - 350 mT is due to the P700
•+PhQA

•- RP. This feature is weaker in the 

PsaA-A680N mutant than that of WT and PsaB-A664N. Thus making mutation on the A-

side, decrease the formation of P700
•+PhQA

•- RP. The 3P700 states are of similar amplitude 

in both the mutants with AEEAAE polarization pattern showing small amount of CR. 

Thus PsaA-A684N causes only a change in the CS across the two branches and there is 

no significant charge recombination due to blockage of ET beyond ec3 cofactor.  
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2.4  DISCUSSION 

Examination of the crystal structure of PS1 reveals that the ec2 Chl makes few contacts 

with polypeptide; most of its contacts are with phytyl chains of other chlorophylls, 

carotenes, etc. Even its axial ligand is a water molecule, rather than an amino acid 

sidechain. The targeted Ala residue is one of the few places where the polypeptide 

contacts the ec2 Chl, although just as a van der Waals interaction. Its location afforded us 

the opportunity to explore the consequences of changing the environment of the ec2 Chl 

(and ec2/ec3 pair) by appending new functional groups to the α-carbon of this residue: 

thiol (Cys), carboxylic acid (Asp), amide (Asn), alkyl chain (Ile), or imidazole (His). 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the largest introduced group (His) was tolerated least well, 

resulting in almost no PSI, while the smallest introduced group (Cys) was tolerated best, 

as the Cys substitution mutants were the most similar to WT. A beta-branched alkyl chain 

chain (Ile) or potentially charged group (Asp) produced changes in the function of PS1 

but were not tolerated as well as the Asn substitution, which seemed to represent the best 

compromise between accumulation of PS1 and effect upon its function. At this point, we 

do not know how the introduced amide functional group interacts with the ec2/ec3 

cofactors. Modeling of the structure seems to preclude the possibility of the amide 

serving as an alternate axial ligand to ec2 and there are no functional groups of ec3 to 

which it could H-bond. Therefore, it seems likely that the effects produced by the Asn 

substitution mutation(s) are due to the increased polar character of the environment 

and/or subtle structural rearrangements of the cofactors in response to the larger 

sidechain.  
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Modifying the region between the ec2 and ec3 chlorophylls on each branch by 

introducing a new amide group produced a noticeable effect upon the directionality of 

charge separation in PSI. Time-resolved optical spectroscopy (both in vivo and in vitro) 

in the ns-ms timescale indicated that that these mutations change the relative use of the 

two quinones within PS1, although the magnitude of the effect is quite different between 

the two sides. The PsaA-A684N clearly resulted in a decrease in A-side ET and a 

corresponding increase in B-side ET. The effect of the PsaB-A664N mutation was much 

smaller and often nearly impossible to see. The results from time-resolved EPR at room 

temperature are in agreement with these conclusions. In neither case did we observe 

evidence indicating that the effect of the mutation was to block forward ET from the ec3 

Chl, as was observed in mutants of the ec3 axial ligand (31, 86). There was very little fast 

decay of P700
+ in the 10-50 ns timescale seen in the time-resolved optical measurements, 

nor did the low-temperature EPR measurements detect elevated 3P700, which would be 

produced by charge recombination of P700
+ec3- (P700

+A0
-). In addition, there was no 

evidence of a chlorophyll anion persisting beyond 200 ps in the ultrafast optical 

experiments. Taken together, these results argue for a change in the relative utilization of 

the two branches for primary CS. This effect is somewhat similar to that seen with 

mutants in which a hydrogen bond to ec3 is broken (53), although but it is much larger 

for A-side mutant in this case. 
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2.4.1 Charge separation at room temperature 

The ultrafast optical spectroscopy of the mutants revealed a small effect on the rate of 

energy trapping. It is important to point out that the observed decay rate of the ~20-ps 

component is not the rate of initial charge separation; rather, it represents a combination 

of the primary and secondary electron transfer steps taking place after the energy 

equilibration between the antenna chlorophylls and RC. Furthermore it must represent a 

weighted average of events taking place on the two sides. The lifetime of this component 

increases from 21.5 ps in WT PS1 to 25.6 ps in the PsaA-A684N mutant. Consistent with 

its much smaller effect, the lifetime is 23 ps in PsaB-A664N, which is quite significant. 

The fastest fluorescence decay time, associated with trapping of excitation energy, also 

increases in the PsaA-A684N mutant, from 23.5 to 28.5 ps, while there is no observable 

difference in the PsaB-A660N mutant. Taken together, this is consistent with the 

hypothesis that the overall rate of initial charge separation on the A-side (i.e. RC*–

>ec2A
+•ec3A

-•) is somewhat slowed by the PsaA-A684N mutation, while the 

corresponding mutant on the B-side has a much smaller effect. 

We did not observe a significant decrease in the quantum yield of long-lived charge 

separation caused by the Ala substitution mutations. When integrated over the range of 

620 – 720 nm, the magnitudes of the major bleaching band in the DADS of the long-lived 

components were comparable between WT and the two mutants. (Normalized on a Chl 

basis, the bleaching bands in PsaA-A684N and PsaB-A664N were 97% and 99% that of 

WT PS1, respectively. The peak height is lower in the mutants because of subtle changes 

in the P700
+ – P700 difference spectrum, discussed below.) Thus, if the mutations cause a 
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decrease in quantum efficiency, it must be very small. In contrast a large drop in quantum 

efficiency of PS1 CS has been observed in site-directed mutants targeting the PsaA-

Asn604 and PsaB-Asn591 residues (Badshah, S.; Sun, J.; Mula, S.; Baker, P.; Lin, S.; 

Est, A. V.; Golbeck, J.; Redding, K.  manuscript in preparation), which H-bond with 

the water molecule serving as the axial ligand of ec2 (21) 

Substitution of the methionine axial ligands to the ec3 Chls with histidine in C. 

reinhardtii PS1 resulted in a block of ET from ec3 to PhQ, as seen by persistence of the 

A0
- (ec3-) Chl anion radical in the long-lived component of the ultra-fast spectrum (102). 

This block in forward ET resulted in charge recombination of the P700
+A0

- radical pair in 

~30 ns, which was seen in vivo (87), ruling out biochemical artifacts. We saw no 

evidence that this was the case in the Ala–>Asn substitution mutants described here. 

There was no additional bleaching band peaking in the 680-684 nm region in the long-

lived component of the ultra-fast data, ruling out a long-lived Chl anion species (Figure 

6). We also saw no signs of P700
+A0

- charge recombination in the ns timescale, either in 

vivo (Figure 5) or in vitro (Figure 8). Finally, time-resolved EPR at low temperature did 

not indicate elevated levels of 3P700, which would be a major product of this 

recombination event (Figure S7). Thus, whatever effect the PsaA-A684N and PsaB-

A664N mutations have, it must be manifested within the first ~100 ps after excitation. 

Given that the mutations have had their influence before formation of the P700
+PhQ- 

radical pair, one would expect that the rates of subsequent electron transfer events would 

remain the same. Thus, the only effect one would expect to observe is upon directionality 

of ET (i.e. the relative use of the two cofactor branches). If one expects the introduction 
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of an amide group near the ec2/ec3 pair to inhibit charge separation within that pair, then 

the prediction would be a decrease in the use of that branch along with a corresponding 

increase in the other branch. This is essentially what was seen, although the effect was 

much larger in the A-side mutant. The effect of the PsaB-A664N mutation was much 

smaller and difficult to see in most experiments. Therefore, discussion in this section will 

focus on the PsaA-A684N mutant. Kinetic spectroscopy performed in vivo was consistent 

with an increase in the use of the B-branch and a decrease in the use of the A-branch, as 

the relative amplitudes of the fast and slow phases of PhQ- reoxidation shifted from 0.9:1 

to 1.8:1 (fast to slow). This translates to a change of B-side usage 47% in WT to 64% in 

the PsaA-A684N mutant. This shift was accompanied by a decrease in the measured 

lifetime of the fast phase and a small increase in the lifetime of the slow phase. Such 

changes in lifetime have been seen before in mutants that alter ET directionality (87) and 

may be due to the fact that these observed lifetimes are actually complicated functions of 

several rate constants (103). Analysis of the PS1 particles by time-resolved EPR 

spectroscopy was entirely consistent with the hypothesis of mutation-induced changes in 

ET directionality within PS1. Although it is not possible to observe the P700
+PhQB

- –> 

P700
+FX

- step directly (88) by this technique, due to its limited time resolution, the rapid 

production of P700
+FX

- does manifest itself in the early spectrum, and this can be used to 

estimate the relative use of the two branches. The early RP spectrum of the PsaA-A684N 

mutant is clearly different from the WT spectrum due to a large increase in the 

contribution of the P700
+FX

- RP spectrum (Figure 9). Although the change was not as 

visually obvious in the PsaB-A664N mutant, modeling of the data indicated a small 
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decrease in the amount of P700
+FX

- RP contributing to the early transient spectrum. Thus, 

usage of the B-branch changed from 50% in WT PS1 to ~70% in the PsaA-A684N 

mutant and to ~30% in the PsaB-A664N mutant. This is more or less in agreement with 

the optical data, although the effect of the PsaB-A664N mutant was larger.  

2.4.2 Change in the spectrum of P700 and the RC Chl(s) 

The Ala substitution mutant also caused subtle changes in the shape of the P700
+ - P700 

difference spectrum. Indications of this effect were initially seen by ms spectroscopy on 

thylakoid membranes (Figure S3 for normalized spectra), but it is most clear in the long-

lived components from the ultrafast transient absorption experiments (Figure 6C). The 

position of the major bleaching band is not shifted, nor is the zero-crossing point or the 

broad positive absorption band in the near-infrared. The former is due to the loss of P700 

ground-state absorption, while the latter arises from absorption of P700
+ (59, 104). The 

main difference is on the blue side of the main bleaching band. This region has 

contributions from the ec2 Chls due to an electrochromic bandshift caused by the positive 

charge of P700
+; the ec2 Chls are the pigments nearest to P700 and their contribution is 

expected to be strongest (59). Minor shifts of the positive and negative peaks in an 

electrochromic bandshift spectrum can produce relatively dramatic changes in shape and 

magnitude of the resulting spectrum. Thus, it is not surprising that these mutations alter 

this part of the P700
+ - P700 difference spectrum. It is also important to recognize that all 6 

of the Chls in the RC are coupled together. Thus, one might expect that a change in any 

Chl in the RC will produce some changes in the RC spectrum and in the transfer of 
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excitation energy to the RC from the antenna pigments. This might explain the 

differences in the fastest component from the ultrafast data (Figure 6A), although this is 

not clear at this time. Further work will need to be done on the excitonic spectra of these 

mutants at low temperature to test that idea.  

2.4.3 Charge separation at low temperature 

Forward ET from PhQA is very temperature-independent and becomes slower and 

slower as temperature lowers, eventually becoming completely blocked, forward ET from 

PhQB is relatively temperature-independent (105). At very low temperatures below the 

glass transition temperature (~150K; (106)) ET within PS1 is mainly seen to occur within 

the A-branch in a reversible fraction, while an “irreversible fraction” is in the 

P700
+(FA/FB)- state. It has been argued that the latter fact is explained the former – that is, 

the irreversible fraction represents a population of PS1 performing B-side ET resulting in 

transfer of the electron all the way to FA/FB, where it remains indefinitely, while the 

reversible fraction represents a population of PS1 performing A-side ET resulting in the 

P700
+PhQA

- state, which recombines. Thus, any experiment relying on repetitive 

excitation will quickly produce two populations: one that is effective dead and one that 

repetitively performs A-side ET (106). There are several problems with this 

interpretation. One is that there is no evidence for two populations of PS1, one that 

performs A-side ET exclusively and one that performs B-side ET exclusively.  

Presumably interconversion between them would be blocked at low temperature. If this 

were the case, then mutations that affected directionality would be expected to exert their 

effect by changing the equilibrium constant of the interconversion reaction. However, it 
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is much simpler and logical to rationalize the effects of the mutations that effect 

directionality as an effect upon the CS reactions. It is also difficult to imagine a 

conformational change that would change directionality in such a drastic way (i.e. 100% 

A-side to 100% B-side ET); even 0.1% B-side ET would eventually result in complete 

loss of reversible ET after a few thousand flashes, and this is not seen. Moreover, it was 

recently shown that incorporation of a high-potential quinone unable to support forward 

ET to FX in both PhQ sites does not result in production of a B-side RP (107). The 

simplest explanation for the observation of A-side ET at low temperature is that the 

temperature-dependence of CS is different between the two sides, and that as temperature 

drops, the A-side becomes more and more dominant. In fact, this prediction was borne 

out by time-resolved optical studies in the temperature range of 220-295 K, in which it 

was seen that the relative amplitude of the fast component of PhQ- reoxidation dropped 

with decreasing temperature (105). One can extrapolate from this work that below 80K, 

almost all CS would occur on the A-side. The reversible and irreversible fractions 

therefore must be due to another effect of freezing, giving rise to a population that can do 

forward ET from FX to FA/FB and one that cannot.  

The EPR spectra of the PsaA-A684N mutant at low temperature are quite distinct from 

that of WT PS1. As discussed in the Results section, the simplest explanation of the data 

is that the major RP produced at low temperature in the PsaA-A684N mutant PS1 is 

P700
+PhQB

-. Firstly, the shape of the Q-band EPR spectrum of the RP in this mutant is 

almost exactly what was predicted theoretically for the P700
+PhQB

- RP. Secondly, the 

OOP-ESEEM data can be best explained as an increase in a radical pair with a shorter 
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inter-spin distance, which is consistent with an increase in the P700
+PhQB

- RP. This 

distance is shorter in the P700
+PhQB

- RP than it is in the P700
+PhQA

- RP due to the 

asymmetric localization of the unpaired spin in P700
+ on the PB (ec1B) Chl (54). This 

would indicate that CS on the B-branch becomes the major process at low temperature in 

the PsaA-A684N mutant. The simplest way to explain this effect is that the mutation 

produces a change in the temperature-dependence of CS on the A-branch, such that it no 

longer becomes the dominant branch. Based on the measurements done at room 

temperature, the B-branch is already the dominant branch at ~300K in the PsaA-A684N 

mutant. Evidently, this does not change as the temperature is lowered to ~80K. In fact, 

the B-branch appears to become even more dominant as the temperature drops, although 

this is difficult to quantify this rigorously with the set of experiments done here. Clearly, 

a temperature dependence study must be done to resolve this important question. The 

effect of the PsaB-A664N mutant is much smaller at cryogenic temperature. This was 

expected, as the A-branch is already the dominant one in WT at low temperature; it 

would be difficult to see if a slightly higher amount of the P700
+PhQA

- RP were produced 

in the PsaB-A664N mutant. While the OOP-ESEEM data were consistent with a shift to 

more P700
+PhQB

- RP in the PsaB-A664N mutant, the change was rather small. 

One thing that is abundantly clear is that the reversible and irreversible populations of 

PS1 at cryogenic temperature have nothing to do with directionality of ET within PS1, 

nor is blocking of forward ET from PhQB necessary to see the P700
+PhQB

- RP at 

cryogenic temperatures. None of the experiment results are consistent with the PsaA-

A680N mutation slowing the rate of forward ET from PhQB to FX, which would have 
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been surprising given the distance between the site of the mutation and PhQB. Thus, we 

would expect that the energetics of ET for this step are unchanged by the PsaA-A684N 

mutation. Therefore, the observation of P700
+PhQB

- RP at cryogenic temperatures in the 

“reversible population” (since the irreversible is effectively invisible) means that the 

irreversible population is not due to favorable ET from PhQB to FX, leading to creation of 

the P700
+(FA/FB)- state, which does not recombine at cryogenic temperature. This lends 

support to the claim that the reversible population is due to a block in ET from FX to 

FA/FB caused by a change locked in during freezing (107). 

               In the future work on these mutants, it is essential to address the effect of 

temperature on CS at ec2 cofactor level. This temperature based measurements should be 

performed at different low-temperature range from 10-150 K and also at variable room 

temperature range. Further the role of reduced iron-sulfur clusters in the formation of B-

side RP of P700
•+PhQB

•- need to be re-evaluated. The reduced iron-sulfur clusters also 

modulate the back ET through CR and subsequent CS on the two branches. But the way 

the B-side ET becomes dominant at low temperature with reduced iron-sulfur cluster is 

still unclear (54, 71). Recent theoretical study of energy transfer from core antenna to the 

RC showed that this excitation energy transfer to the RC was asymmetric in nature. The 

low energy exactions are transferred more to the A-branch than to the B-branch, resulting 

into increased A-branch CS. The origin of asymmetric ET between the two branches 

begins with the asymmetric excitation energy transfer from the core antenna (45). Thus, 

analyzing excitation energy in PsaA-A684N and PsaB-A664N is important to monitor 

any possible rerouting of excitation energy to the non-mutated branch. As currently it is 
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difficult to say that there is any rerouting of excitation energy or not that causes this 

increase B-branch ET in PsaA-A684N. Through time-resolved 2D (two dimensional) 

electronic spectroscopy, we can follow the route of excitation energy till its decay into 

CS. The 2D electronic spectroscopy is a valuable tool to monitor excitation energy in PSI 

(108) and it can also be helpful to study both at cryogenic and room temperature based 

decay at P700 or ec2 cofactor. As currently it is difficult to say that there is any rerouting 

of excitation energy or not that causes this increase B-branch ET in PsaA-A684N. 

Through time-resolved 2D electronic spectroscopy, we can follow the route of excitation 

energy from the antenna till its decay into CS. 

2.5 CONCLUSIONS 

We showed for the first time the P700
•+PhQB

•- RP formation at ambient and cryogenic 

temperature through site-directed mutation of the A-branch of the PSI RC. All the EPR 

spectroscopic methods employed confirmed the competency of bidirectional ET in PSI. 

By making the A-branch energy trap less favorable for CS results in an increase in B-

branch ET. These results support the previously proposed model of CS in which energy 

trapping occurs at ec2, and ec2 is the primary electron donor. In the future, it is important 

to study the role of different vibronic modes of the primary electron donor to determine 

where the electronic transitions convert into vibronic transitions and trap solar excitation 

energy. This work will be helpful in designing biologically inspired highly efficient 

artificial solar energy trapping systems.  
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2.6 SUPPLEMETARY INFORMATION 
 

2.6.1 In vivo transient absorption spectroscopy 

Neither Cys substitution mutant showed any observable effect upon directionality. Their 

decay kinetics at 395 nm appeared identical to that of the WT strain (data not shown).The 

PsaA-A684I was intermediate in effect between PsaA-A684N and WT, while the PsaB-

A664I mutant was indistinguishable from WT (data not shown). 

 

 

 

 
Table S2.1. Lifetimes of energy equilibration in antenna; energy trapping component 
obtained from global analysis for WT; PsaA-A680N and PsaB-A660N. 

Sample Energy Equilibration 
Component (ps) 

Energy Trapping 
Component (ps) 

WT 1.5 26.5 
PsaA-A684N 0.7 25.6 
PsaB-A664N 0.5 23 
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Figure S2.1. Sequence alignment of PS1 helix 10 of PsaA and PsaB in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii; Synechococcus elongatus; and Arabidopsis thalliana. Key:  "*": identical. 
":": conserved substitutions (same color group). ".": semi-conserved substitution (similar 
shapes). 
 
 

                           Helix # 10 
 
      C.reinhardtii PsaA   666SAYGLIFLGAHFVWAFSLMFLF 
      S.elongatus   PsaA   670SAYGIMFLAGHFVFAFSLMFLF 
      A.thliana     PsaA   665SAYGLFFLGAHFVWAFSLMFLF 
      Clustal Consensus       ****: **::***:******** 
 

                           Helix # 10 
 
     C.reinhardtii  PsaB   646SVWAWTFLFGHLIYATGFMFLI 
     S.elongatus    PsaB   651SVWAWMFLFGHLVWATGFMFLI 
     A.thaliana     PsaB   644SVWAWMFLFGHLVWATGFMFLI 
     Clustal Consensus        ***** ******::******** 
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Figure S2.2. Position of Alanine residue between ec2 and ec3 chlorophyll. The methyl 
group of PsaA-A684 and PsaB-A664 is directed towards the ec2 chlorophyll and this 
alanine is expected to affect the excitation energy coupling and electron transfer between 
the two chlorophylls. 
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Figure S2.3.  Normalized light induced difference spectra of P700 of different mutants 
affecting ec2A cofactor of A-branch ec2B cofactor of B-branch of PSI. The spectra were 
normalized in order to compare the effect of mutation on the P700 absorption. 
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Figure S2.4.  Absorbance spectra of PSI from WT; PsaA-A684N and PsaB-A664N 
mutants. All the spectra were normalized to the QY peak of WT.  
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Figure S2.5.  Transient absorption DS at different delay times after excitation at 700 nm 
for WT (A), PsaA-A684N (B), and PsaB-A664N (C) PS1. 
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Figure S2.6. DADS of WT (A), PsaA-A684N (B) and PsaB-A664N (C) PSI from 3-
component fit 

 
Figure S2.7. Kinetic traces at 680, 695 and 730 nm obtained from global analysis for WT 
(A), PsaA-A684N (B), and PsaB-A664N (C) PSI for the first 100 ps after pump flash. 
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Figure S2.8. Transient X-band EPR spectra at 80 K taken at a wider magnetic field scan 
than in Figure 2.10A. The central off scale peaks represent the P700

+•PhQ-• RP. Positive 
amplitude represents absorptive (A) and negative represents emissive EPR signals. PsaB-
A664N showed strong changes in polarization patterns while in PsaA-A684N these are 
absent. 
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CHAPTER NO 3 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Photosystem I (PSI) is one of the largest pigmented protein complexes, working in 

collaboration with photosystem II (PSII) in linear electron transfer (ET) mode for the 

production of reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production, which are utilized in the dark reaction of 

photosynthesis. PSI also works in a cyclic ET mode producing only ATP. The 

Thermosynechococcus elongatus PSI structure at 2.5 Å resolution reveals 100 Chl a 

molecule bound to the PsaA and PsaB subunits of PSI. Beside the six Chl a in the 

reaction center (RC), most of the Chl a them make the core antenna, which is used for 

light harvesting and its conversion into excitation energy, which is transferred to the 

redox active RC for charge separation. The cofactors of PSI RC are arranged in the 

form of two functionally active branches that emanates from P700, made of 

chlorophyll a and á (C-13 epimer of Chlorophyll a). Then there is a pair of 

chlorophyll a called ec2 and ec3 and phlloquinone (PhQ) on each branch. The two 

branches recombine at the 4 [Fe-S] clusters called FX. Down into PsaC branch there 

are two additional 4[Fe-S] clusters FA and FB   [1, 2].    

                           Unlike PSII and purple bacterial reaction center, in PSI both 

branches are used for ET and this phenomenon is called bi-directionality of ET [3-6]. 

The main difference between the two branches in terms of kinetics is that ET from 

PhQB towards FX is 10 times faster than that of PhQA. In terms of usage, A-branch is 
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utilized more as compare to B-branch and this utilization of the two branches is 

specie dependent. For example, in C. reinhardtii the ratio of utilization of A: B for ET 

is 60%: 40% while in Synechocystis PCC 6803 it is 70%:30% or 80%:20% [7, 8]. 

The activity of the two branches in PSI was first reported from spinach PSI particles, 

where the PhQ- oxidize to FX with two lifetimes [9]  but it was challenged that it 

might be due to the effect of detergent on PhQ- binding pocket. The in vivo analyses 

of Chlorella sorokiniana cells using transient absorption spectroscopy cells provided 

evidence that the two PhQ- of PSI has different decay lifetimes and a possibility that 

charge separation occurs on both branches in PSI [10]. Mutagenesis studies of the 

tryptophan residues that are in pi-stacking with phylloquinone in the two branches of 

PSI from C. reinhardtii proved that electron transfer occur autonomously. Mutation 

causes an increase in the decay time of semiphylloquinone re-oxidation individually 

[11]. One of the main factors of 10 fold difference between the rate of electron 

transfer from PhQA and PhQB towards FX is the strength of an amide hydrogen bond 

between the respective PhQ and leucine of PsaA-L722 and PsaB-L706. Weakening of 

the hydrogen bonding by placing a bulky group in place of leucine causes a speed up 

in rate of ET in both PSI from prokaryotic [12] and eukaryotic species [13].  

                       The upstream cofactors to PhQ in the two branches were also analyzed 

by mutagenesis studies in cyanobacteria and green algae. The primary electron donor 

P700 and the primary electron acceptor ec3 in the classical model of CS is 

investigated both for its role in bi-directionality and origin of primary charge 

separation. A re-routing or increased CS occurs in the opposite branch due to that of 
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mutated one and this is observed when a mutation is performed on either branch [7]. 

Kinetics of ET are also modulated when the ec3 cofactor methionine ligand is 

changed to other residues in cyanobacteria and green algae but its impact is always 

high on A-branch [14, 15]. An increase in CS on B-branch due to mutation on A-side 

is observed but B-branch mutants have no effect on A-branch [16-18]. This difference 

between the two mutants of ec3 ligand is explained by quantum calculations and 

molecular dynamic simulations, where a possible inherent asymmetry in the protein 

environment of the two branches was proposed [19]. 

                    The origin and kinetics of primary charge separation in PSI is of great 

importance due to its 100 % quantum efficiency [20]. The role of ec2 cofactor, which 

was previously considered as accessory chlorophyll came to lime light in ultrafast 

transient absorption spectroscopy of PSI of C. reinhardtii. Based on three times fast 

energy trapping process  from past studies and a 6-9 ps lifetime of primary CS, it was 

predicted that ec2 cofactor is a primary electron donor or somehow involved in 

primary electron transfer step  [21] . The P700 as a primary electron donor was also 

questioned during the observation that breaking the hydrogen bond to the PA has no 

effect on bi-directionality of ET in PSI of C. reinhardtii. It was proposed that it is 

possible that P700 is a secondary electron donor [22]. Femtosecond transient 

absorption spectroscopic (TAS) measurements on three different mutants around P700 

in C. reinhardtii suggested that they have no effect on primary charge separation. The 

target modeling of ultrafast transient spectroscopy provides the rates of different 

radical pair (RP) formation, where only the rate constants of secondary radical pairs 
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and also their back reactions are modified in these mutants [23]. Disruption of 

hydrogen bonding between protein and ec3 cofactor in the two branches showed a 

delay in the chlorophyll cation formation. Target modeling of this spectroscopic data 

showed that the effect is only on primary RP which is ec2+ec3- and in a second step 

ec2+ is reduced by P700 [14].  

                     The role of ec2 as primary electron donor is challenged based on 

theoretical electrostatic measurement and quantum chemical treatment, which showed 

that ec2 should have a less negative redox potential than ec3 in the excited state and 

thermodynamically ET from ec2 toward ec3 is not possible [24]. Excitation of  

Synechocystis PCC 6803 PSI with a 20-25 fs duration pulse at 720 nm wavelength 

initiated ET by giving two bands in 100 fs, in which the 660 nm band was assigned to 

ec3•- and 705 nm to P700
•+. The primary charge separation according to this study is 

P700•+ec3•- and this is for the first time that such a fast energy trapping into CS was 

reported in 60% of the PSI sample. However there are shortfalls in this analysis such 

as decrease in the bleaching band of 705 nm representing P700
•+ from 4 to 50 ps time 

scale in the difference spectra. However, after the P700+• cation radical is formed, it 

should exist for milliseconds and a decrease in its bleaching is not possible unless it is 

reduced. There is possibility that the red chlorophylls spectrum is considered as the 

evolution of P700
+ [25, 26].  

                      In order to study the site of primary charge separation and the basic root 

of directionality in the two branches of PSI, we selected the ec2 chlorophyll site on 

each branch for mutation. These chlorophylls are the proposed primary donor of 
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electron transfer but need further investigation to confirm this hypothesis [14, 21, and 

23]. If we look into the crystal structure of PSI (Figure 3.1) from T. elongatus, there is 

water molecule that acts as a fifth ligand to the central magnesium atom of ec2 and 

there is no direct linkage from the protein, however the water molecule makes a 

hydrogen bonding contact with asparagine from the opposite branch polypeptide. The 

ec2A (alternate nomenclature) or eC2-B (crystal structure nomenclature) central 

magnesium makes coordinate bond with the oxygen of water by accepting the lone 

pair of electron from oxygen. Further the side chain carboxyl oxygen of asparagine 

from opposite polypeptide of helix 9 acts as hydrogen bond acceptor of the water 

ligand of ec2 (Figure 3.1). We targeted the PsaA-N604 of B-branch and PsaB-N591 

of A-branch for mutation. The respective asparagine was mutated to aspartic acid, 

histidine, lysine, leucine and tyrosine. The effect of these mutations on primary 

charge separation and directionality of electron transfer was investigated by various 

spectroscopic methods in this work. (Note: In some figures the C. reinhardtii 

sequence numbering are used instead of T. elongatus. The PsaA-Asn601 = PsaA-

Asn604 and PsaB-Asn587= PsaB-N591). 
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Figure 3.1. Arrangement of electron transfer cofactors in RC of PSI. The figure is 
constructed from protein data bank file: 1JB0. The P700 is composed of ec1A and ec1B 
chlorophylls. On each branch is a pair of chlorophylls (ec2Aec3A or ec2Bec3B) and a 
phylloquinone (PhQA or PhQB). The FX cluster is shared by PsaA and PsaB, while the 
two terminal iron-sulfur clusters (FA and FB) are bound by PsaC subunit. The name used 
in the parenthesis is from crystallographic database. The position of ec2 and its 5th ligand 
water (red bead) on each branch of the RC of PSI. PsaA-N604 accepts hydrogen bond 
from the water molecule on B-branch and PsaB-N591 on A-branch. 
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3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.2.1 Genetic manipulations 

 The plasmids containing the Asn substitution mutations were prepared via a previously 

described PCR method and introduced into two background strains of C. reinhardtii in 

which either the psaA exon-3 or psaB had been deleted (60).These strains also have the 

FUD7 chloroplast mutation, which is a deletion of the psbA gene encoding the D1 core 

polypeptide of PSII and results in no PSII, and the nuclear P71 mutation, which causes a 

decrease in the total amount of LHCII. The respective plasmid for the specific site was 

mixed with tungsten particles and bombarded on C. reinhardtii cells spread on agar plates 

containing TAP with 75 µg/mL spectinomycin and 100 µg/mL ampicillin, using a home-

built gene gun and helium gas at a pressure of approximately 450 psi. The plates were 

kept in the dark and colonies appeared after 7 days. These colonies were passaged 

alternately on 300 µg/mL spectinomycin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin every 14 days. 

The transformants were checked for psaA or psaB genes and for homoplamicity by 

isolating the plasmid DNA and amplification via PCR. These strains were used primarily 

for in vivo analyses. 

A second set of background strains had the P71 nuclear mutation but lacked the FUD7 

mutation: PBC12-5 (psaAΔ) and PBC 18-6 (psaBΔ). These backgrounds also have a 

hexahistidine tag on exon 1 of the psaA gene (74). The plasmids were shot in the same 

way as described above. PSI was isolated from these strains for in vitro studies. 
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3.2.2 Crude membrane preparation 

 One liter of each transformant cells was grown under room light (81 µEinstein m-2 s-1) 

and temperature (23 oC) in Tris-acetate phosphate (TAP) media. The cells were harvested 

by centrifuging at 3500 g for 5 minutes at 4 oC, the supernatant was discarded and the 

pellet was washed with cell resuspension buffer (0.3 mM sucrose; 25 mM HEPES having 

pH 7.5 with KOH; 5 mM MgCl2 ; 5 mM CaCl2 ) and recentrifuged at 3500 g  for 5 

minutes at 4 oC. The washed cell pellet was suspended in thylakoid resuspension buffer 

(0.3 mM sucrose; 25 mM HEPES having pH 7.5 with KOH; 10 mM EDTA) and French 

pressed at 3000 psi. The broken cells or crude thylakoid membrane were washed with 

thylakoid resuspension buffer and centrifuged at 40000 g for 10 -15 minutes at 4 oC 

twice. Storing buffer which contains 25 mM HEPES-KOH (pH 7.5); 10 mM EDTA; 1 

mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF); 10 % Glycerol was added to the pellet. The 

sample was homogenized with a chilled homogenizer and 1X protease inhibitor buffer 

(50 mM EDTA; 10 mM Benzamide-HCl; 500 µg/mL Pepstatin A; 200 µg/mL Leupeptin; 

100 µM E-64; 100 mM ε-aminocaproic acid). The crude thylakoid membranes were 

stored at – 80 oC for later use after flash freezing using liquid nitrogen in aliquots for P700 

estimation through spectroscopy and immunoblot analysis. 

3.2.3 Growth assays 
Cells were grown in 20-25 mL TAP liquid culture overnight and on the next day the cells 

were counted. About 10 µL of liquid culture of each sample at a density of 1x106 cells 

mL-1 was spotted on TAP and TBP plates. Most plates were left in air, but some were put 

in microaerobic conditions using anaerobic gas generator pouch system with indicator of 
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(BD GasPak EZ, Becton, Dickinson and company, USA). The plates were either 

maintained in the dark or illuminated with white light from fluorescent tubes at low (2 

µEinstein m-2 s-1), medium (20 µEinstein m-2 s-1), or high (80 µEinstein m-2 s-1) intensity, 

which was measured with a LI-COR Photometer (Model LI-250 Light Meter). 

3.2.4 Isolation of H6-PSI particles 

 Strains were grown in 6-L flasks using 5 L of medium with constant stirring and 

bubbling with filtered air under normal room light condition of 81 µEinstein m-2 s-1 and 

room temperature of approximately 23 oC in TAP medium. The cells were harvested 

during the early logarithmic phase by centrifugation at 3500 g  for 5 minutes at 4 oC, 

washed with cell resuspension buffer (0.3 mM sucrose, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, 25 

mM HEPES-KOH (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.5) and 

centrifuged again. The cells were suspended in thylakoid resuspension buffer (0.3 mM 

sucrose, 10 mM EDTA, 25 mM HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5) and broken by passage through a 

French pressure cell at 3000 psi. The broken cells were washed with thylakoid 

resuspension buffer and centrifuged at 40000 g for 10 -15 minutes at 4 oC twice by 

collecting the green residue and discarded the lower white starch material. Crude 

thylakoid membranes were homogenized in cold thylakoid resuspension buffer at 

approximately 6 mg Chl mL-1 and stored at -80 oC after flash freezing in liquid nitrogen. 

Crude thylakoid membranes (CTM) at final concentration of 0.4 mg Chl mL-1 (PBC12-5 

background strains) or 0.2 mg Chl mL-1 (PBC18-6 background strains) were solubilized 

by dropwise addition of β-D-dodecylmaltoside (β-DM) to a final concentration of 1/10 

volume of 10% β-DM, and the sample was stirred gently for 30 minutes at 4 oC in the 
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dark. After sample was centrifugation at 64000 g for 25 minutes at 4 oC to remove 

unsolubilized material, the supernatant was loaded onto a Ni-NTA (Invitrogen) column 

pre-equilibrated with Solubilization Buffer containing 0.03 % β-DM. The column was 

washed with Solubilization Buffer containing 0.03 % β-DM and 2 mM imidazole until 

the efflux was clear. The H6-tagged PSI was eluted from the column with elution buffer 

(300 mM imidazole and 40 mM 2-(N-morpholino) ethane sulfonic acid MES-NaOH, pH 

6). The eluate were concentrated in Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filters with 100 K 

molecular weight cutoff (Millipore Ltd. Ireland) and washed with Storage Buffer (40 mM 

CaCl2, 40 mM MgCl2, 0.03% β-DM, 10% glycerol, 10 mM Tricine, pH 8) to remove 

imidazole several folds during concentration. The sample was concentrated to a final 

concentration 2.5-3 mg Chl ml-1. Glycerol was added to a final concentration of 20%. 

Samples were stored in 100 µL aliquots by flash freezing in liquid nitrogen at -80 oC. 

3.2.5 Immunoblot analysis 

 For immunoblot analysis 20 µg/mL of chlorophyll containing crude thylakoid 

membranes of WT and mutants were taken and equal volume of 2X Lamelli buffer (4% 

SDS; 20% Glycerol; 125 mM Tris-HCl having pH 6.8; 4 M Urea) was added to it and 

dissolved by vortexing, then it was diluted by 1X Lamelli buffer, so that it has final 

concentration of 0.5 µg of chlorophyll containing protein. Each sample was heated at 50 

oC for 30 minutes in water bath then vortexed briefly and spun at highest speed for 10 

minutes. The supernatant was collected for later usage. 10 µL of sample containing 0.5 

µg of protein of each sample was added in wells of 4-10 % Tricine gel. The gel was run 

at constant voltage of 90 V with 110-125 mA expected current at start and 15 mA at end 
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for 4 hours in 1X MES-SDS running buffer (pH 7.3). The protein was transferred to the 

pre-soacked polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane [Millipore Corporation, USA] 

using transferring buffer (1X Tris-glycine SDS; 20 % methanol) in western blot 

transferring assembly cell at constant voltage of 25 V and 125 mA for 3 hours at 4 oC. 

The blot membrane was placed in mixture of TBST ( 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5; 500 mM 

NaCl; 0.05 % Tween 20) along with 5 % non-fat skim milk (NFDM) and 1 mM sodium 

azide for overnight at 4 oC to block empty protein binding sites on membrane. The blot 

was placed in a primary α- PsaA antibody solution (TBST+ 1% NFDM + 1o antibodies 

that is diluted in ratio of 1:2000) and shake gently at room temperature for one and half 

hour. The blot was washed with TBST three times for fifteen minutes on shaker. The blot 

was then placed in secondary antibody solution (TBST+ 1% NFDM and 2o antibody 

which is made by 2 µL HRP complex [anti rabbit IgG conjugated to horseradish 

peroxidase and used at 1: 10, 000] and shake gently at room temperature for one hour. 

The blot was then washed with TBST three times for 15 minutes on shaker. Supersignal 

West Femto maximum sensitivity substrate (equal volume mixture of stable peroxide 

solution and luminal/enhancer solution) by Thermo scientific IL, USA was used as 

chemiluminescent substrate which makes a conjugated complex with the protein-

antibodies complex and glow. The blot image was probed with Omega Molecular 

Imaging System (ULTRA LUM, California, USA) (74).  

3.2.6 Spectroscopic estimation of PSI (P700) 
 Spectroscopically the amount of PSI accumulation in each mutant was measured using 

Joliot type spectrophotometer called JTS-10 (Bio-logic), which has the capacity to 
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measure the light induced changes in crude thylakoid membranes with a time resolution 

of 10 µs. For PSI estimation, a sample of 20 µg/ml of Chl containing CTM was taken and 

40 µM of dibromothymoquinone (DBMIB) to inhibit or slow down the cyclic electron 

flow from cytochrome b6f; 10 µM of Carbonyl cyanide p-[rifluoromethoxyl]-phenyl-

hydrozone (FCCP) to disrupt the proton gradient if present in the crude thylakoid 

membranes, 5mM Sodium ascorbate was used as a reducing agent to reduce the oxidized 

P700. For excitation a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Electro-Optics, Inc., 

Santa Clara, CA) emitting 33 mJ pulses at 532 nm (6 ns duration) was used for oxidation 

of P700 of PSI. The laser flash has enough energy to saturate the sample. The oxidation of 

sample was probed with 700 and 810 nm weak actinic flashes from JTS-10 

spectrophotometer. The sample was measured in the absorbance mode where a baseline 

of 20 s was measured initially and then in the illumination period a single laser flash was 

given to oxidize the P700, followed by measuring flashes (10-µs red LED passed through 

a selected interference filter) to monitor oxidation of P700 by the laser flash in exponential 

increment way for 1115 ms. These measuring flashes commenced 250 µs after the laser 

flash and after exponential increment increase phase and additional measuring flashes of  

18 s, long enough for the bleaching signal to recover entirely. The transients were 

recorded at wavelength of 675,680, 685, 690, 695, 700, 705, 740 and 810 nm by using 

interference filters. The lowest bleaching point was taken for wavelength from 675 to 705 

nm while at 740 and 810 nm the positive peak was taken for calculation as at 740 nm and 

beyond P700
+ absorb. The transients were taken and a light minus dark difference 

spectrum was plotted for P700 of PSI.  
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3.2.7 Time-resolved Optical Spectroscopy of PSI particles  
Time-resolved optical spectroscopy with a temporal resolution of ns - ms was performed 

on PSI particles. A 480-nm probe beam was used to monitor the electrochromic bandshift 

of pigments in the RC induced by the charge-separated state (primarily due to pigments 

near PhQ–) (109). For these measurements, 30 µg of chlorophyll containing PSI sample 

per 1 mL was diluted into a buffer containing 10 mM Tricine (pH 8), 0.4 M CaCl2, 0.4 M 

MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.03% β-DM, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, and 40 µM phenazine 

methosulfate (PMS). The sample was excited with a ~3-ns laser pulse generated by a 

frequency-doubled (532 nm), Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (DCR-11, Spectra Physics, 

Mountain View, CA) operated in the short-pulse mode. The probe light was provided by 

a Xe flash tailored with a bank of inductors and capacitors to produce 5-µs pulses. The 

480-nm probe and pump beam were filtered through a narrow band (8 nm) interference 

filter along with colored glass filters (FND 100Q from EG & G)  and were paired up in 

two micrometer multimode fiber optic patch cables (M28L01; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) 

through two fixed focus collimation packages (F240FC-543; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ), 

placed at a distance of 3 m from the sample cuvette to minimize the artifacts due to 

excitation beam. The two fiber cables were connected to a balanced amplified photo-

detector (PDB430A; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) containing DC bandwidth of 350 MHz. 

Digitizing oscilloscope (DSA 602A with amplifier plug-in 11A52; Tektronix, Beaverton, 

OR) was used to measure the balance output. The laser flash was detected by a 

photodiode connected to 11A72 plug-in used to initiate the data acquisition. The rise time 

of the detection system was measured by using Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride 
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(Ru (Bipy)3Cl2) luminescence and was found to be 3 ns(110). The baseline was recorded 

after every flash by mechanically blocking the pump flash, and this baseline transient was 

subtracted from that recorded with pump flash on every cycle. Around 1024 to 2048 pairs 

of flash minus no-flash transients were averaged at a repetition rate of 1 Hz. Software 

written in LabView controlled the timing sequence and data recording. The PSI sample 

was contained in 10x10 mm standard quartz cuvette at room temperature. All the kinetic 

traces were processed by fitting with a multi-exponential function using Marquardt least-

squares algorithm that was programmed in IGOR Pro v. 5.2 (Wavemetrics, Lake 

Oswego, OR).Charge recombination was monitored at 820 nm using a home-built time-

resolved spectrophotometer. For these measurements, PS1 particles corresponding to 100 

µg were diluted into 400 µL of buffer (same as above except using 0.5 mM sodium 

ascorbate and 10 µM DCPIP as a reducing agents). The sample was prepared in an 

anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratories, Grass Lake, MI) with an atmosphere of 10% H2 

and 90% N2 to avoid generation of harmful oxygen radicals. 

3.2.8 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopy 

 Low temperature (80 K) X-band (9 GHz) time/field transient EPR data sets were 

measure with a modified Bruker ER 200D-SRC spectrometer with an ER 041 X-MR X-

band Microwave Bridge. A Flexline ER 4118 X-MD-5WI dielectric resonator was used 

at low temperature. Light excitation was made using a Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser 

working at 10 Hz, 4.0 mJ/pulse and 532 nm. The temperature of the bath was controlled 

using an Oxford Instruments CF9335 gas flow cryostate. The transient EPR signal was 

recorder in direct-detection mode with a home built broadband amplifier (bandwidth 500 
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MHz) and was digitized through a LeCroy LT322 500 MHz digital oscilloscope. PSI 

samples were treated with 1mM sodium ascorbate and 50 µM phenazine methosulfate 

(PMS) and the samples were frozen in the dark. Room temperature X-band EPR 

measurements were performed with a modified Bruker ESP 200 spectrometer equipped 

with a home built, broadband amplifier (bandwidth >500 MHz). A flat cell and a 

rectangular resonator were used and the samples were illuminated using a Q-switched, 

frequency-doubled Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser working at 10 Hz, 4.0 mJ/pulse 

and 532 nm. In order to bring the P700 in the reduced state before the excitation flash, 1 

mM sodium ascorbate and 50 µM PMS were used as electron donor and mediator. 

3.2.9 Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

 The sample was excited with a laser light of 690nm excitation with a full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of 0.15 ps and was probed with white continuum light having central 

wavelength of 680nm. The pump and probe light was set at magic angle (54.7o).  

Intensity of the excitation light was enough to excite the sample but not to make much 

annihilation.  Measurements were performed in a window from 601 to 750 nm, which is 

QY transition of Chlorophyll a of PSI. Data was collected from 0.9 ps before time zero 

and 2 nanosecond after the excitation pulse. Circular rotating cuvette with a path length 

of 1.2mm was used so that the laser light didn’t excite more than 10% of the measuring 

PSI particles. Speed of the rotation was set so that the laser shot hit fresh open (reduced 

P700) PSI particles and to avoid the accumulation of long lived intermediates state. The 

sample concentration was chosen so Optical density of the sample was 0.8 OD at QY 
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region at 676.14 nm. For stability of PSI and to avoid aggregation issues, the buffer 

consists of 10 mM Tricine, 0.4 M MgCl2, 0.4 M CalCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.03% β-DM as a 

detergent. 40 mM of sodium ascorbate and 50 µM of phenzine methosulfate was used as 

redox agents in order to keep the reaction center in open state during measurements. 

3.2.10 Time-resolved fluorescence 

 Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) was performed to measure the kinetics 

of energy trapping in PSI mutant samples. The sample was excited with a Titanium-

Saphhire laser (Spectra-Physics, Millennia pumped Tsunami) at 420 nm with a 130 fs 

pulse duration and 4 MHz repition rate. Fluorescence emission was collected at a 90° 

geometry setting and detected using a double-grating monochromator (Jobin-Yvon, 

Gemini-180) and a microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R3809U-50). 

The polarization of the emission was set at a magical angle of 54.7° relative to that of the 

excitation. The data acquisition was done using a single photon counting card (Becker-

Hickl, SPC-830). The typical IRF had a FWHM of 35 ps, measured from the scattering of 

sample at 420 nm. The excitation power was 12.1 µW at the sample to avoid singlet-

singlet annihilation. A time window of 3.3 ns was used and measurements were done 

from 680 to 740 nm with 10-nm spacing. The PSI particles were diluted to an OD of 0.5 

cm-1 at the Chl a Qy maximum with a buffer containing 10 mM Tricine (pH 8), 0.4 M 

MgCl2, 0.4 M CaCl2, 10 % glycerol, 0.03 % β-DM, 20 mM sodium ascorbate, and 50 µM 

phenazine methosulfate. Global analysis was performed with ASUFIT 6.1software. The 

decay-associated spectra (DAS) of fluorescence emission are the wavelength dependent 
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pre-exponential part, Ai (λ), from the multiexponential fluorescence decay components, 

from the equation F=Ʃ Ai (λ) exp (-t/τi) and is related to specific exponential lifetime, τi.  

3.2.11 Static Fourier Transformed Infrared Difference Spectroscopy 

 For static Fourier transformed infrared difference spectroscopic measurements, the PS I 

particles were washed by 50 mM Tris buffer with 0.04% β-DM detergent and spin it 

down and placed between two rectangular CaF2 windows. All the static FTIR difference 

spectra were recorder on BRUKER VERTEX 80 FTIR spectrometer. For these 

measurements, a continuous illumination from a 20 mW helium neon laser was used for 

light excitation. All measurements were performed at room temperature. Spectra in light 

and dark conditions were recorded and a light-minus-dark and dark-minus-dark spectra 

were constructed to get the FTIR difference spectra (DS) as described by Wang and 

colleagues (111, 112).  

 

3.3  RESULTS 

3.3.1 Biochemical Characterization 

Crude thylakoid membranes of the PSI mutants were used to perform the immunoblots in 

order to estimate the amount of PSI accumulated in the cells. The level of PSI was 

estimated using a serial dilution of WT extract into extracts from the psaAΔ or psaBΔ 

strains; the same amount of total membrane protein was loaded in each lane, leaving the 

amount of PS1 as the sole variable. The PSI level estimated in this way is roughly in this 

order for the ec2B mutants: WT ≈ PsaA-N604K > PsaA-N604L > PsaA-N604D ≈ PsaA-
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N604H > PsaA-N604Y (Figure 3.2). For the ec2A mutants, the order was WT > PsaB-

N591K > PsaB-N591D > PsaB-N591L > PsaB-N591Y > PsaB-N591H. Although we 

observed some variation between transformants, these results largely agreed when two 

independent transformants were compared. (If this was not the case, additional 

transformants were analyzed to determine the representative case.) In addition, the PSI 

levels estimated from immunoblots correlated well with the levels estimated via optical 

spectroscopy (see next section).  
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Figure 3.2. Western Blot of PsaA-N604 and PsaB-N591 transformants, for the detection 
of PsaA subunit of PSI. 0.5µg of chlorophyll containing protein of PSI with a volume of 
10µL of sample were loaded on 4-10% Tricine gel with a constant voltage of 90V for 4 
hour.  
 

3.3.2 Spectroscopic estimation of PSI (P700) 

We independently estimated the level of P700 spectroscopically in crude thylakoid 

membranes. Excitation of PS1 will lead to oxidation of P700 as an electron is transferred 

to the FA/FB clusters. Charge recombination of P700
+ (FA/FB)- occurs with a decay time of 

~100 ms (87). If the electron is lost from FA/FB by donation to an exogenous acceptor 

(e.g. O2), then P700
+ will be reduced by ascorbate in several seconds. Thus, time-resolved 

measurements in the ms timescale are sufficient to observe P700 bleaching and recovery 

from a saturating laser flash. We performed this experiment using probe light from 675 

nm to 810 nm and the maximum absorption change (seen in the earliest time points) was 

plotted vs. wavelength to obtain the light-induced (P700
+ - P700) difference spectrum 

(Figure 3.3). 
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These mutations might affect P700 due to their proximity and also due to the fact that the 

ec2 and ec3 chlorophylls are excitonically coupled to the P700 dimer. Using the known 

extinction coefficient of P700 in this species (77), we calculated the level of P700 in each 

mutant; the results are tabulated in Table 3.1. In general, the PSI level tends to be lower 

in the PsaB mutants, which affect the A-branch. The lysine mutants in both branches 

accumulated >80% PSI, as compared to WT, indicating that this substitution was 

surprisingly well tolerated (Figure 3.3). The tyrosine substitution was in general most 

poorly tolerated, resulting in a ~25-fold drop in PS1 levels for either side. The worst 

mutant was PsaB-N591H, whose PS1 level was ~2-3% of WT; in contrast, the PsaA-

N604H mutant accumulated about 10 times more PS1. Similarly, the PsaB-N591L (near 

ec2A) accumulated just under 20% the normal level of PS1, while the PsaA-N604L 

mutant (near ec2B) accumulated just under 90% the WT level of PS1. Conversion of Asn 

to Asp resulted in a 3-4 fold drop in PS1 levels on either side, but the mutation also 

induced a slight red-shift in the (P700
+ - P700) difference spectra (Figure 3.4). Such shifts 

were not observed in the other substitution mutants. The possibility of the Asp residues 

being charged will be discussed below. 
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Table 3.1: Quantification of P700 bleaching and PsaA polypeptide through 
immunoblotting in membranes from different mutants. The maximum bleaching at 695 
nm was used for estimation of total amount of PSI, using the known extinction 
coefficient of P700 in this species (100,000 mM-1 cm-1; (77)). 

Sample P700 level  
(% WT)1 

Amount of 
PSI (% of 
WT)3 

Sample P700 level  
(% WT)2 

Amount of 
PSI (% of 
WT)3 

WT-A 100.00 ± 31 100 WT-B 100.00 ± 9 100 

psaAΔ 0 0 psaBΔ 0 0 

PsaA-N604D 27.3 ± 9.02 ND4 PsaB-N591D 77 ± 13 ND4 

PsaA-N604H 37.4 ± 9.0 64 ± 5.7 PsaB-N591H 2.4 ± 3.5 10 ± 5.7 

PsaA-N604K 83 ± 14.7 91 ± 0 PsaB-N591K 97.9 ± 34.4 110.5 ± 13.4 

PsaA-N604L 88.6 ± 17.0 68 ± 2.8  PsaB-N591L 19 ± 6.6 23 ± 15.6 

PsaA-N601Y 4.3 ± 1.4 11.6 ± 1.1 PsaB-N587Y 4.3 ± 2.4 20 ± 2.8 
1The WT-A level of PS1 was 0.040± 0.002 µmole of P700 per mg of Chl.  
2The WT-B level of PSI was 0.054± 0.008 µmole of P700 per mg of Chl. 
3The quantity of PsaA subunit relative to the chlorophyll in each crude membrane 
preparation was quantified by densitometry as shown in figure 4. 
4ND = Not determined 
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Figure 3.3. Normalized light induced difference spectra of P700 of mutants affecting the 
ec2A (A) or ec2B (B) Chl of PSI.  
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Figure 3.4. Normalized light induced difference spectra of P700 of different mutants 
affecting ec2A cofactor of A-branch ec2B cofactor of B-branch of PSI. The spectra were 
normalized in order to compare the effect of mutation on the P700 absorption. 
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3.3.3 Growth Characteristics 
 Changes in growth of cells due to mutational effects were determined by performing 

growth test under different phototrophic and heterotrophic conditions. Under dark 

conditions on TAP all the mutants grow like WT except PsaA-N60Y, whose growth is 

scattered. Further psaAΔ background strain also grows under dark conditions on TAP. At 

increasing light conditions (2, 20, 80 µEm-2), the growth of the sample on TAP media 

decreasing in the following order WT > PsaA-N604H > PsaA-N604D > PsaA-N604K = 

PsaA-N604L > PsaA-N604Y (Figure 3.5). The growth of PsaA-N604Y decreases with 

increase in light and is very poor at 80 µEm-2.  On TBP media at early stage, the growth 

of WT is low and same is the case of mutants while PsaA-N604Y and psaAΔ background 

strain has no autotrophic growth. At later stages, the WT grow fully while in mutants 

only PsaA-N604H showed growth but other mutants like PsaA-N604D, PsaA-N604K 

and PsaA-N604L growth is very low. At lower oxygen conditions, the growth of WT and 

mutants has also low growth.  

Mutants that are affecting the A-branch grow in the dark like WT-B and psaBΔ 

background strain (Figure 3.6). In the light conditions on TAP media, the growth of the 

mutants decreases in the following order with increase in light flux: WT-B > PsaB-

N591K > PsaB-N591D > PsaB-N591L > PsaB-N591Y > PsaB-N591H.  On TBP plates, 

for autotrophic growth, the WT-B showed poor growth at early and late stage while the 

mutants showed no growth at all. Under low oxygen condition on TBP, the WT-B, PsaB-

N591Y and PsaB-N591K grow poorly while PsaB-N591D and PsaB-N591L have very 

poor growth.  The PsaB-N591H is completely dead at this condition like the deletion 
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background strain. At later stages of low oxygen condition on TBP, the growth of the 

samples decreases in the following order: PsaB-N591K > WT > PsaB-N591Y > PsaB-

N591D > PsaB-N591L > PsaB-N591H. Thus the growth test showed that these mutants 

showed reasonable growth in dark and heterotrophic condition but have very poor 

autotrophic growth. These results suggest that these mutants accumulate variable levels 

of PSI heterotrophically and the mutation results in increases in the level of photo-

oxidative damage. 

 

 
Figure 3.5. Growth on solid media of WT and PsaA-N604 mutants near ec2B of PSI. 
Colonies of C. reinhardtii were grown under heterotrophic (acetate, no light), various 
mixotropic conditions (acetate with low, medium and high light) and phototrophic (no 
acetate but high light and anaerobic conditions). 
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Figure 3.6 Growth on solid media of WT and PsaA-N591 mutants near ec2A of PSI. 
Colonies of C. reinhardtii were grown under heterotrophic (acetate, no light), various 
mixotropic conditions (acetate with low, medium and high light) and phototrophic (no 
acetate but high light and anaerobic conditions). 
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3.3.4 Kinetics at 390 nm (phyllosemiquinone decay) in living cells 

Based on the estimated amount of PS1 by immunoblot and P700 photobleaching, we 

selected mutants that accumulated PS1 the best and probed them in vivo for the relative 

use of the two PhQs by pump-probe spectroscopy. We used diagnostic wavelengths at 

390 nm (phyllosemiquinone), 430 (P700), 440 (P700
+ A0

–), and 480 nm (electrochromic 

bandshift due to PhQ–) and monitored absorbance from 5 ns to 100 ms after the pump 

flash. As seen before (51, 113-115), we observed biphasic decay of the absorbance 

increase at 390 nm, which is primarily due to the phyllosemiquinone (PhQ–). In the WT 

control strain, the ratio of slow decay (~200-250 ns) to fast decay (~16-25 ns) was about 

1.06 (Table 3.2). We can take this ratio as a relative measure of the usage of the A-branch 

to usage of the B-branch. In the PsaB-N591L mutant (near ec2A), this ratio fell to 0.74, 

while it rose to 1.81 in the PsaA-N604L mutant (near ec2B). This result is consistent with 

the hypothesis that the Asn�Leu mutation somehow interfered with charge separation 

involving the nearby ec2 Chl. The results were not as clear-cut in the rest of the mutants, 

as the ratio seemed to rise in both substitution mutants, although it was always much 

greater in the mutants near ec2B. The PsaB-N591H mutant displayed very little decay at 

390 nm, and showed signs of rapid charge recombination in the tens of ns timescale at 

430 nm and 440 nm, which is indicative of recombination of the P700
+A0

– state. This was 

the only mutant that displayed such behavior. The in vivo spectroscopy allowed us to 

focus our attention on the mutants that appeared to have an effect upon the directionality 
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of electron transfer within PS1. However, as we have no independent way of assessing 

the amount of PS1 in vivo, we cannot distinguish between a lower yield of charge 

separation on one branch and a redirection of charge separation from one branch to the 

other at this level of analysis. Therefore, it was necessary to purify PS1 from the mutants 

in order to gain a more in-depth view of the consequences of these mutations. 

Table 3.2. Ratio of slow:fast decay at 390 nm in living cells 

Observation WT PsaA-Asn604–> PsaB-Asn591–> 

Asp His Leu Lys Asp His Leu Lys 

ratio 
slow:fast 

1.06 2.08 1.25 1.73 2.04 1.44 Nil1 0.74 1.18 

1Very little charge separation was observed in this mutant 
 

3.3.5 Nanosecond kinetics at 480 nm (electrochromic bandshift) in purified PS1 

We performed time-resolved optical spectroscopy on PS1 particles from the various 

transformants into a background with low LHCII and a hexahistidine tag at the N-

terminus of PsaA. The kinetics of phyllosemiquinone (PhQ-) oxidation were monitored at 

480 nm, which is due to an electrochromic shift of pigments near PhQ- induced by the 

negative charge. (52, 109). The optical data obtained at 480 nm should thus give similar 

information as that at 380 nm; however, at 480 nm there is an additional positive 

component from P700+. The time-resolved optical spectra for WT and mutants obtained 

at room temperature were fitted to two exponential decays. The decay at 480 nm in WT 

PS1 was biphasic, with lifetimes of 22.3 ns and 216 ns; the amplitudes were 0.94 mOD 
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and 1.2 mOD, respectively (Figure 3.7; Table 3.3). These values are very similar to what 

has been observed before (52). 

The PsaA-N604L mutant exhibited lifetimes of 20.5 ns (0.45 mOD) and 206 ns (1.2m 

OD). In contrast, the PsaB-N591L mutant (ec2A) had decay components with lifetimes of 

20.5 ns (0.92 mOD) and 205 ns (0.34 mOD). Thus, the rates extracted from this analysis 

did not greatly differ, but the amplitudes were significantly changed. Moreover, the 

change would be as expected if the affected branch were utilized less as a consequence of 

the mutation. Thus, the mutation affecting ec2B exhibited slower electron transfer, 

consistent with the hypothesis that less electrons had arrived at PhQB due to an 

impairment of charge separation in that branch. However, we note that the amplitude of 

the other component did not increase to compensate; it seemed to be unchanged. Thus, 

the overall amplitude of decay at 480 nm is lower in both mutants. This would indicate 

that the quantum yield of charge separation was lower in these mutants. 

The situation with the other substitution mutants was a bit more complicated. Although 

the rates determined for the fast and slow decay components were not significantly 

different from those seen in WT, most of the other mutants caused decreases in the 

amplitudes of both components, although the decreases tended to be larger in the targeted 

branch. For example, the effect of the PsaA-N604K mutation was to reduce the amplitude 

of the fast component by more than 2-fold, but it also reduced the amplitude of the fast 

component by ~12%. In the PsaB-N591K mutant, both branches were strongly affected, 

with a ~2-fold decrease in the fast component and a 2.7-fold decrease in the slow 

component. The PsaA-N604H mutant exhibited a decrease in the fast component of about 
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3-4 fold, while the amplitude of the slow component decreased ~25%. Similar to what 

was observed in vivo, the PsaB-N591H mutant performed very little ET, and displayed 

large decreases in both the fast (~10-fold) and slow (~6.3-fold) components. (Although 

this last mutant may seem to be an exception to the rule, the very low signal may have led 

to an underestimate of the fast component.) Thus, the effect on the “other branch” was 

always larger in the PsaB substitution mutants, which should primarily affect ec2A. 

Consequently, the PsaB mutants tended to have lower quantum yields of charge 

separation.  
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Table 3.3. Rates and amplitudes of decay components obtained from transient optical 
spectroscopy at 480 nm in various purified PS1 preparation from C. reinhardtii. 

1Assumed to be 100%. Quantum yields in the mutants are expressed as relative to WT. 
 

 

Mutation amplitude 
(mOD) of 
fast decay  

rate (ns) 
of fast 
decay  

amplitude 
(mOD) of 
slow decay  

rate (ns) of 
slow decay  

ɸ at  
480 nm [ns 
components] 
(%) 

WT 

 

0.94 22.3 1.20 216 1001 

PsaA-N604H 0.26 22.1 0.90 227 54 

PsaB-N591H 0.09 25.1 0.19 207 13 

PsaA-N604K 0.40 21.5 1.06 207 68 

PsaB-N591K 0.46 20.5 0.44 217 42 

PsaA-N604L 

 

0.45 20.5 1.20 206 77 

PsaB-N591L 

 

0.92 20.5 0.34 205 59 
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Figure 3.7 Time-resolved optical spectroscopic kinetics at 480 nm for the WT, PsaA-
N604L and PsaB-N591L. The data is presented in a linear time axis, so that the lifetime 
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and contributions of the two phases can be easily differentiated. The residuals from the 
fits are shown above the main trace. 

 

 
 

  

 
Figure 3.8. Time-resolved optical spectroscopic kinetics at 480 nm for the PsaA-N604K, 
PsaB-N591K, PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H. The data is presented in a linear time axis, 
so that the lifetime and contributions of the two phases can be easily differentiated. The 
residuals from the fits are shown above the main trace. 
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3.3.6 Charge recombination between P700
+ FA/B

- radical pair and its intermediate states 

Oxidized P700 (P700
+) was followed directly by monitoring absorption of chlorophyll 

cation radical at 820 nm in two time windows: a few ms and ~2 s. The data from these 

two windows were united and a global fit was obtained. In the case of C. reinhardtii PSI, 

three decay components were necessary to fit the data (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11). 

Charge recombination of P700
+(FA/FB)- has a lifetime of 50 - 100 ms and accounts for 

much of the decay. A variable amount of slow decay (hundreds of ms to ~1s) was 

observed, and is assigned to electron donation from PMS to P700
+ in those PSI RCs from 

which the electron had “escaped” (via reduction of exogenous acceptors). The additional 

decay seen in algal PSI was in the µs timescale. In the control PSI, it exhibited a decay 

time of ~70 µs and accounted for about one third of the decay. The origin of this is not 

known. We did not observe any decay in the nanosecond timescale, demonstrating that 

none of the mutations caused charge recombination from (P700
+ec3- (Table3.4) (87). 

These measurements allowed an independent test of the hypothesis that the quantum 

yield of stable charge separation has been decreased in these mutants. By summing the 

total amount of decay at 820 nm (or the total amount of decay at 820 nm in the ms-sec 

timescale), we can estimate the amount of P700
+ generated (normalized to total Chl) in 

each PS1 preparation. We can do the same for the 480-nm decay in the ns timescale. Note 

that the electrochromic bandshift produced by PhQ– on the two sides will not necessarily 

be of equal magnitude. However, working with the assumption that they are equal, one 
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arrives at a similar number for the amount of electrons arriving at the quinones in PS1. 

Taken together, this analysis demonstrates that the lost charge separation must stem from 

early event(s), before production of the P700
+PhQ– state. Moreover, the lack of charge 

recombination in the nanosecond timescale also suggests that it is a very early event, 

before production of the P700
+A0

– (P700
+ec3–) state.  
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Table 3.4. Rates and amplitudes of decay components in the ns-s at 820 nm in various 
purified PS1 preparation (C. reinhardtii and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803).  

Mutation P700
+ decay components Assignment ɸ at 820 nm 

[ms component] 
(%) 

WT 
 

2.1 mOD, 70 µs (3Chl)  
1001 

 3.0 mOD, 50 ms  [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.94 mOD, 770 ms  DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaA-N604H 0.82 mOD, 410 µs (3Chl) 55 

1.86 mOD, 140 ms 
 

[FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.30 mOD, 1.75 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaB-N591H 0.32 mOD, 700 µs (3Chl) 11 

0.15 mOD, 31 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.30 mOD, 460 ms DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaA-N604K 2.18 mOD, 370 µs (3Chl) 78 

2.56 mOD, 108 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.50 mOD, 1.34 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaB-N591K 1.05 mOD, 1.6 ms FX
– → P700

+ 39 

0.92 mOD, 114 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.63 mOD, 1.38 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

 PsaA-N604L 
 

1.4 mOD, 182 µs (3Chl)  
76 
 2.1 mOD, 61 ms [FA/FB]– → P700

+ 

0.90 mOD, 674 ms DCPIP → P700
+ 

 PsaB-N587L 

 

1.4 mOD, 120 µs (3Chl) 56 
 
 

 1.7 mOD, 53 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.50 mOD, 570 ms DCPIP → P700
+ 
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Figure. 3.9 P700

+ reduction kinetics monitored at 810 nm in WT, PsaA-N604L and PsaB-
N591 PS1 particles. The time axis is plotted in logarithmic scale, with a computer 
generated fit in solid line with three lifetime components. 
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Figure. 3.10 P700
+ reduction kinetics monitored at 810 nm in PsaA-N604K, PsaB-

N591K, PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H PS1 particles. The time axis is plotted in 
logarithmic scale, with a computer generated fit in solid line with three lifetime 
components. 
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3.3.7 Low Temperature Transient EPR Spectra of P700
•+PhQ•  ̶

Time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance (TR-EPR) spectroscopy is a very useful 

method to analyze electron transfer events in photosynthetic complexes. In this 

technique, the sample is excited with a short laser flash and the EPR signal is monitored 

using continuous microwave irradiation at a fixed frequency and magnetic field. After 

obtaining transients at multiple field positions, one can construct transient EPR spectra at 

specific time delays after the flash. These experiments can provide information about ET 

events within photosynthetic RCs in terms of the different radical pairs formed, their 

magnetic characteristics, and the rates of their formation and decay. It also gives 

information about the triplet states formed by charge recombination (3P700) or by 

intersystem crossing in the antenna chlorophylls. Another advantage of this instrument is 

that it provides information about the geometric and kinetic characteristics of the radical 

pairs. Thus the influence of changes in the protein environment of the cofactor due to 

mutation can be obtained from the changes observed in magnetic properties, and that can 

be correlated with the obtained kinetics. The main limitation of the technique is its low 

sensitivity and time resolution, which is on the order of tens of ns, precluding direct 

observation of ET from PhQB to the FX cluster. The light-induced paramagnetic states are 

detected using continuous wave (CW) microwave irradiation. The field modulation and 

lock-in detection methods used commonly to detect the steady state signal with a 

Boltzmann population distribution of spin states are not used here, as the time resolution 

of the lock-in detection is limited by the modulation frequency and the bandwidth of the 

lock-in amplifier. Electron spin polarization (ESP) occurs when the radical pairs are 
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formed quickly from the excited singlet state of the donor, in which the electrons are 

strongly correlated. This phenomenon ends when they are separated, however it lives 

long enough to be detected as a non-Boltzmann distribution of the electron spin states and 

coherent oscillations of the spin system. ESP displays absorptive (A) and emissive (E) 

signals that enhance the amount of information and the signal strength three fold. This 

increase in signal strength is useful in  the direct detection and  enhance the bandwidth of 

the spectrometer to improve the response time (88). For example, excitation of PS1 

produces the P700
•+PhQ•– state, in which the spins of the two radicals are correlated, 

having originated from the initial charge separation event. This gives rise to strong EPR 

signal from the spin-correlated radical pair. Previous work has shown that at low 

temperature, the signal is from P700
•+PhQA

•–, with almost no contribution from the other 

radical pair (P700
•+PhQB

•–), and that electron transfer from the quinone to FX is blocked. 

Thus, at low temperature, this technique should report upon the efficiency of charge 

separation in the A-branch (85).  

Figure (Low Temp EPR) displays the X-band transient EPR spectrum of WT and four 

pairs of mutants taken at 80K. The WT spectrum shows a spin polarization pattern of 

E/A/E and looks very similar to spectra reported in the literature for C. reinhardtii PSI 

(50, 92). On the low-field side, the absorptive peak has a shoulder representing the 

partially resolved methyl hyperfine coupling (hfc) from PhQ, which also plays a big part 

in determining the width of the central peak in the spectrum. The effect of the methyl hfc 

is more along the C-CH3 bond, as the methyl group is electron withdrawing, so electron 

density is more concentrated at the C-CH3 bonding position. Furthermore, this coupling is 
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close to the Y-axis of the PhQ•- g-tensor. It is generally considered that when the 

magnetic field is along this axis during measurement, then the methyl hfc is partially 

resolved in the middle absorptive peak of the P700
•+PhQA

• ̶  TR-EPR spectrum. The hfcs 

are sensitive to the local environment and provide insight into the asymmetry of the spin 

density distribution over the PhQ• ̶  radical (91, 116). This shoulder is smaller in C. 

reinhardtii PSI as compared to cyanobacterial PSI (89, 117). In WT and PsaB-N591K 

mutant the signature of the hfc can be clearly observed. It is smaller in PsaA-N604D, 

PsaB-N591D, PsaA-N604H, PsaB-N591H, PsaB-N591L mutants, but it is completely 

absent in PsaA-N604L. Secondly, the spectral width of WT can be used for comparison 

here, which has the low field emissive bleaching peak near 3482 T while the upper field 

emissive bleaching peak is near 3495 T. The spectral width and positions of the emissive 

bleaching peaks of P700
•+PhQ• ̶ in the WT and mutants are the same; however there is a  

small shift in the spectra towards the lower magnetic field in some of the mutant PSI 

centers. This shift is observed in PsaA-N604D, PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H mutants. 

The third important character is the Signal/Noise (S/N) ratio of the P700
•+PhQ•– RP signal 

as an indicator of the CS activity of ET in each mutant. The decrease in the S/N ratio seen 

in the PsaB-N591H and PsaB-N591L mutants shows that these mutants have lower CS 

on the A-branch, consistent with optical spectroscopic results shown earlier (Figure 3.8-

3.11).  
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Figure 3. 11. Low temperature spin polarized X-band transient EPR spectra 
recorded at 80 K for WT, PsaB-N591K, PsaA-N604H, PsaB-N591H, PsaA-
N604D, PsaB-N591D, PsaA-N604L and  PsaB-N591L. 
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3.3.8 Room Temperature Transient EPR Spectroscopy  

We performed room temperature transient X-band EPR spectroscopy for ec2 mutants to 

monitor the activity of ET in both branches of PSI. The advantage of doing transient EPR 

at room temperature over low temperature is that we can measure the kinetics and ratio of 

ET between the two branches and down the iron sulfur clusters. In this method, the PSI 

sample is irradiated continuously with weak power microwaves and the time-resolved 

EPR response is measured after a laser flash. The transients are measured at a range of 

magnetic field positions, making a time/field data set from which the EPR spectrum at a 

given time can be calculated (118). Figure 3.13 shows the transient EPR signal at 220 ns, 

360 ns and 1000 ns after the laser flash. In case of WT and the four B-branch mutants 

(PsaA-N604D, PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604K and PsaA-N604L), there are two emissive 

(negative) signals observed at 220 ns. The one at lower magnetic field is a contribution 

from P700
•+PhQ• ̶, while the signal at the upper field mainly originates from the P700

•+FeS • ̶ 

radical pair. As electron transfer from PhQA
• ̶ towards FX occurs, the P700

•+PhQ• ̶ RP signal 

decays and P700
•+FeS• ̶ signal evolves.  Thus these mutants inhibit most of the B-branch 

CS and ET on A-branch is utilized. In most of the A-branch mutants (PsaB-N591D, 

PsaB-N591H, PsaB-N591K), only the emissive spectrum of P700
•+FeS•- is seen at 220 ns 

and it is constant throughout the time course. This demonstrates that most of the CS 

occurs in the B-branch in these mutants, thus leading to more  ET  via PhQB. Almost no 

RP signal was observed in the PsaB-N591L mutant PS1, consistent with it performing 

very little stable CS. 
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Figure 3.12. Spin polarized X-band room temperature transient EPR spectroscopy of PSI 
particles from WT and PsaB-N591K. 
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Figure 3.13. Spin polarized X-band room temperature transient EPR spectroscopy of PSI 
particles from PsaA-N604D, PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604L mutants which are affecting 
ec2B of B-branch and PsaB-N591D, PsaB-N591H, PsaB-N591L which are affecting ec2A 
of A-branch. 
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3.3.9 Observation of P700 Triplet (3P700) due to charge recombination by Transient EPR 

spectroscopy 

When ET from the A0 cofactor (ec3) downward is blocked, charge combination from the 

P700
•+A0

• ̶ state results in production of the 3P700 triplet state. The triplet state is easily 

observable by EPR spectroscopy, as its lifetime is on the order of µs. Moreover, the low 

temperature TR-EPR spectrum of 3P700 has unique zero field splitting (ZFS) features and 

a specific AEEAAE polarization pattern, due to the delocalization of the triplet over the 

two chlorophylls of P700, which is quite distinctive from that of 3Chl a formed via inter 

system crossing (ISC) from the single excited state. The single excited states are formed 

on the antenna chlorophylls due to high excitation energy and it is used for dissipation via 

carotenoids that has shorter lifetime. If these 3Chl a transfer its energy to oxygen 

molecule then it creates harmful oxygen radical species that are destructive for the 

protein (119). Figure 3.14 shows the 3P700 and 
3Chl a state formation at a time window of 

0.25 - 1.4 µs. The WT and mutants all display a polarization pattern typical of ISC, thus 

demonstrating that the loss of stable CS is not due to CR from the P700
•+A0

• ̶  state, 

consistent with the ultra-fast optical data. This level of 3Chl a state formed in the two 

mutant PS1 preparations is higher than seen in WT PS1. This may be due to a slightly 

higher amount of disconnected Chl pigments in the mutant preps, due to the lower level 

of mutant PS1 accumulated in the cells. The amount of contaminating LHC is low but 

constant, thus the ratio of unconnected LHC to PS1 rises in preparations from mutants 
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that accumulate low levels of the PS1 complex, which agreed with the time resolved 

fluorescence. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.14. Comparison of the triplet spectra of PSI samples from WT, PsaA-N604L 
and PsaB-N591L mutants at early time after the laser flash. 
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3.3.10 Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

 Figure 3.15 and figure 3.16 represents the transient absorption difference spectra of WTs 

and mutants at different delay times after excitation with a laser pulse of 690 nm. The 

data is taken by considering 10 single value decomposition (SVD) components of the 

original data. It is based on weighted factor of the components so that real components 

are considered. At 690 nm wavelength, the laser light will excite the chlorophyll 

pigments of antenna as well as reaction center (RC) QY band region. In WT’s, the prompt 

decrease in bleaching between 1 to 10 ps showed that the excitation energy of antenna is 

transferred to the RC and the equilibrated excited state of reaction center (RC*) is ready 

to trap the excitation energy. This trapping of excitation energy into charge separation 

(CS) is completed in the form of charge separation (CS) with in the 10 ps time scale 

[figure 3.15]. In this time resolved spectra (TRS), the 29 ps gives a clear formation of 

P700
+, that is the secondary electron transfer step by formation of stable secondary radical 

pair (RP2) with two bands. The 695 nm to the red edge of the spectrum representing the 

cationic state of P700, and 680 to 682 nm band of the ec3- anion formation or simply the 

ec3 chlorophyll absorption. At 29 ps time delay after excitation, the 681 and 696 nm 

bands have the same amplitude but with the passage of time, a decrease in the amplitude 

of 681 nm band occurs and the final results is a small 681 nm band and a larger 696 nm 

band is established at 303 ps and this does not change until 2 ns, which is the time 

window of our instrument measurement. Both the A and B-side WT behaved the same 
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way in energy transfer and electron transfer processes quantatively and qualitatively in 

terms of amplitude.  

The transient absorption difference spectra at different delay times of mutants affecting 

the A-branch CS includes PsaB-N591D, PsaB-N591H, PsaB-N591K, PsaB-N591L and 

PsaB-N591Y are presented in figure 3.15 and figure 3.16. The PsaB-N591D shows two 

bands at 10 ps while these become dominant at later times. The 682 nm band bleaches 

more than that of the WT; this showed the presence of long lived antenna chlorophylls 

that absorb in this region. The PsaB-N591K transients and band shapes are also similar to 

WT-B. In PsaB-N591H, the initial transients are similar but at later timescale it is 

difficult to see the formation of the P700 difference spectrum. The reason is that in the 29-

303 ps transients, the 682 nm band is missing, while the 696 nm band has smaller 

amplitude showing decrease CS in this mutant. The PsaB-N591L mutant has two clear 

bands at 3 ps, but at later delay times the one on the red edge of the spectrum is present 

while the blue one is absent. The later spectra of PsaB-N591L have full fluctuation by 

going up and down; this might be due to the scattering process in the cuvette during 

measurement as this mutant is more unstable than that of PsaA-N604L and PSI particles 

aggregates after an hour during measurement. The main information from the amplitude 

of 29 to 303 ps time resolved difference spectra showed that mutation affecting the A-

branch has lower quantum yield in terms of charge separation, as they are affecting the 

efficiency of the trap and the excitation energy is wasted.  

In the B-branch mutants that include PsaA-N604D, PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604K and 

PsaA-N604L  the transients are presented  from 1-303 ps timescale in figure 3.15 and 
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3.16. The PsaA-N604D has no effect on CS and the difference spectra at 29-303 ps are 

even higher in amplitude than WT. This increase in amplitude is due to the fewer outer 

antennas attached to the PSI, as the sample used is based on equal amount of chlorophyll. 

The PsaA-N604H and PsaA-N604L have similar transients but the amplitude of the 

transient absorption difference spectra at 100 and 303 ps have smaller amplitude and has 

two bands one around 682 nm and the other at 696 nm. In PsaA-N604K the decay of 

excitation energy is quite fast. In the 100 and 303 ps transient difference spectra, the 680 

nm band is also missing. These time resolved difference spectra of the mutants give 

information about the decay of excited antenna into a P700 difference spectrum showing 

energy trapping and electron transfer. They hint that making mutation close to ec2 

chlorophyll on each branch causes a decrease in CS depending on the branch.  

                  Global analysis of the transient spectroscopic data was performed with ASUfit  

software to get information about the kinetics of overall excitation energy transfer; 

energy trapping in the independent trap on each branch and to see how much  mutation 

affect the efficiency of the trap. Each transient absorption data set was fitted with four 

exponential decay components over the wavelength region between a 620 nm to 740 nm 

range. The four lifetime components are in the range of 0.05-0.09 ps, 1.0-2.9 ps, 14-29.7 

ps, and 4.45-42.75 ns, for all samples studied. The fitting results of energy equilibration 

and energy trapping are given in Table 3.5. The first component obtained from the fitting 

with a femtosecond lifetime represents the coherence spike from chlorophylls excited 

state annihilation or the artifacts of excited state laser pulse, judging from its spectral 

shape. The second component with a lifetime of 2 to 3 ps is the EET within the antenna 
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system and/or decay of excited state of antenna due to singlet-singlet excitation 

annihilations. Those two components are not the focus of this study. Here, only the 18-30 

ps component, which represents energy trapping component and the long-lived 

component, showing the stable P700
+ and PhQ- are compared. The 20 ps lifetime of 

energy trapping is a combination of several processes, which includes energy 

equilibration between internal antenna and the excited reaction center and its decay to the 

primary and secondary radical pair formation in sequential series inside the RC. Though 

the energy trapping lifetime is not affected by the mutation, the amplitude is almost a 40 

% decrease in PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604K and PsaA-N604L as compared to the WT 

(Figure 3.17). These three mutations are affecting the B-branch, which is used in C. 

reinhardtii around 40 % while the A-branch is used 60%. The mutation of PsaA-N604H, 

PsaA-N604K and PsaA-N604L has no effect on the lifetime of energy trapping and it is 

around 22 ps like WT. The spectra of these mutants were also normalized for overall 

changes in the long lived difference spectra and there were minor changes observed in the 

680 nm band area. Thus, these mutations affect the trapping efficiency of the respective 

branch trap and showed that it is ec2B, which is the primary electron donor involved in 

charge separation on the B-branch. The non-decaying component lifetime in WT is 

nanosecond and same is the case in mutants.  

The transient absorption difference spectra of WT-B, PsaB-N591D, PsaB-N591H, PsaB-

N591K and PsaB-N591L, which are affecting the A-branch of PSI, were also fitted to 

four components for global analyses to get the lifetimes and amplitudes. The two fast 

components are representing energy equilibration and antenna decay while the other two 
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represent the energy trapping and non-decaying component as shown in Table 3.5.  The 

energy trapping component in the DADS of PsaB-N591H and PsaB-N591L has a lifetime 

of 27 ps as compared to the WT-B 18 ps. The amplitude of this component is of the same 

size as WT-B, which showed that it is combination of other components and needs 

further evaluation. However, the long lived components of these mutants have share from 

long lived antenna and free chlorophylls which makes the DADS complicated. During 

the fitting process different methods were used to remove this component as much as 

possible to get the DS of P700. The DADS of these mutants are a bit longer in lifetime due 

to the presence of this long lived free antenna component. The DADS of the PsaA-

N604D and PsaB-N591D is shifted towards the red. This red shift effect was also 

observed in crude membrane measurements for PSI estimation and it is further studied 

through FTIR spectroscopy. Thus, ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy also 

revealed that mutation near ec2 on the respective branch in PSI causes a decrease in the 

stable CS. These mutations thus provide the idea that both branches are active for 

electron transfer in PSI and ec2 is the cofactor from where charge separation occurs by 

trapping the excitation energy harvested by the antenna of PSI.  
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Table 3.5.  Lifetimes of the energy equilibration and trapping components obtained from 
DADS of PSI mutants near ec2 chlorophyll from C. reinhardtii. The quantum yield of 
stable CS is also calculated by considering it 100% in WT. 

 
	  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Equilibration 
component  
life time (τ2) 
ps 

Energy trapping 
component life time (τ3) 

Quantum yield of 
stable CS (%). 

WT-A 1.5  21.8  100 
PsaA-N604D 1.0 29.7 Similar to WT 
PsaA-N604H 2.9 22.5 60 
PsaA-N604K 1.7 22.0 60 
PsaA-N604L 2.7  21.5  61 
WT-B 1.2  18  100 
PsaB-N591D 3.7  24  90 
PsaB-N591H 1.6  23.5 70 
PsaB-N591K 1.1  29.7 Similar to WT 
PsaB-N591L 1.0  26.7 61 
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Figure 3.15. Transient absorption difference spectra of WT-A, WT-B, PsaA-N604D, 
PsaB-N591D, PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H at different delay times after 690 nm 
excitation wavelength. 
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Figure 3.16. Transient absorption difference spectra of PsaA-N604K, PsaB-N591K, 
PsaA-N604L, PsaB-N591L and PsaB-N591Y at different delay times after 690 nm 
excitation wavelength. 
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Figure 3.17. Normalized Decay associated difference spectra (DADS) of WT and 
mutants near ec2A/B cofactor in the RC of PSI. The top panel shows normalization for 
amplitude of the long lived component representing P700

+PhQ- as 100 %. The decrease in 
amplitude (maximum bleaching at 695 nm) due to mutation is compared with WT. The 
lower panel shows normalization of the same P700 bleaching band of WT and mutants for 
overall comparison of the spectra in all the PSI samples. 
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3.3.11 Time-Resolved Fluorescence  

Time-resolved fluorescence studies of PSI particles were performed at room temperature 

in a spectral window of 680 - 740 nm with 10-nm spacing. The PSI sample was excited 

with excitation pulses at 420 nm and a time window of 3.3 ns. Figure 3.18 and figure 

3.19 shows the decay-associated fluorescence spectra observed in WT PSI. The data 

obtained at different wavelengths were fitted with three components simultaneously using 

a global analysis method (see Materials and Methods for details). DAS of time-resolved 

fluorescence of the WT showed a lifetime of around 20 ps, 100-200 ps and ≥3 ns (Table 

3.6). For the WT-A, the 23.5-ps component is completely positive in amplitude and its 

maximum peak is at 700 nm; it is assigned to energy trapping in the RC. For WT-B, the 

fast component is similar in characteristic but the DAS has a maximum 690 nm 

wavelength measurement and a lifetime of 24.6 ps. The second component has a lifetime 

of 108 ps for WT-A and 154 ps for WT-B. It has very small amplitude and has a 

maximum peak near 710 nm for both. The amplitude of this component is 36 times lower 

than the energy trapping component. This component can be assigned to slow excitation 

transfer to the trap from red chlorophylls in the peripheral antenna that absorb at longer 

wavelengths.  An uphill transfer of excitation energy is required from the red 

chlorophylls  to the RC before it can be trapped (34). The final component has a lifetime 

of 3-4 ns and positive amplitude near 680 - 690 nm. This component can be assigned to 

the free LHCI and perhaps free chlorophyll in the sample. The amplitude of this 

component is 35.5 times lower than the energy trapping component (Figure 3.18). The 
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lifetime of this component was essentially the same in all the preparations, although its 

amplitude was increased in mutants that accumulate PSI poorly, as expected. Thus, this 

component will not be discussed further, as it is not relevant to excitation energy transfer 

within PSI. 

             We can envision two possible effects of the mutations upon decay of the excited 

state. If the mutations simply make the targeted trap less efficient, then they would slow 

the overall rate of trapping, and this would be manifested as an increase in the trapping 

lifetime.  On the other hand, if the mutations open a new pathway for excited state decay, 

this would most likely be manifested as a decrease in the lifetime of decay of the pre-

existing component(s) that overlapped temporally with the new process. The decay time 

of the middle component was always in the range of 100 - 250 ps and did not vary in a 

systematic way. However, the fastest component was faster in almost every mutant. The 

mutations at the PsaA-Asn604 site, which should affect primarily ec2B had a modest 

affect, reducing the trapping time from ~24 ps to ~20-22 ps depending upon the mutation. 

The mutations at PsaB-Asn591 site (ec2A), however, had a much more drastic effect. 

While the acceleration of the fastest component was nonexistent in PsaB-N591K (25 ps) 

and modest in PsaB-N591D (19 ps) and PsaB-N591D (18 ps), it was extreme in PsaB-

N591Y (10 ps) and PsaB-N591L (4 ps). Thus, these results seem most consistent with the 

creation of a new channel for dissipation of excitation energy, which is fast enough to 

compete with charge separation. 
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Table 3.6 Difference of fast and slow excitation energy lifetime components of WT and 
mutants obtained from DAS using TCSPC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

	  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Sample fast energy 
trapping 
component 
(ps) 

slow energy 
trapping 
component (ps) 

Long lived 
uncoupled 
antenna/Chlor
ophylls 
component (ns) 

χ2 

WT-A 23.5 107.8 3.9 1.2 

WT-B 24.6 154 3.8 1.1 

PsaA-N604D 20.5 134.7 3.6 1.1 

PsaA-N604H 22 204 3.2 1.2 

PsaA-N604K 21.4 242.7 3.7 1.4 

PsaA-N604L 22.5 242 3.3 1.1 

PsaB-N591D 19.3 204.7 3.4 1.2 

PsaB-N591H 17.6 232 3.3 1.2 

PsaB-N591K 25 198.5 3.4 1.2 

PsaB-N591L 4 152 3 1.2 

PsaB-N591Y 9.8 104.3 3.4 1.3 
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Figure 3.18. Decay associated spectra (DAS) of PSI particle obtained from global 
analyses using three components fit of WT. The slow component was multiplied with 
35.5 while the long lived component was multiplied with 35.9 to normalize it with the 
energy trapping component at 700 nm wavelength. 
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Figure 3.19. Decay associated spectra (DAS) of PSI particles obtained from global 
analyses using three components fit of WT and ec2 mutants of reaction center. 
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Figure 3.20. Decay-associated spectra (DAS) of PSI particles obtained from global 
analyses using three components fit of WT and ec2 mutants of reaction center. 
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3.3.12 FTIR Spectroscopy  

3.3.12.1 P700
+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of WT PS1 

Figure 3.21 shows normalized difference spectra of two WT PS1 from 1300 cm-1 to 1900 

cm-1frequency range. This difference spectrum is obtained by recording the ground state 

absorption of PSI by taking dark minus dark spectra, and light minus dark spectra in 

which continuous illumination was used for excitation that causes formation of P700
+FA/B

-. 

In this static FTIR difference spectrum, the positive bands represent the oxidized form of 

P700 after bleaching while the negative bands represent the ground state absorption of the 

P700. WT PS1 exhibits positive bands at 1653, 1668, 1687, 1717, 1742, 1754 cm-1 and 

negative bands at 1681, 1700, 1733 and 1748 cm-1. In the chlorophyll molecule, the 131-

keto group and the 133-ester carbonyl group give specific FTIR bands that have been 

previously assigned (111, 112, 120). The 1733(-)/1742(+) and 1748(-)/1754(+) cm-1 pairs 

have been assigned to the 133 ester C=O’s of PA and PB of P700 respectively; both modes 

are upshifted upon oxidation of P700 (Table 3.7). The higher frequency ester C=O mode is 

considered free from hydrogen bonding, which is why it is assigned to PB. The 1733(-

)/1742(+) cm-1 represents the 133 ester C=O’s of PA, which makes a hydrogen bond to a 

water molecule.  The large (and somewhat wide) negative band at ~1700 cm-1 is thought 

to result from the overlap of the FTIR absorption bands from the 131-keto groups of PA 

and PB, the former at ~1694 cm-1 and the latter at ~1703 cm-1; the lower frequency of the 

131-keto group of PA is explained by H-bonding from PsaA-Thr739 (60, 111). Upon 

cation formation, these bands upshift by 19 cm-1 in case of PA
+ and by 20 cm-1 in the case 
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of PB
+. Thus, the positive bands at 1656(+) cm-1 and 1718(+) cm-1 are assigned to the 131-

keto groups of PA
+ and PB

+, respectively. Breton et al. (121) used the peak to peak 

amplitude of 1717(+)/1697(-) and 1656(+)/1637(-) cm-1 FTIR vibrational differential 

signal for calculation of charge distribution on the two 131 keto C=O  groups (Table 3.7). 

The differential region between 1600 to 1608 cm-1 is usually assigned to the macrocycle 

C=C marker of penta-coordinated chlorophyll of P700/P700
+. Similarly 1555 cm-1 is also 

assigned to the macrocycle C=C marker of penta-coordinated chlorophyll ring. During 

the excited state, as the bond order is reduced so these bands downshift and positive 

features can be seen at 1543 and 1511 cm-1. The bands from 1550 to 1660 cm-1 in the 

difference spectra are usually assigned to signatures from the protein backbone [3, 4]. 

Table 3.7. Stretching frequencies (cm-1) of P700 of WT PSI from C. reinhardtii and 
Synechocystis from this work and from literature (60, 111, 122-124). 
Groups P700 Groups P700

+ 
133 ester C=O’s of PA 1733(-) 133 ester C=O’s of PA

+ 1742(+) 
133 ester C=O’s of PB 1748(-) 133 ester C=O’s of PB

+ 1754(+) 
131 keto C=O of PA 1637(-) 131 keto C=O of PA+  1656(+)/ 1687(+) 
131 keto C=O of PB 1698/ 1700(-) 131 keto C=O of PB+ 1717/ 1718 (+) 
 

3.3.12.2 Double difference spectrum of two WT 

The WT-A minus WT-B double difference spectrum (DDS) has small differences in the 

ground state at 1653 and 1668 cm-1 in terms of amplitude; the residual of the standard 

deviation is shown at the bottom (Figure 3.22). When the difference spectrum of WT-A is 

subtracted from WT-B, then there are two band regions, where the two WT have 

difference in terms of intensity, one is at 1653 and the other is 1666 to 1668 cm-1. The 

reason for this difference might be that relaxation of protein after charge separation is a 
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bit different in the two WT. The ratio of protein to chlorophyll is slightly different in the 

two PSI preparations and this might be due to solubilization or growth conditions of C. 

reinhardtii cells. However, there are no significant differences in the 1690 to 1760 cm-1 

region, which is our focus of interest where the ester and keto carbonyl bands absorb, 

while at 1666 or 1668 cm-1 region and 1655 (+) cm-1 are assigned to protein backbone. 

 

Figure 3.21. P700
+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of WT-A and WT-B overlapped for 

differences. The WT-A minus WT-B spectrum is presented in pink color, while the lower 
label shows the standard deviation in both WT’s. 
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Figure 3.22. P700
+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of WT-A and WT-B overlapped for 

differences. The WT-A minus WT-B spectrum is presented in pink color. 
 

3.3.12.3 P700
+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of Asp substitution mutants 

For introducing a negative charged residue near the predicted primary cation ec2+, we 

used Asn to Asp mutations. We expect that a negative charge near the cation will prolong 

the life of this primary donor and we can see its features spectroscopically and have 

different kinetics. Secondly, we also expect that this negatively charged residue will 

affect the electron density and cationic state of the P700. Infrared spectroscopic studies of 

catalytic proteins with aspartic acid residues at the catalytic site showed special 

vibrational spectral markers for protonated and non-protonated states. The C=O 
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stretching frequency of protonated carboxylic group occurs in the region of 1700 to 1775 

cm-1 while the asymmetric and symmetric stretching frequencies of a COO- group range 

in the region of 1555 to 1410 cm-1 range (125). The C=O stretching frequency is a 

delicate infrared structural sensor for observational and measurement of hydrogen bonds 

of the buried COOH groups. Based on computational calculation, a single hydrogen bond 

with either a carbonyl oxygen (HO-C=O) or with the hydroxyl hydrogen (HO-C=O), 

there is downshift of 30-35 cm-1 in the stretching frequency of C=O, while two H-bonds  

at a time will result into  a shift from 1776.4 to 1705.5 cm-1. The H-bonding for COOH 

groups are sometimes more specific, for example if the COOH group is from 

Asparagine/Glutamine two H-bonds result into 1709.9 cm-1 vibration band; 

Aspartic/Glutamic acid with two H-bonds have 1702.9 cm-1 band (126). The effect of 

changing PsaA-Asn604 to Asp near ec2B can be seen in the FTIR double difference 

spectrum (DDS) in Figure 3.23 and 3.24. The main changes in the spectrum can be seen 

in 133-ester carbonyl groups of PsaA-N604D, where PB
+ mode (1754 cm-1) is not affected 

but the ground state PB vibration mode downshifts by 1-2 cm-1 due to the mutation. In the 

case of PA, both the ground states as well as the cationic state PA+ are affected. There is a 

2 cm-1 downshift from 1742 cm-1 to 1740 cm-1 in vibration mode of PA
+ and upshift of 2 

cm-1 from 1733cm-1 to 1735 cm-1. The 131-keto carbonyl vibration mode of PB
+

 is at 1717 

cm-1
 and there is gain in its amplitude as compared to the WT; The PB in ground state 

absorbs at 1700 cm-1 but near this region, in the double difference spectrum, a new 1705 

cm-1 small peak appeared. The 1693 cm-1 and 1670 cm-1 vibrations band in the double 

difference can be assigned to the 131-Keto-carbonyl of PA+ and PA. So here the PsaA-
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N604D indirectly affects the 131-Keto-carbonyl of PA+ and PA vibration bands by 

inhibiting the charge separation (CS) on B-side and the more favorable CS pathway is A-

side, and due to the negative charge near the vicinity of PB
+ the charge density will be 

pushed towards PA
+. The amplitude of PA and PA

+ are lower for PsaA-N604D than in the 

WT, further, the PB
+ amplitude is also a bit decreased. Thus, the vibration band of the 

131-keto-carbonyl of PA+ and PA are affected. The differences in the peak at 1660 cm-1 

can be assigned to the changes brought by the asparagine to aspartic acid side chain. 

These can be assigned to the C=O stretching band frequency as they have higher molar 

absorptivity (125, 127).  PsaB-N591D mutation is affecting the A-branch by lowering the 

CS on this branch. As the contribution of the B-branch is unchanged and if PsaB-N591D 

is un-protonated then the negative charge will influence the P700+/P700 difference 

spectrum. The FTIR DS and DDS of PsaB-N591D is shown in figure 3.25 and 3.26, there 

is an increase in the amplitude of DS of PsaB-N591D as compared to the WT from 1687 

to 1623 cm-1 region. In the DDS the main differences are observed in the region from 

1702-1661 cm-1. The 131-Keto carbonyl of PB has vibrational mode in the 1700 cm-1 in 

the WT and it is upshifted by 2cm-1 in the PsaB-N591D mutant.  There are also some 

changes from 1682 to 1650 cm-1vibration modes in the DDS of PsaB-N591D mutation as 

shown by the peaks in figure 3.26. These peaks can be assigned to the mutation of 

asparagine to aspartic acid, where 1661 and 1668 gives the largest peaks in the DDS. 

Thus, these are C=O (CONH2) stretching bands of aspartic acid. Although, we cannot 

predict the protonation of Aspartic  acid side chain here in this DDS (125, 127). 
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Figure 3.23. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaA-N604D superimposed on WT-A 
for comparison. The PsaA-N604D minus WT-A double difference spectrum is presented 
in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard deviation of WT-A and PsaA-
N604D. 
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Figure 3.24. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaA-N604D superimposed on WT-A 
for comparison from 1800 to 1600 cm-1. The PsaA-N604D minus WT-A double 
difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-A and PsaA-N604D. 
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Figure 3.25. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaB-N591D superimposed on WT-B 
for comparison from 1800 to 1300 cm-1. The PsaB-N591D minus WT-B double 
difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-B and PsaB-N591D. 
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Figure 3.26. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaB-N591D superimposed on WT-B 
for comparison from 1800 to 1650 cm-1. The PsaB-N591D minus WT-B double 
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difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-B and PsaB-N591D. 
 

3.3.12.4 P700
+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of Lysine mutants 

Introduction of lysine in place of asparagine at position PsaA-N604, which is affecting 

the B-branch, could possibly act like a new ligand for ec2B, where the nitrogen atom of ɛ-

amino group of lysine would be the fifth ligand for the central Mg atom of ec2B. This kind 

of ligand is typically not present in photosynthetic complexes, as the amine group is 

protonated under physiological conditions in aqueous solution. But if the lysine side 

chain is buried deep inside the hydrophobic membrane protein then the protein 

environment lowers the pKa of lysine and the lone pair of electron present on nitrogen 

atom of ɛ-amino group can make a  coordinated bond with Mg of chlorophyll molecule 

(30, 128). In terms of accumulation of PSI, they behave like WT. The FTIR difference 

spectra are shown in figure 5a-b. In contrast to the Asp mutations, the Lys substitution 

mutations do not cause any shifts of the ester carbonyl bands in the 1730-1760 cm-1 

region. The primary effects are seen on the bands assigned to the 131-keto group and to 

other bands in the 1630-1670 cm-1 region, which will be discussed below for each 

mutant. 

For the PsaA-N604K mutant, a pronounced effect is seen from 1701 cm-1 to 1634 cm-1. In 

the double difference spectra the main bands are 1701 cm-1 which can be assigned to 131 

keto C=O of PB and it is upshifted by one cm-1 . The 1694 cm-1 is a new band in the 

double difference spectra of PsaA-N601K and it is due to mutation, when its amplitude is 

more at 1688 cm-1 than the WT. The 1694 cm-1 band can be assigned to the 131 keto C=O 
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of PA
+ , which is 1687 cm-1 in WT and shifts by 6 cm-1 in PsaB-N591K upon cation 

formation. The perturbed vibration bands from 1657 to 1634 cm-1 are the main effects of 

lysine mutation on the protein. These bands are 1657, 1653, 1648, 1641 and 1634 cm-1 

and are clearly prominent in the double difference spectrum of WT minus PsaA-N604K 

mutation. Generally the free or unligated lysine ɛ-amino group absorbs in the 1626 to 

1629 cm-1 regime and these bands originate from an asymmetric plane bending vibrations 

while the bands at 1526 and 1527 cm-1 arise from symmetric vibrations (129). But here in 

this double difference spectrum we propose that the amine group of lysine is acting like a 

perfect ligand for the central Mg atom of ec2B chlorophyll and water is displaced from its 

ligated position. This is a totally new ligand which is not usually present in 

photosynthetic complexes. Thus, we can assign the 1623 cm-1 region to the asymmetric 

bending frequency to the lysine (NH+) group which is ligated to the central magnesium of 

ec2 chlorophyll of the reaction center. In the literature of FTIR spectroscopy of protein, a 

positively charged side chain of a lysine COOH group  has C=O  frequency of 1689.2 

cm-1 , thus the band around 1688 cm-1 can also be assigned to the side chain of lysine of 

PsaA-N604K (126). In the DDS of WT minus PsaA-N604K the 1657 and 1653 cm-1 

bands arise due to an increase in amplitude of DS of PsaA-N604K,  and can be assigned 

to the 131 keto C=O PA
+, which in the WT are normally at 1656 cm-1.  The 1638 cm-1 can 

be assigned to the ground state of 131 keto C=O PA as in WT it is at 1637 cm-1that gets 

upshifted to 1653 and 1657 cm-1 in PA
+ state. 

       Figure 3.29 and 3.30 shows the FTIR difference spectra of PsaB-N591K mutant 

which is the expected ligand of ec2A on A-branch. In the double difference spectrum the 
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perturbed bands are 1705, 1698, 1690, 1667, 1658, 1647, 1643, 1638, 1630 cm-1. In the 

double difference spectra shown in Figure 3.29 and 3.30, the 1705 and 1698 cm-1 

vibrations can be assigned to the ground state 131 keto C=O of PB, which normally in the 

WT is either at 1700 or 1698 cm-1, but here in the mutant DS they are shifted by 3 cm-1, 

and in DDS it is at 1705 cm-1 so the shift is 5 cm-1 for 131 keto C=O of PB. Thus, the 

PsaB-N591K has some effect on the B side chlorophyll of P700 in ground state but has no 

effect on PB
+ which usually gives bands at 1717cm-1 in WT. In case of PA , the 131 keto 

C=O band is upshifted by 1 cm-1 and  it is at 1638 cm-1 in DS of PsaB-N591K, which is 

1637 cm-1 for WT. The 131 keto C=O band of PA
+  are also perturbed and it is upshifted by 

2 cm-1 as compared to the WT which is normally at 1656 cm-1. The 1647 and 1630 cm-1  

bands in the DDS can be assigned to the effect of lysine ɛ-amine group of PsaB-N591K, 

which acts as new ligand for ec2A chlorophyll. The 1690 and 1667 cm-1 vibration bands 

in the DDS can be assigned to the changes in the  131 keto C=O of PA and its hydrogen 

bonding environment which is affected by the PsaB-N591K mutation along the ec2A 

chlorophyll. 
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Figure 3.27. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaA-N604K superimposed on WT-A 
for comparison from 1800 to 1300 cm-1. The PsaA-N604K minus WT-A double 
difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-A and PsaA-N604K. 
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Figure 3.28. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaA-N604K superimposed on WT-A 
for comparison from 1800 to 1650 cm-1. The PsaA-N604K minus WT-A double 
difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-A and PsaA-N604K. 
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Figure 3.29. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaB-N591K superimposed on WT-B 
for comparison from 1800 to 1300 cm-1. The PsaB-N591K minus WT-B double 
difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-B and PsaB-N591K. 
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Figure 3.30. P700

+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of PsaB-N591K superimposed on WT-B 
for comparison from 1800 to 1650 cm-1. The PsaB-N591K minus WT-B double 
difference spectrum is presented in blue color, while at lower panel shows the standard 
deviation of WT-B and PsaB-N591K. 
 

 

3.3.12.5 P700
+/P700 FTIR Difference Spectra of Leucine mutants 

From static FTIR difference spectroscopy of aspartic acid and lysine mutants introduced 

near ec2, we observed that making mutation at ec2 can induce effects upstream on the 

P700. These effects are changes in the amplitude of both PA and PB in ground and in their 

cationic form after CS. In order to investigate the nature of interactions that cause 

upstream changes in P700, we also performed the FTIR difference spectroscopy of 

asparagine to leucine mutant on the respective branch. Thus, in leucine mutant we are 
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expecting that if there is an effect on P700, then it will only be hydrophobic. Figure 3.31 

shows the FTIR difference spectroscopy of PsaA-N604L mutant, WT PSI and the DDS 

of these two in the range of 1800 to 1500 cm-1. As the PsaA-N601L is affecting the ec2B 

(eC-2A) of B-branch ET by inhibition of the energy trapping at this cofactor, the A-

branch ET is unaffected as observed from transient optical spectroscopy. The bands that 

show decreases in amplitude includes 131 keto C=O of PB at 1700 cm-1 and131 keto C=O 

of PA at 1638 cm-1 in the ground state, while those bands which showed increase in 

amplitude are 1688 and 1657 cm-1 for 131 keto C=O of PA
+ and 1716 cm-1 of 131 keto 

C=O of PB
+. The bands of the 131 keto C=O of PA

+ gets broader too and there is a new 

band at 1646 cm-1. In the DDS of WT minus PsaA-N604L, the positive bands at 1700 cm-

1and 1652cm-1 thus showed that leucine has effect on keto carbonyl in ground state for PB 

and in oxidized form of PA. The negative peaks in the DDS are 1693, 1681, 1658 and 

1645 cm-1 and all showed the impact of mutation on the 131 keto C=O of PA
+. There are 

also amplitude changes in the bands between 1600 and 1500 cm-1 with a prominent 1546 

cm-1 band in the DDS. These bands originate mostly from the protein backbone due to the 

size of leucine and also from macrocycle C=C marker of penta-coordinated chlorophyll 

ring.  
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Figure 3.31.  FTIR D.S of PsaA-N604L overlaid with that of WT in 1800 to 1450 cm-1 
range. The WT minus PsaA-N604L double difference spectrum is presented in red color. 
 

3.4 DISCUSSION 
In this work, we presented the role of ec2 cofactors in energy trapping and primary CS in 

the two branches of PSI RC from C. reinhardtii. The six chlorophylls of the RC are so 

compact that it is difficult to see any specific band of ec2 cofactor in the P700 DS. 

Secondly, the presence of red chlorophylls dampens the exact time formation of early 

chlorophyll cation in the ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy. We used a combined 

strategy of generating point mutants near the ec2 cofactor in the two branches of PSI and 

investigated the ET activity through different time resolved spectroscopic methods to 

unravel the role of this cofactor. The PsaA-N604 and PsaB-N591 mutants ceased their 

growth when spotted on TBP for autotrophic growth like methionine ligand of ec3 from 
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C. reinhardtii (68). Mutation near ec3 in PSI of C. reinhardtii cell has some growth in 

lower oxygen conditions but making mutations close to ec2 have negligible growth, 

which means they are more sensitive to oxygen radicals produced during energy trapping 

and electron transfer events. Introduction of larger amino acids have a more debilitating 

effect on the accumulation of PSI as compared to smaller amino acid residue. The A-

branch mutants are accumulated less as compared to the B-branch mutants. These results 

are opposite to the previous mutagenesis studies, in which it was observed that the B-

branch is more sensitive to mutation (68, 130). Besides depending upon the size of the 

substituted amino acid introduced, it is the A-branch that is more sensitive to mutation. 

We can also predict that the energy dissipated as a heat instead of CS on the two branches 

might also generate increased amount of reactive oxygen species that are harmful for not 

only PSI but other membrane bound proteins. 

                      The bi-directionality of ET at the nanosecond time range (reoxidation of 

PhQA/B
•-), which is the result of primary charge separation, is important to measure. The 

in vivo spectroscopic measurements provided the initial indication about how mutation 

near ec2 can affect the CS and rate of ET on the two branches. The observable decrease 

in the ET amplitude on the modified branches in PsaA-N604 and PsaB-N591 mutants 

confirm that the energy trap is modulated and the excitation energy is cast off. This 

dissipation of energy near ec2 cofactor is different than the way mutation changes 

electron transfer at ec3 or P700 and even in the case of PsaA-A684 and PsaB-A664 

mutants near ec2. Thus, the effect of mutation near ec2 is quite different in its action from 

ec3(53, 87, 114) and P700 (60).  This modification of the energy trap varies in the mutants. 
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Mutation of asparagine to aspartic acid on both the branches have similar amplitudes of 

PhQA/B
•-and decay kinetics like WT. In PsaA-N604K and PsaB-N591K mutants PSI have 

some decrease in amplitude and also redistribution of ET between the two branches. In 

PsaA-N604H and PsaA-N604L, a decrease in the amplitude is observed. The case of 

PsaB-N591H and PsaA-N591L is very distinct from the rest of the mutants and the WT. 

As the lifetime of the two phases in the WT and mutants are 26 ns (±3 ns depending on 

the strain) and 240 ns (± 6 ns depending on the strain). The fast 5 ns phase present in 

PsaB-N591H and PsaB-N587L is interesting and complex to explain. This fast phase of 

around 5 ns is probably due to either charge recombination (CR) or some excited state 

process.  The CR can be ruled out as 5 ns are very fast and cannot be CR. This back 

reaction or recovery is like a spike and is present in both 430 and 440 nm wavelengths. 

This fast decay is associated with chlorophyll species. It needs further confirmation if we 

measure it in the whole spectral region from 400-480 nm. The fast recovery of 

chlorophyll bleaching can be assigned from the recombination of the proposed [ec2+ec3- 

or P700
+ec3-] to their ground state of [ec2ec3 or P700ec3], and the other possibility is its 

decay to the excited state of the RP [(ec2ec3)* or (P700ec3)*]. The other possibility is 

decay of some excited chlorophyll state or the whole excited state reaction center (RC*) 

in the absence of photochemistry of a CS state that recovers in 2 ns. This fast recovery 

phase masks the 15-25 ns fast phase of PhQ re-oxidation and this fast decay is explained 

in our proposed model of a new channel of excitation energy decay.  

                      The nanosecond-millisecond transient spectroscopic measurements of 

isolated PSI particles support the view that the mutation near the ec2 cofactor inhibits CS 
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as measured at 480 and 820 nm. Secondly, there is no nanosecond and tens of 

microsecond component in 820 nm measurements which can show intermediate state 

species like P700
+ec3-; P700

+PhQ- and P700
+FX

- etc. Further, the CR to form the 3P700 state is 

also not present. Thus, the un-trapped or trapped energy at the level of primary CS is lost 

without forming any 3P700 state. These mutants near ec2 are completely different from 

that of ec3 ligand mutants. These mutants are modulating the thermodynamics parameters 

of the actual primary electron donor that is ec2 on each branch. This refutes the classical 

model of CS, where ET initiates from P700. In ec3 ligand mutants, where a methionine is 

replaced with a histidine, causes inhibition of CS but this amount of charge separation 

inhibition is equal to the CR from different RP (31). The PsaA-N604L; PsaB-N591L and 

PsaA-N604K mutations inhibit CS on their specific branch. But the PsaA-N604H; PsaB-

N591H and PsaB-N591K have influence on both of the branches. The size and spatial 

arrangement of the mutated residue on the two branches also matters. The effect of a 

single mutant on the two branches can be explained based on the excitonic coupling 

model, where the six chlorophylls of the RC are acting as a single molecule when RC is 

equilibrated in excitation energy with the core antenna. However, single point mutation 

affecting only the mutated branch cannot be explained by the excitonic coupling model. 

The PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants from C. reinhardtii have similar results to 

that of Synechocystis PCC 6803 asparagine to leucine and histidine mutants near ec2 

cofactor. The only difference was in the 820 nm measurement where there was an 

additional component in the microsecond time range that we can assign to the chlorophyll 

a triplet decay originating from the LHCI, as it is absent in case of cyanobacteria. Thus, 
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making mutation near ec2 affects only the efficiency of the trap but not the electron 

transfer kinetics. This effect confirms that ec2 is the sink for excitation energy to form the 

primary electron donor. 

                     The ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopic investigation of energy 

transfer and trapping process in the WT and mutants supported the view that mutation 

inhibits stable charge separation, while the rates of ET are unaffected. The effect of 

mutation on the overall charge separation is evident from the decrease in the size of 

bleaching in the non-decaying spectrum of P700
+PhQ- in the mutants. The change in 

efficiency of energy trap is more obvious in the mutants of A-branch as compared to B-

branch. The PsaB-N591H; PsaB-N591L and PsaB-N591Y are a good example of 

decrease in amplitude of the non-decaying spectrum. EPR spectroscopy at cryogenic and 

room temperature showed the ET process in these mutants. Most of the spectral shapes 

are similar as reported in the literature of PSI particles (89). The mutation near ec2 has no 

modification down the two branches in terms of ET rates. The decrease in the absorption 

polarization patterns representing P700
•+FeS•- RP in both low temperature and room 

temperature points towards a decrease in charge separation. Although the X-band EPR 

spectroscopy results are of qualitative nature but the EPR spectra at cryogenic 

temperature of PsaB-N591H and PsaB-N591L has weak signals of P700
•+PhQ•- RP, 

presenting inhibition of CS at the ec2 level. 

                 The decrease in the efficiency of charge separation in the mutants came in a 

new form in time resolved fluorescence. We interpret the decrease in the lifetime of 

energy trapping component in the DAS from fluorescence study of the mutants as a new 
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channel for energy transfer into heat. This fast new channel is in competition with charge 

separation process and its contribution is high in the mutants where CS is inhibited more. 

For example, the decrease in the lifetime of energy trapping component in PsaB-N591H; 

PsaB-N591L and PsaB-N591Y is more obvious. The time resolved fluorescence 

observations are completely different from that of other point mutation studies, where 

mutants were made close to the P700 in the RC of PSI. For example in the PsaB-H656N 

mutant, which converts the axial ligand of PB from His to Asn, showed an increase in the 

lifetime of energy trapping from 30 ps to 65 ps. Thus, there is an increase in the energy 

trapping component lifetime, demonstrating a slow trapping process (131).  

                  We can explain the energy trapping process in the mutants close to ec2, which 

is based on the proposed model. When excited state energy is equilibrated between the 

antenna and RC, there are two possibilities for PSI that has trapping efficiency of 100%, 

that either it is trapped on A-branch or B-branch depending upon the protein dynamics in 

the location of RC. The mutations make the ec2 site less efficient for trapping, as a result 

this energy should be disposed somewhere if it is not trapped. We proposed here a new 

channel or a new functional pathway through which this energy is released to the protein 

environment. This occurs either at excited RC or the energy is trapped in the primary RP 

of ec2+ec3-, but due to instability of this RP and its protein bath from mutation it 

recombines and the energy is dissipated into the protein, presented in the schematic 

diagram of figure 3.32. The possible fast decay of excitation energy occurs at the 

interface of electronic to vibronic transition at ec2 cofactor or the energy is trapped in the 

form of unstable primary CS that recombine very fast and loss to the protein 
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environment. Thus, time resolved fluorescence measurements in C. reinhardtii provide a 

better clue about how the excitation energy is cast off if it is not used for CS. Based on 

these results, we can now confidently view the role of ec2 as a primary and the P700 as a 

secondary electron donor that reduced the oxidized ec2+. Secondly, in both branches the 

CS is independently initiated at ec2, showing bi-directionality of ET in PSI.  

                     The other unusual observations from these mutagenic studies of PSI are: 1) 

the red shift in the light induced P700 DS of PsaA-A604D and PsaB-N591D (Figure 3.4 

and Figure 3.17). These P700 DS showed that asparagine to aspartate substitution 

influence the P700 dimer absorbance properties. 2) High level of accumulation of PsaA-

N604K and PsaB-N591K PSI.  The red shift in the P700 DS can be explained on the 

basis that mutants near ec2 can cause changes upstream on P700 in both its ground and 

oxidized form of P700. Theoretical studies also predicted that ec2 cofactor can influence 

the P700 properties (25). The changes near ec2 cofactor can thus also influence the P700 

environment, which in turn modifies the spectral properties of P700. FTIR spectroscopy 

revealed that both the ground and cationic state vibratory properties of P700 are influenced 

by PsaA-N604D and PsaB-N591D. Although it is difficult to establish the protonation 

state of aspartic acid at this point but it is clear that a mutation near ec2 cofactor 

modulates the electronic properties of P700 dimer. The lysine mutants also have 5-6 cm-1 

shifts in the keto carbonyl bands and a new band at 1623 cm-1 in FTIR P700 DS. From 

these observed modifications, it is clear that ec2 cofactor has contribution in the FTIR 

P700 DS. Secondly mutations near ec2 cofactor influence the P700 dimer by various types 

of interactions that also includes hydrophobic as observed in the case of PsaA-N604L. 
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For establishing the role of lysine Ɛ-amino group to acts as a ligand of chlorophyll, some 

theoretical spectral calculations are required to identify specific vibrational bands of ec2 

chlorophyll Mg-lysine interaction. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.32. Proposed models of excitation energy decay from the excited state of 
reaction center. Due to mutation near ec2, the excitation energy is released to the ground 
state after energy equilibration between antenna and reaction center. Where ANT* = 
excited state of antenna; RC* = excited reaction center; CS = charge separated state; RP 
= radical pair. 
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Transient absorption spectroscopic methods of point mutants near ec2 cofactors provide 

the evidence that a decrease in stable CS is due to inefficiency of the excitation energy 

trap. Due to modulation in the protein environment of ec2 cofactor, it is possible that the 

biophysical properties of ec2 cofactor are modified and it became less efficient trap for 

excitation energy.  Thus, the photon absorbed is not utilized for CS but instead it is 

wasted as a heat through a new channel. Time resolved fluorescence of the mutants with 

a decreased level of stable CS showed a faster decay of fluorescence. This gives the idea 

that there are two processes in competition with one another, one is ET and the other is a 

faster decay of excitation energy to the ground state. Thus, our experimental analysis 

showed that ec2 is the primary electron donor on each side from where CS is initiated in 

photosystem I. 

3.6 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

3.6.1 Room temperature absorbance spectroscopy 

Room temperature absorbance spectroscopy was performed for the WT and mutants of 

ec2A/B cofactors. As these mutations are in the RC so there is no modification present in 

the overall absorbance spectra of the mutants as compare to the WT. All the spectra were 

normalized to the main peak at QY region and these spectra are superimposable on one 

another. Thus showing that the spectral distribution area of the LHCI antenna chlorophyll 

absorption wavelengths in the mutants is similar to that of the WT. 
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Figure S3.1. Normalized Room temperature absorbance spectra of a) WT, PsaA-N604D, 
PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604K and PsaA-N604L. b) WT, PsaB-N591D, PsaB-N591H, 
PsaB-N591K, PsaB-N591L mutants of C. reinhardtii PSI particles. There are no major 
differences in the absorbance spectra of the WT and mutants. 
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CHAPTER NO 4 

4.1  INTRODUCTION 

Photosystem I (PSI) is a large pigmented protein complex of the photosynthetic 

machinery inside the cell. It functions as a light-induced oxidoreductase enzyme that 

oxidizes cytochrome c or plastocyanin and reduces ferredoxin (132). A 2.5 Å 

crystallographic structure of PSI from thermophillic cyanobacterium 

Thermosynechococcus elongatus is available in trimeric form. Each monomer has 12 

subunits and bound 128 cofactors, which have 96 chlorophylls, 22 carotenoids, four 

lipids, two phylloquinone and three 4Fe-4S clusters. Out of the 96 chlorophyll a 

molecules, 90 of them make the core antenna. This core antenna harvest solar energy and 

converts it into excitation energy, which is transferred to the redox active reaction center 

(RC) for charge separation. The cofactors of PSI RC are present inside the protein in the 

form of two functionally active branches that stems from P700, made of chlorophyll a and 

á (C-13 epimer of Chlorophyll a). There is a pair of chlorophyll a called ec2 and ec3 and 

phylloquinone (PhQ) on each branch. The two branches recombine at the 4 [Fe-S] 

clusters called FX. In the PsaC subunit there are two additional 4[Fe-S] clusters names as 

FA and FB   (21, 24).    

                           Functionally both branches of PSI are active for electron transfer (ET) 

utilization, termed as bi-directionality of ET (132-135). The main difference between the 

two branches in terms of kinetics is that ET from PhQB towards FX is ten times faster 

than that of PhQA. In terms of usage, the A-branch is used more as compared to the B-
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branch, and it is species dependent. For example, in C. reinhardtii the ratio of utilization 

of A-branch to B-branch for ET is close to one another but in Synechocystis PCC 6803 

the A side is more dominant (53, 118). The 100 % quantum efficiency of PSI is attributed 

due to the fast excitation energy transfer from the core, and it’s trapping in the RC 

without any loss of energy. The antenna absorbs a photon and converted it into excitation 

energy. Later the RC traps this excitation energy in the form of stable CS. This trapping 

of energy occurs in both branches as presented from the decay of reduced two 

phylloquinone with two lifetimes (136).  

          There are two models of CS and ET in PSI. According to the well-accepted 

classical model, the CS starts from P700 by donating an electron to ec3 chlorophylls, 

which is the primary electron acceptor. The first radical pair (RP) formed is P700
•+ec3•- 

and in the next step electron moves towards PhQ. In this model, ec2 chlorophylls are not 

considered in ET events. Mutagenic studies of amino residues closed to P700 revealed that 

it has no control over the primary CS in the two branches (29, 60). The second proposed 

model considered ec2 chlorophyll as a primary electron donor. In this new model the 

excited reaction center (RC*) leads to the formation of ec2•+ec3•-. In the second step, P700 

reduces ec2+ and becomes oxidized forming P700
•+ec3•- as a RP2 (11, 29, 43, 62, 84, 137). 

Theoretical electrostatic measurement and quantum chemical calculations predicted a less 

negative redox potential for ec2 cofactor than ec3 in the excited state and 

thermodynamically ET from ec2 toward ec3 is unfavorable (63). Exciting PSI sample 

from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 with a 20 fs duration pulse at 720 nm wavelength 

initiated ET by giving two bands in 100 fs. In this time-resolved spectrum, the 660 nm 
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band is from ec3•- and 705 nm from P700
•+. There are shortfalls in this analysis such as 

loss of bleaching band of 705 nm representing P700
•+ from 4 to 50 ps time scale in the 

difference spectra. However, after the generation of P700
+• cation radical, it should exist 

for milliseconds, and a decrease in its bleaching is not possible unless it is reduced (64, 

65). The long wavelength absorbing chlorophylls in the core antenna of PSI from 

cyanobacteria absorb in the sub-picosecond time scale during energy equilibration 

process in the antenna, and these red chlorophylls have charge transfer character. These 

red chlorophylls dampen the early cationic absorption of primary electron donor, and it is 

very difficult to interpret the early kinetics (66, 138).  The dynamics and energy 

equilibration role in PSI with and without red chlorophylls need to be established 

explicitly in terms of their competition with the RC for excitation energy (37, 139, 140). 

                        We consider both cyanobacteria and green algae species to examine the 

role of ec2 cofactors in the respective branches of PSI RC. These two different species 

will rule out the effects of any structural differences and the variations due to long 

wavelength chlorophylls on the rates of excitation energy and electron transfer. 

Mutagenesis is a method of choice that reveals the activity of particular amino acid in the 

functional site of protein. In this pigmented protein complex, the pigment cofactor plays a 

role in excitation energy transfer and charge separation supported by the surrounding 

protein. Therefore, we can indirectly modulate the properties of the pigment cofactor by 

modulating the protein residue that is closely interacting with it. The RC of PSI (Figure 

4.1) from T. elongatus reveals that a water molecule acts as a fifth ligand to the central 

magnesium atom of ec2, and there is no direct linkage from the protein. The ligated water 
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molecule makes a hydrogen bonding contact with the nearby asparagine from the 

opposite branch polypeptide. The central magnesium atom of ec2 chlorophyll makes a 

coordinate bond with the oxygen of water by accepting the lone pair of electron from the 

oxygen atom. While the side chain carboxyl oxygen of asparagine from opposite 

polypeptide of helix 9 serves as hydrogen bond acceptor. The PsaA-N604 of B-branch 

and PsaB-N591 of A-branch are substituted by a number of residues. Here we present the 

results of Asn to Leu from both C. reinhardtii and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, while 

some further supporting results from cyanobacterium with Asn to His and Asn to Met 

mutants are presented in supplementary information. We study the effect of these 

mutations on primary charge separation and directionality of electron transfer using 

various transient spectroscopic methods in this section. 
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Figure 4.1. Arrangement of electron transfer cofactors in RC of PSI. The figure is 
constructed from protein data bank file: 1JB0. The P700 is a dimer and a combination of 
ec1A and ec1B chlorophylls. On each branch is a pair of chlorophylls (ec2Aec3A or 
ec2Bec3B) and a phylloquinone (PhQA or PhQB). The FX cluster is shared by PsaA and 
PsaB while PsaC subunit binds the two terminal iron-sulfur clusters (FA and FB).  The 
water molecule is a 5th ligand of the central Mg atom of ec2 on each branch. PsaA-N604 
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accepts a hydrogen bond from the water molecule on B-branch and PsaB-N591 on A-
branch. 
 
4.2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.2.1 Genetic manipulations 

The plasmids containing the Asn substitution mutations were prepared via a previously 

described PCR method and introduced into two background strains of C. reinhardtii in 

which either the psaA exon-3 or psaB had been deleted (60).These strains also have the 

nuclear P71 mutation, which causes a decrease in the total amount of LHCII. The 

respective plasmid for the particular site was mixed with tungsten particles. These 

plasmidswere bombarded on C. reinhardtii cells spread on agar plates containing TAP 

with 75 µg/mL spectinomycin and 100 µg/mL ampicillin, using a home-built gene gun 

and helium gas at a pressure of approximately 450 psi. The plates were kept in the dark 

and colonies appeared after seven days. These colonies were passaged alternately on 300 

µg/mL spectinomycin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin every 14 days. The transformants 

were checked for psaA or psaB genes and homoplamicity by isolating the plasmid DNA 

and amplification via PCR. These strains were used primarily for in vivo analyses. 

A second set of background strains had the P71 nuclear mutation but lacked the FUD7 

mutation: PBC12-5 (psaAΔ) and PBC 18-6 (psaBΔ). These backgrounds also have a 

hexahistidine tag on exon 1 of the psaA gene (74). The mutants from Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803 were made according to the previously established methods (141), and pure 

PSI particles were isolated using n-dodecyl-β-D- maltoside detergent (31). 
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4.2.2 Isolation of H6-PSI particles 

 C. reinhardtii strains were grown in 6-L flasks using 5 L of medium with constant 

stirring and bubbling with filtered air under normal room light condition of 81 µEinstein 

m-2 s-1 and room temperature of approximately 23 oC in TAP medium. The cells were 

harvested during the early logarithmic phase by centrifugation at 3500 g for 5 minutes at 

4 oC. The cells were washed with cell resuspension buffer (0.3 mM sucrose, 5 mM 

MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, 25 mM HEPES-KOH (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-

piperazineethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.5) and centrifuged again. The cells were suspended 

in thylakoid resuspension buffer (0.3 mM sucrose, 10 mM EDTA, 25 mM HEPES-KOH, 

pH 7.5) and broken by passage through a French pressure cell at 3000 psi. The broken 

cells were washed with thylakoid resuspension buffer and centrifuged at 40000 g for 10 -

15 minutes at 4 oC twice by collecting the green residue and discarded the lower white 

starch material. Crude thylakoid membranes were homogenized in cold thylakoid 

resuspension buffer at approximately 6 mg Chl mL-1 and stored at -80 oC after flash 

freezing in liquid nitrogen. Crude thylakoid membranes (CTM) at final concentration of 

0.4 mg Chl mL-1 (PBC12-5 background strains) or 0.2 mg Chl mL-1 (PBC18-6 

background strains) were solubilized by dropwise addition of β-D-dodecylmaltoside (β-

DM) to a final concentration of 1/10 volume of 10% β-DM. During solubilization, the 

sample was stirred gently for 30 minutes at 4 oC in the dark. After sample was 

centrifugation at 64000 g for 25 minutes at 4 oC to remove nonsolubilized material, the 

supernatant was loaded onto a Ni-NTA (Invitrogen) column pre-equilibrated with 

Solubilization Buffer containing 0.03 % β-DM. The column was washed with 
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Solubilization Buffer containing 0.03 % β-DM and 2 mM imidazole until the efflux was 

clear. The H6-tagged PSI was eluted from the column with elution buffer (300 mM 

imidazole and 40 mM 2-(N-morpholino) ethane sulfonic acid MES-NaOH, pH 6). The 

eluate were concentrated in Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filters with 100 K molecular 

weight cutoff (Millipore Ltd. Ireland). The concentrated PSI was washed with Storage 

Buffer (40 mM CaCl2, 40 mM MgCl2, 0.03% β-DM, 10% glycerol, 10 mM Tricine, pH 

8) to remove imidazole several folds during concentration. The sample was concentrated 

to a final concentration 2.5-3 mg Chl ml-1. Glycerol was added to a final concentration of 

20%. Samples were stored in 100 µL aliquots by flash freezing in liquid nitrogen at -80 

oC. 

4.2.3 Time-resolved Optical Spectroscopy of PSI particles 

Time-resolved optical spectroscopy with a temporal resolution of ns - ms was performed 

on PSI particles. A 480-nm probe beam was used to monitor the electrochromic bandshift 

of pigments in the RC induced by the charge-separated state (primarily due to pigments 

near PhQ–) (109). For these measurements, 100 µg of chlorophyll-containing PSI sample 

per 1 mL was diluted into a buffer containing 10 mM Tricine (pH 8), 0.4 M CaCl2, 0.4 M 

MgCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.03% β-DM, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, and 40 µM phenazine 

methosulfate (PMS). The sample was excited with a ~3-ns laser pulse generated by a 

frequency-doubled (532 nm), Q-switched Nd: YAG laser (DCR-11, Spectra-Physics, 

Mountain View, CA). It was operated in the short-pulse mode. The probe light was 

provided by a Xe flash tailored with a bank of inductors and capacitors to produce 5-µs 

pulses. The 480-nm probe and pump beam were filtered through a narrow band (8 nm) 
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interference filter along with colored glass filters (FND 100Q from EG & G). The two 

beams were paired up in two micrometer multimode fiber optic patch cables (M28L01; 

Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) through two fixed focus collimation packages (F240FC-543; 

Thorlabs, Newton, NJ), The two packages were placed at a distance of 3 m from the 

sample cuvette to minimize the artifacts due to the excitation beam. The two fiber cables 

were connected to a balanced amplified photo-detector (PDB430A; Thorlabs, Newton, 

NJ) containing DC bandwidth of 350 MHz. Digitizing oscilloscope (DSA 602A with 

amplifier plug-in 11A52; Tektronix, Beaverton, OR) was used to measure the balance 

output. The laser flash was detected by a photodiode connected to 11A72 plug-in used to 

initiate the data acquisition. The rise time of the detection system was measured by using 

Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II) chloride (Ru (Bipy)3Cl2) luminescence and was found to be 

three ns (110). The baseline was recorded after every flash by mechanically blocking the 

pump flash, and this baseline transient was subtracted from that recorded with pump flash 

on every cycle. Around 1024 to 2048 pairs of flash minus no-flash number of transient 

were averaged at a repetition rate of 1 Hz. Software written in LabView controlled the 

timing sequence and data recording. The PSI sample was contained in 10 X 10 mm 

standard quartz cuvette at room temperature. All the kinetic traces were processed by 

fitting with a multi-exponential function using Marquardt least-squares algorithm that 

was programmed in IGOR Pro v. 5.2 (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR). Charge 

recombination was monitored at 820 nm using a home-built time-resolved 

spectrophotometer. For these measurements, PS1 particles corresponding to 100 µg were 

diluted into 400 µL of buffer (same as above except using 0.5 mM sodium ascorbate and 
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10 µM dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP) as reducing agents). The sample was prepared 

in an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratories, Grass Lake, MI) with an atmosphere of 10 % 

H2 and 90 % N2 to avoid generation of harmful oxygen radicals. 

4.2.4 Quantum Yield of Charge Separation  

The total amount of stable charge separation in PSI from C. reinhardtii WT and Asn to 

Leu mutant pair was measured using a Joliot type spectrophotometer (JTS-10). The P700 

bleaching was measured at wavelength of 810 nm. The 810 nm was chosen because the 

P700
+ cation has a very broad and unstructured absorption band in the near infrared from 

730-850 (142, 143). For each sample measurement, 10 µg/mL of chlorophyll-containing 

PSI was used in triplicate. The Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Electro-Optics, Inc., Santa 

Clara, CA) emitting 33-mJ pulses at 532 nm (6 ns duration) was used for oxidation of 

P700 of PSI. The laser flash has enough energy to saturate the sample. The oxidation of 

the sample was probed with 810 nm weak actinic flashes from JTS-10 

spectrophotometer. The sample was measured in the absorbance mode where a baseline 

of 20 s was measured initially and then in the illumination period a single laser flash was 

given to oxidize the P700, followed by measuring flashes (10-µs red LED passed through 

a selected interference filter) to monitor oxidation of P700 by the laser flash in exponential 

increment way for 1115 ms. These measuring flashes commenced 250 µs after the laser 

flash and after exponential increment increase phase and additional measuring flashes of  

18 s, long enough for the bleaching signal to recover entirely. At 810 nm the positive 

peak was taken for calculation as at 810 nm; P700
+ absorb (144).  
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4.2.5 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) Spectroscopy 

Low temperature (80 K) X-band (9 GHz) and Q-band (35 GHz) time/field transient EPR 

data sets were measured with a modified Bruker ER 200D-SRC spectrometer. The ER 

041 X-MR X-band or ER 051QR Q-band microwaves Bridge were used in this 

spectrometer for the respective X and Q-band measurements. A Flexline ER 4118 X-

MD-5WI dielectric resonator was used at low temperature. Light excitation was made 

using a Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG laser operating at 10 Hz, 4.0 mJ/pulse and 532 nm. 

The temperature of the bath was controlled using an Oxford Instruments CF9335 gas 

flow cryostat. The transient EPR signal was recorded in direct-detection mode with a 

home built broadband amplifier (bandwidth 500 MHz) and was digitized through a 

LeCroy LT322 500 MHz digital oscilloscope (145). PSI samples were treated with 1mM 

sodium ascorbate and 50 µM phenazine methosulfate (PMS) and the samples were frozen 

in the dark. Room temperature X-band EPR measurements were performed with a 

modified Bruker ESP 200 spectrometer equipped with a homemade, broadband amplifier 

(bandwidth >500 MHz). A flat cell and a rectangular resonator were used, and the 

samples were illuminated using a Q-switched, frequency-doubled Continuum Surelite 

Nd:YAG laser working at 10 Hz, 4.0 mJ/pulse and 532 nm. In order to bring the P700 in 

the reduced state before the excitation flash, 1 mM sodium ascorbate and 50 µM PMS 

were used as electron donor and mediator. 
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4.2.6 Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

 The sample was excited with a laser light of 690nm excitation with a full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of 0.15 ps and was probed with white continuum light having central 

wavelength of 680 nm. The pump and probe light was set at magic angle (54.7o).  

Intensity of the excitation light was enough to excite the sample, but not to make much 

annihilation.  Measurements were performed in a window from 601 to 750 nm, which is 

QY transition of Chlorophyll a of PSI. Data was collected from 0.9 ps before time zero 

and 2 nanosecond after the excitation pulse. Circular rotating cuvette with a path length 

of 1.2 mm was used so that the laser light didn’t excite more than 10% of the measuring 

PSI particles. Speed of the rotation was set so that the laser shot hit fresh open (reduced 

P700) PSI particles and to avoid the accumulation of long-lived intermediates state. The 

PSI sample concentration in units of optical density from C. reinhardtii was always 0.8 

OD at 676 nm and for Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 it was also 0.8OD at 679 nm of QY 

region. For stability of PSI and to avoid aggregation issues, the buffer consists of 10mM 

Tricine, 0.4 M MgCl2, 0.4 M CalCl2, 10% glycerol, 0.03% β-DM as a detergent. 40 mM 

of sodium ascorbate and 50 µM of phenazine methosulfate were used as redox agents in 

order to keep the reaction center in the open state during measurements. 

4.2.7 Time-resolved fluorescence 

 Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) was performed to measure the kinetics 

of energy trapping in PSI mutant samples. The sample was excited with a Titanium-

Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics, Millennia pumped Tsunami) at 420 nm with a 130 fs 
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pulse duration and 4 MHz repetition rate. Fluorescence emission was collected at a 90° 

geometry setting and detected using a double-grating monochromator (Jobin-Yvon, 

Gemini-180) and a microchannel plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R3809U-50). 

The polarization of the emission was set at a magical angle of 54.7° relative to that of the 

excitation. The data acquisition was done using a single photon counting card (Becker-

Hickl, SPC-830). The typical IRF had a FWHM of 35 ps, measured from the scattering of 

sample at 420 nm. The excitation power was 12.1 µW at the sample to avoid singlet-

singlet annihilation. A time window of 3.3 ns was used, and measurements were done 

from 680 to 740 nm with 10-nm spacing. The PSI particles were diluted to an OD of 0.5 

cm-1 at the Chl a Qy maximum with a tricine buffer [10 mM Tricine (pH 8), 0.4 M MgCl2, 

0.4 M CaCl2, 10 % glycerol, 0.03 % β-DM] along with 20 mM sodium ascorbate, and 50 

µM phenazine methosulfate. Global analysis was performed with ASUFIT 6.1software. 

The decay-associated spectra (DAS) of fluorescence emission are the wavelength 

dependent pre-exponential part (Ai (λ)), from the multi-exponential fluorescence decay 

components. These decay components were obtained by applying the equation F=Ʃ Ai (λ) 

exp (-t/τi) and is related to specific exponential lifetime, τi.  

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Nanosecond kinetics at 480 nm (electrochromic bandshift) in PS1 

We performed time-resolved optical spectroscopy on PS1 particles of WT and the 

mutations generated near the ec2 site on each branch respectively in Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803 and C. reinhardtii from the various transformants into a background with a 

hexahistidine tag. The kinetics of phyllosemiquinone (PhQ-) oxidation were monitored at 
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480 nm, which is due to an electrochromic band shift of pigments near PhQ- induced by 

the negative charge. (52, 109). The optical data obtained at 480 nm give information 

about the amount of CS occur on individual branch in terms of semiphylloquinone 

formed that induced the ECS on the nearby cofactors and the decay rates of two ECS. At 

480 nm, there is an additional long lived positive component that arises from P700
+ 

formation. The time-resolved optical spectra of WT and mutants from both species 

obtained at room temperature were fitted to two exponential decays. The decay at 480 nm 

in WT PS1 from both organisms was biphasic. In C. reinhardtii, PSI has lifetimes of 22.3 

ns and 216 ns; the amplitudes were 0.94 mOD and 1.2 mOD, respectively. While in 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 WT PSI the fast phase has a lifetime of 17.2 ns with 

amplitude of 0.65 mOD. The slow phase from A-branch has a lifetime of 207 ns with 

amplitude of 1.2 mOD. The increased in amplitude on B-branch in C. reinhardtii as 

compare to Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 is also evident here. The other difference is that 

the rate of both phases in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 are a bit faster than C. reinhardtii 

PSI as shown in figure 4.2 and table 4.1. These results are very similar to the previous 

observations (52). In C. reinhardtii, the usage of the two branches is approximately equal 

but in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, it is 70-80 % of ET on A-branch and 30-20% on B-

branch (53, 54). 

                     In C. reinhardtii the PsaA-N604L mutant exhibited lifetimes of 20.5 ns 

(0.45 mOD) and 206 ns (1.2m OD), as presented in figure 4.2. While in Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803 PsaA-N604L has lifetime of 18.3 ns (0.30 mOD) and 212 ns (1.1 mOD). Thus 

in both the specie the effect of asparagine to the leucine mutation is on the amplitude of 
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ET on B-side (Table 4.1). This 50 % inhibition of CS shows a decrease in the energy 

trapping efficiency of the B-branch only while the A-branch is unaffected and works 

normally in terms of magnitude of CS and rate of ET. In contrast, the PsaB-N591L 

mutant affecting ec2A had decay components with lifetimes of 20.5 ns (0.92 mOD) and 

205 ns (0.34 mOD) in C. reinhardtii. Thus, the rates extracted from this analysis did not 

greatly differ, but the amplitudes are significantly changed. Moreover, the change would 

be as expected if the affected branch is utilized less as a consequence of the mutation. 

The PsaB-N591L mutant of cyanobacteria has fast phase of 17.8 ns (0.67 mOD) and slow 

phase of 203 ns (0.31 mOD). Thus, the effect is four-fold on the inhibition of CS in A-

branch in both cyanobacteria and green algae. 

                          In Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, we also analyzed two addition set of 

mutants, where the PsaA-N604 and PsaB-N591 were mutated to histidine and 

methionine. The PsaA-N604H acting on the B-branch has a fast phase amplitude 

modulation only, with the lifetimes of 17.8 (0.30 mOD) and slow phase of 210 ns (1.20 

mOD) as shown in Figure S4.2. The total reduction in the quantum yield of CS is 81 % 

(Table S4.1). In PsaB-N591H, the charge separation on the A-branch is inhibited by 45 % 

as compared to WT. Conversion of asparagine to methionine in PsaA-N604M results into 

no effect on the B-branch CS. While the PsaB-N591M has very minor effect on the A-

branch, with a 10% decrease in CS, as shown in Figure S4.2 and Table S 4.1.Thus, the 

mutation affecting ec2B exhibited less fast electron transfer, consistent with the 

hypothesis that fewer electrons had arrived at PhQB due to an impairment of charge 

separation in that branch. However, we note that the amplitude of the other component 
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did not increase to compensate; it is unchanged. Thus, the overall amplitude of decay at 

480 nm is lower in both mutants. This decrease in amplitude indicates that the quantum 

yield of charge separation is lower in these mutants. 

 
 

 
 

Table 4.1. Rates and amplitudes of decay components obtained from transient optical 
spectroscopy at 480 nm in various purified PS1 preparation (C. reinhardtii and 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803). 

1Assumed to be 100%. Quantum yields in the mutants are expressed as relative to WT. 

 

Mutation amplitude 
(mOD) of 
fast decay  

rate (ns) of 
fast decay  

amplitude 
(mOD) of 
slow decay  

rate (ns) of 
slow decay  

ɸ at  
480 nm [ns 
components] 
(%) 

WT 
(C. reinhardtii) 

0.94 22.3 1.20 216 100 

WT  
(Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803) 

0.65 17.2 1.20 207 100 

PsaA-N604L 

(C. reinhardtii) 

0.45 20.5 1.20 206 77 

PsaA-N604L 

(Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803) 

0.30 18.3 1.12 212 76 

PsaB-N591L 
(C. reinhardtii) 

0.92 20.5 0.34 205 59 

PsaB-N591L 
(Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803) 

0.67 17.8 0.31 203 53 
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Figure 4.2. Transient absorbance difference traces at 480 nm for PS I complexes from C. 
reinhardtii (left) and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (right). The two WT, PsaA-N604L, 
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PsaA-N604L, PsaB-N591L and PsaB-N591L mutant are shown side by side for 
comparison. The Chl concentration is 100 µg ml-1 for all the measurements. The points 
depict the experimental data, and the fit is in the form of a solid line. The differences 
between experimental and fit data are in the form of residual. The data sets were from 64 
averages. 
 

4.3.2 Charge recombination between P700
+ FA/B

- radical pair and its intermediate states 

Oxidized P700 (P700
+) was followed directly by monitoring absorption of chlorophyll 

cation radical at 820 nm in two time windows: a few ms and ~2 s. The data from these 

two windows were united and a global fit was obtained (Figure 4.3). In the case of C. 

reinhardtii WT PSI, three decay components were necessary to fit the data; in contrast, 

only two components were required for WT PSI from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 

Charge recombination of P700
+(FA/FB)- has a lifetime of 50 - 100 ms and accounts for 

much of the decay. A variable amount of slow decay (hundreds of ms to ~1s) was 

observed, and is assigned to electron donation from DCPIP to P700
+.  In these PSI RCs, 

the electrons had “escaped” (via reduction of exogenous acceptors). The additional decay 

seen in algal PSI was in the µs timescale. In the control PSI, it exhibited a decay time of 

~70 µs (2.1 mOD) and accounted for about one-third of the decay. The origin of this is 

unclear, but we can assign it to the triplet state of chlorophyll in the antenna through 

intersystem crossing. We did not observe any decay in the nanosecond timescale, 

demonstrating that none of the mutations caused charge recombination from P700
+A0

- 

(P700
+ec3-) (87). In WT PSI from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, the 49.9 ms with 5.0 mOD 

is the back reaction from reduced FA/FB to oxidized P700. The second component with a 

1.31 s lifetime and 2.3 mOD is the ET from DCPIP to P700
+, as shown in Table 2. All the 
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WT components are added and considered as 100 % of quantum yield for CS in order to 

calculate this value in the mutants. 

The 820 nm measurement data fitting of PsaA-N604L from C. reinhardtii is resolved into 

three components with lifetime and amplitudes of 182 µs (1.4 mOD); 61 ms (2.1 mOD) 

and 674 ms (0.9 mOD). The 182 µs (1.4 mOD) component can be assigned to the 3Chl 

state from LHC1 like WT, shown in figure 4.3. The 61 ms lifetime component with 2.1 

mOD amplitude is the charge recombination between P700
+ and [FA/FB]-. While the 674 

ms (0.9 mOD) lifetime component is ET from DCPIP to the long-lived P700
+. The 

quantum yield of CS in PsaA-N601L at 820 nm from C. reinhardtii is 75 %, which 

showed excitation energy loss of 24% at ec2B, almost similar result at 480 nm. The 

asparagine to leucine counterpart in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 exhibits four parts. The 

453 ns (0.57 mOD) lifetime component is the back reaction between ec3B
- and P700

+. 

There are two millisecond components; one with a lifetime and amplitude of 1.86 ms 

(0.43 mOD) that can be assigned to CR between P700
+ and FX

-. The second component 

with a 58.54 ms lifetime and amplitude of 2.5 mOD is a major one, and it is the CR 

between P700
+ and [FA/FB]-. The final component is 1.33 s (1.7 mOD) that arise from 

DCPIP to P700
+. The quantum yield of this PsaA-N604L is 71 % that is quite close to its 

480 nm measurement and to that of its C. reinhardtii counterpart, as presented in table 

4.2. 

                   The back ET in PsaB-N591L from C. reinhardtii affecting the A-branch ec2A 

has three components. The 120 µs with a 1.4 mOD of amplitude originates from 3Chl in 

LHC1 through intersystem crossing of excitation energy. The major 53 ms (1.7 mOD) is 
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obviously CR between P700
+ and [FA/FB]-. Some of the P700

+ is still left unreduced for a 

long time, which is reduced by DCPIP, this component has lifetime of 570 ms (0.5 

mOD). The PsaB-N591L complement in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 is PsaB-N591L, 

which also shows three components. The fastest component with lifetimes of 27.7 µs (1.0 

mOD) is the back ET from PhQA
- to P700

+. This component differs from that of PsaB-

N587L of C. reinhardtii. Charge recombination between P700
+ and [FA/FB]- in PsaB-

N591L has a lifetime of 68.5 ms and an amplitude of 1.5 mOD. The 1.26 s (1.1 mOD) 

component lifetime is the usual reduction of P700
+ by DCPIP. The quantum yield of CS in 

these two counterpart mutants in algae and cyanobacteria is 56 % and 49 %, as presented 

in table 4.2. These measurements are close to that of 480 nm forward ET on the A-

branch. 

                       The PsaA-N604H mutation from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 at 820 nm 

has four lifetime components and quantum yield of 71 %. The fastest lifetime is 29.4 ns 

(0.47 mOD) is the CR between PhQB
- to P700

+, figure S4.3. The ms lifetime components 

fragmented into 1.42 ms (0.96 mOD) and 47.6 ms (1.8 mOD), which we assigned to CR 

between P700
+ and [FA/FB]-. PsaB-N591H on the A-branch has similar charge inhibition 

like PsaB-N591L, and its quantum yield is 49 % as calculated in table S4.2. The back ET 

measurement in PsaA-N604M at 820 nm fits four different kinetic components. The 

fastest component with a lifetime of 292 ns (0.32 mOD) is CR between PhQA
- to P700

+. 

The 832 µs (1.1 mOD) is CR between P700
+ and FX

-. The third kinetic component of 68 

ms (3.0 mOD) which is the usual back ET from [FA/FB]- to P700
+. The long-lived lifetime 

component of 1.32 s (2.0 mOD) is the reduction of P700
+ by DCPIP. There is a 9 % 
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reduction in quantum yield of CS in this mutant as compared to WT. In PsaB-N591M, 

which is on the dominant A-branch has a CS quantum yield of 84 %. Its 820 nm decay of 

P700
+ has three kinetic phases, as depicted in figure 4.3. The 27.7 µs (1.0 mOD) is the 

back ET from PhQA
- to P700

+. Charge recombination between P700
+ and [FA/FB]- has a 

lifetime of 68.5 ms with an amplitude of  1.5 mOD. The long-lived phase of 1.26 s (1.1 

mOD) is a reduction of P700
+ by DCPIP as presented in table S4.2. 

                      The ns-ms transient absorption spectroscopy at both 480 and 820 nm shows 

a decrease in quantum yield of CS in PSI from both cyanobacteria and algae. This change 

is due to modulation of the energy trap at the site of ec2 cofactor on the mutated branch. 

The effect of mutation is more noticeable on A-branch than on B-branch. The difference 

in the ns-µs kinetic phases between the two species is present only at 820 nm. These 

differences are due to the presence of outer antenna (LHC1) in C. reinhardtii, which is 

absent in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. There are also some minor back ET from PhQs 

and ec3 cofactor of the RC in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 but absent in C. reinhardtii 

PSI mutants. The untrapped energy in the RC is lost to the ground state by a new 

mechanism as there is no formation of 3P700 state in these mutants from both species. 

Thus, we measure the different radical pair formation and any possible 3P700 state 

generation through EPR spectroscopy at room and cryogenic temperatures. 
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Table 4.2. Rates and amplitudes of decay components in the ns-s at 820 nm in various 
purified PS1 preparation (C. reinhardtii and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803). 1Assumed to 
be 100 %. Quantum yields in the mutants are expressed as relative to WT. 

Mutation P700
+ decay components Assignment ɸ at 820 nm 

[ms component] 
(%) 

WT 

(C. reinhardtii) 

2.1 mOD, 70 µs (3Chl)  
1001 

 3.0 mOD, 50 ms  
 

[FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.94 mOD, 770 ms  
 

DCPIP → P700
+ 

WT (Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803) 

5.0 mOD, 49.9 ms  
 

[FA/FB]– → P700
+ 1001 

2.3 mOD,  1.31 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

 PsaA-N604L 
(C. reinhardtii) 

1.4 mOD, 182 µs (3Chl)  
76 
 2.1 mOD, 61 ms 

 
[FA/FB]– → P700

+ 

0.90 mOD, 674 ms DCPIP → P700
+ 

 
PsaA-N604L  

(Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803) 

0.57 mOD, 453 ns 

 
A0B

– → P700
+ 71 

0.43 mOD, 1.86 ms 
 

FX
– → P700

+ 

2.5 mOD, 58.4 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

1.7 mOD, 1.33 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

 PsaB-N591L 

(C. reinhardtii) 

1.4 mOD, 120 µs (3Chl) 56 
 
 

 1.7 mOD, 53 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

0.50 mOD, 570 ms DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaB-N591L 

(Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803) 

1.0 mOD, 27.7 µs A1A
– → P700

+ 49 

1.5 mOD, 68.5 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

1.1 mOD, 1.26 s DCPIP → P700
+ 
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Figure 4.3. Transient absorbance difference traces at 820 nm for PS I complexes from C. 
reinhardtii (left column) of WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants. The 820 nm 
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decay kinetic of PSI from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (right column) WT; PsaA-N604L 
and PsaB-N591L mutants. The wild-type, PsaA-N604L, and PsaB-N591L mutants are 
shown in the top, middle, and bottom row, respectively. The Chl concentration is 100 µg 
ml for both species. The data sets, which were collected at time windows of 1 ns to 1 µs, 
and from 1 µs to 100 µs, and from 100 µs to 100 ms too were stitched together to portray 
multiple kinetic phases on one plot. The absorbance values are plotted on a log scale, and 
were fitted using a multi-exponential decay. The experimental data are shown as points 
and the fit is shown as the solid line. The differences between experimental and fit data 
are plotted as a residual. The data sets were from 64 averages. 
4.3.3 Quantum Yield of Charge Separation 

We also measure the amount of stable charge separation in C. reinhardtii WT PSI 

particles and the two mutants PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L at 810 nm using transient 

absorption spectrophotometer of JTS-10. At 810 nm, we monitored the formation and 

decay of P700
+. The amount of positive absorption in the transient of WT is calculated and 

considered as 100% (±3.4), as presented in figure 4.4. In PsaA-N604L, the level of 

quantum yield of CS decreased to 89% (±3.1) as compared to WT on the basis of the 

same amount of chlorophyll. The PsaB-N591L had a more profound effect on the energy 

trap and reduced the quantum yield of CS to 48 % (±5.9). These results agreed with other 

transient spectroscopic results and showed that excitation energy is lost at the ec2 

cofactor site due to mutation. 
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Figure 4.4. The amount of stable charge separation in WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-
N591L PSI particles. For each sample 10 µg/mL of PSI was taken and a saturating laser 
flash of 532 nm was used for excitation of the sample. Light induced changes were 
monitored through 810 nm weak probe LED pulses. 
 

4.3.4 Room Temperature Transient EPR Spectroscopy  

We performed room temperature transient X-band EPR spectroscopy for ec2 mutants to 

monitor the activity of ET in both branches of PSI. The advantage of doing transient EPR 

at room temperature over low temperature is that we can measure the kinetics and ratio of 

ET between the two branches and down the iron-sulfur clusters. In this method, the PSI 

sample is irradiated continuously with weak power microwaves and the time-resolved 

EPR response is measured after a laser flash. The transients are measured at a range of 

magnetic field positions, making a time/field data set from which the EPR spectrum at a 
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given time can be calculated (118). Figure 4.5 shows the transient EPR signal at 220 ns, 

360 ns and 1000 ns after the laser flash from C. reinhardtii PSI samples of WT and Asn 

to Leu mutants. In the case of WT and PsaA-N604L there are two emissive (negative) 

signals observed at 220 ns. The one at lower magnetic field is a contribution from 

P700
•+PhQ• ̶, while the signal at the upper field mainly originates from the P700

•+FeS • ̶ 

radical pair. As electron transfer from PhQA
• ̶ towards FX occurs, the P700

•+PhQ• ̶ RP signal 

decays and P700
•+FeS• ̶ signal evolves.  In PsaA-N604L, at 220 ns the P700

•+PhQ• ̶ RP 

should be larger than that of WT but here it is not the case due to low S/N ratio of EPR 

instrument. For PsaB-N591L mutant, there was no signal of RP. 

                 The room temperature X-band EPR spectroscopic results of Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803 were very encouraging, as shown in figure 4.6 and figure S4.4. The transient 

EPR signal at 240 and 1000 ns are shown in the upper panel, and the kinetics signal 

extracted at two magnetic field positions “a” and “ b” are in the lower panel. The WT 

sample at 240 ns gives the usual EAE spin polarization pattern, where E = emission and 

A = absorption. This signal arise from the P700
•+PhQA

• ̶ RP. At later times, as the electrons 

moves pass PhQ towards the FeS cluster, the emissive signal is mainly from P700
•+ part of 

the P700
•+FeS• ̶  RP. The special spectral marker at the left side in the form of a shoulder in 

the absorptive polarization pattern of P700
•+PhQA

• ̶ RP represents the y-axis hyperfine 

splitting of the C-3 protons of the methyl group. It arises due to the asymmetric 

distribution of the electronic density on the phylloquinone ring. This electronic density is 

high at the quinone carbon near to the methyl group. By comparing the PsaA-N604L to 

the WT EPR spectrum, the first thing that is distinctive is the 240 ns transient signal of 
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P700
•+PhQA

• ̶ RP, which is larger in amplitude. This increase arises when the B-side ET is 

blocked or inhibited, and ET occurs mostly on A-branch (53). Thus, electrons escape on 

the B-branch PhQ is beyond the detection limit due to the low time resolution of EPR and 

creates the negative emissive signal of P700
•+FeS• ̶  RP. In the 1000 ns transient, the 

P700
•+FeS• ̶  RP signal is of same the magnitude like WT but at the side the low S/N ratio is 

evident. The transient collected at the two field positions also revealed that the level of 

PhQA•+ is more than that of WT at the earlier time. The room temperature transient EPR 

spectrum of PsaB-N591L exhibited a decrease in the P700
•+PhQA

• ̶ signal representing the 

blockage of A-side ET. Further, the later 1000 ns spectrum representing P700
•+FeS• ̶  RP is 

lower and has low S/N ratio as compared to WT. This decrease in RP formation is also 

evident from the two transient taken at position “a” and “b”. The influence of PsaB-

N591L is large on the A-branch that results into decrease in the CS process. 

                  We also monitor the room temperature EPR for Psa-N604M and PsaB-

N591M pair and PsaA-N604H; PsaB-N591 pair, where the PsaB-N591M reveals a bit 

noisy spectra showing a decrease in the quantum yield. The PsaA-N604H spectra and the 

transients at two field positions are similar to WT, as presented in figure S4.4.  While 

PsaB-N591H has similar spectra like PsaB-N591L revealing a decrease in A-side ET as 

the 240 ns P700
•+PhQA

• ̶ RP and the 1µs P700
•+FeS• ̶ RP is lower in amplitude and has low 

S/N ratio. These results supported the optical transient spectroscopic data and revealed 

that the mutation only affect the quantum yield while they have no effect on the 

redistribution of ET between the two branches nor on their rate.  
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Figure 4.5. Spin polarized X-band room temperature transient EPR spectroscopy of PSI 
particles from WT and PsaA-N604L mutant affecting ec2B of B-branch. 
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Figure 4.6. Spin polarized X-band room temperature transient EPR spectroscopy of PSI 
particles from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 WT and PsaA-N604L mutant affecting ec2B 
of B-branch and PsaB-N591L which is affecting ec2A of A-branch. 
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4.3.5 Low-temperature TREPR Spectra of P700
•+PhQ• ̶   

Excitation of PS1 produces the P700
•+PhQ•– state, in which the spins of the two radicals 

are correlated, having originated from the initial charge separation event. This gives rise 

to strong EPR signal from the spin-correlated radical pair. Previous work has shown that 

at low temperature, the signal is from P700
•+PhQA

•–, with almost no contribution from the 

other radical pair (P700
•+PhQB

•–). Further, the electron transfer from the quinone to FX is 

blocked at low temperature. Thus, at low temperature, this technique should report upon 

the efficiency of charge separation in the A-branch (85). Figure 4.7 displays the X-band 

transient EPR spectrum of WT and PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L pair of mutants from 

C. reinhardtii at 80 K. The WT spectrum shows a spin polarization pattern of E/A/E and 

looks very similar to spectra reported in the literature for C. reinhardtii PSI (50, 92). On 

the low-field side, the absorptive peak has a shoulder representing the partially resolved 

methyl hyperfine coupling (hfc) from PhQ. This shoulder also plays a big part in 

determining the width of the central peak in the spectrum. The effect of the methyl hfc is 

more along the C-CH3 bond, as the methyl group is electron withdrawing, so electron 

density is more concentrated at the C-CH3 bonding position. Furthermore, this coupling is 

close to the Y-axis of the PhQ•- g-tensor. When the magnetic field is along this axis 

during measurement, then the methyl hfc is partially resolved in the middle absorptive 

peak of the P700
•+PhQA

• ̶  TR-EPR spectrum. The methyl hfc is sensitive to the local 

environment and provide insight into the asymmetry of the spin density distribution over 

the PhQ• ̶  radical (91, 116). This shoulder is smaller in C. reinhardtii PSI as compared to 

cyanobacterial PSI (89, 117). In WT PSI, the signature of the methyl hfc can be clearly 
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observed. It is smaller in PsaB-N591L mutants, but entirely absent in PsaA-N604L. 

Secondly the spectral width of WT can be used for comparison here, which has the low 

field emissive bleaching peak near 3482 T while the upper field emissive bleaching peak 

is near 3495 T. The spectral width and positions of the emissive bleaching peaks of 

P700
•+PhQ• ̶ in the WT and mutants are the same. The third important character is the 

Signal/Noise (S/N) ratio of the P700
•+PhQ•– RP signal as an indicator of the CS activity of 

ET in each mutant. The decrease in the S/N ratio seen in the PsaB-N591L shows that 

these mutants have lower CS on the A-branch, consistent with optical spectroscopic 

results shown earlier.  

               We also performed X-band and Q-band EPR spectroscopy at low temperature of 

80 K on the Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L samples to 

analyze ET activity (Figure 4.8, and 4.9). The WT PSI in X-band spectrum reveals the 

usual spectral characteristics of P700
•+PhQA

• ̶   with EAE polarization pattern and a 

partially resolved methyl hyperfine coupling in the absorptive peak of phylloquinone as 

shown in figure 4.8. In the Q-band, the WT has E/A/A/E/A polarization pattern at low-

temperature. Here E=emissive and A=absorptive spin-polarized patterns, indicating the 

P700
•+PhQA

•- RP (figure 4.9). In the case of PsaA-N604L, the spectrum at X-band is 

similar to the WT but the Q-band is different in terms of the absorptive peak and shoulder 

of methyl hfc of PhQA. This better resolution points towards the inhibition of CS on B-

branch due to mutation. This spectrum reveals that at cryogenic temperature, there is 

further decrease in ET towards FX that results in the evolution of a fine P700
•+PhQA

•- 

spectrum. The same observation also holds correct for PsaA-N604M and PsaA-N604H 
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(Data not shown). PsaB-N591L of cyanobacteria also showed electron transfer activity at 

low temperature but as can be seen in both X and Q-band spectra the level of S/N ratio is 

low. This lower S/N ratio of the spectrum depicts the lower quantum yield of CS, and the 

signal of P700
•+PhQA

• ̶   is smaller but better than that of C. reinhardtii PsaB-N587L 

sample. This low S/N ratio is also observed in the PsaB-N591M and PsaB-N591H sample 

(Data not shown). The low-temperature EPR analyses also showed that the mutation near 

ec2 blocks the formation of RP and it is more on evident on the A-branch mutants as 

compared to the B-branch in both green algae and cyanobacteria. 

                          From the transient optical spectroscopy and room temperature EPR 

spectroscopy it was found that the mutation near ec2 on both branches results into 

decrease in quantum yield of stable charge separation. Although the transient optical 

spectroscopy at 820 nm exhibited very low charge recombination (CR) between 

P700
•+ec3•-   but to investigate the loss of excitation energy further we are also analyzing 

the low-temperature EPR spectra of these mutants for the formation of triplet state of P700 

(3P700) and antenna chlorophylls (3Chl). The formation of 3P700 states occurs from back ET 

in P700
•+ec3•-.   The 3Chl are generated either due high excitation or when the RC is closed 

due to CS. The 3Chl is very harmful as it generates singlet oxygen (1O2) species that 

damage the protein. The carotenoids present in the antenna quenches the energy from 

3Chl by forming the carotenoid triplet state (3Car) that disposes off its energy to the 

protein environment instead of building 1O2 state. In low temperature X-band spin-

polarized transient EPR spectra of C. reinhardtii WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L 

there is a good number of 3Chl states populated (Figure S4.4). The amount of 3Chl is 
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three-fold higher in PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L than that of WT; however there is the 

absence of the 3P700 in all the samples. These results agree with that of the transient 

absorption spectroscopy with nanosecond-millisecond time resolution of the same PSI 

samples. The 3Chl are generated due to the presence of free chlorophylls and unattached 

LHCI, and its amount is more in the mutants as compared to the WT. We also found this 

free LHCI in the TCSPC fluorescence measurements of these PSI particles. Figure S4.5 

shows the spin-polarized transient EPR spectra of WT; Asn to Leu and Asn to His pairs 

of mutants near ec2 at 80 K from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.  The central peak 

represents the P700
•+PhQ•- RP. As can be seen in the WT and all the mutants, there is the 

absence of 3P700 state and 3Chl state. These results provide the evidence that the unused 

excitation energy is lost to the protein bath through some new process due to mutation. 
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Figure 4.7. Low temperature spin polarized X-band transient EPR spectra of WT, PsaA-
N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants PSI particles of C. reinhardtii recorded at 80 K. 
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Figure 4.8. Low temperature spin polarized X-band (upper row) and Q-band (lower row) 
transient EPR spectra recorded at 80 K for WT, PsaA-N604L; PsaB-N591L PSI particles 
from Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. 
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4.3.6 Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 

Figure 4.9 shows the transient absorption difference spectra (DS) of WT and mutant PSI 

from C. reinhardtii (Left column) from 1 ps to 303 ps and Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 

(right column) from 0.5 ps to 291 ps after the pump pulse. In C. reinhardtii WT, the 

prompt decrease in bleaching between 1 and 10 ps showed that the excitation energy of 

antenna is transferred to the RC. During the early few picoseconds, energy transfer and 

equilibration process is complete and the equilibrated excited state of reaction center 

(RC*) is ready to trap the excitation energy. The initial trapping of excitation energy into 

charge separation (CS) starts within the 10 ps time scale [figure 4.9]. The time resolved 

spectra (TRS) at the 29 ps gives a clear indication of P700
+, which is the secondary 

electron transfer step is initiated by forming a stable secondary radical pair (RP2). It has 

two bands one around 695nm to the red edge of the spectrum representing the cationic 

state of P700 and 680 to 682 nm band of the ec3- anion formation or simply the ec3 

chlorophyll absorption. At 29 ps time delay after excitation, the 681 and 696 nm bands 

have the same amplitude but with the passage of time the 681 nm band decreases in 

amplitude and the 696 nm band becomes dominant. This difference spectrum with 696 

nm bleaching band is fully established at 303 ps, and this doesn’t change until 2 ns, 

which is the time window of our instrumentation measurement. The forward electron 

transfer from PhQ occurs in the timescale of tens to hundreds of ns, most of the long-

lived spectra at later timescale will represent P700
+PhQ-. 

                  In Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 WT, the transient absorption spectra at 0.5 ps 

shows a broad bleaching between 675 and beyond with a maximum at 702 nm, 
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representing a loss of the ground state upon excitation of the core antenna. There is 

positive absorption between 620 nm (and below) to 675 nm, most likely due to excited 

state absorption(64, 65). The bleaching of antenna decreases as the excitation energy 

moves from the core to the RC. In the 3 ps transient DS there is development of a 

shoulder at 691-692 nm, representing the formation of the radical pair. The 10 ps 

transient DS shows two bleaching bands at 687 nm and 703 nm separated by a peak at 

692. As the electron is transferred further down the branch and stable P700
+PhQ- is 

formed, we see the characteristic light-induced (P700
+ – P700) DS like WT PSI of C. 

reinhardtii. 

                 In C. reinhardtii, the PsaA-N601L transient difference spectra mostly look like 

WT but the bleaching bands are thinner in width and become smaller in amplitude at later 

time as compared to WT. In the 29 ps spectrum, we can see the formation of stable P700
+ 

state and a smaller band of ec3 chlorophyll for PsaA-N604.The decrease in amplitude in 

the later transient DS showed inhibition of charge separation due to mutation. The 

transient DS in the PsaA-N604L mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 also appear 

somewhat similar to its WT, but with a drop in stable CS, as presented in figure 9. This 

increase blockage of CS is evident in the A-branch Asn to Leu mutation in both the 

species. The PsaB-N591L mutant has two clear bands at three ps but at later delay times 

the one on the red edge of the spectrum is present while the blue one is absent. The later 

spectra of PsaB-N591L have fluctuation by going up and down. This fluctuation is due to 

the scattering process in the during measurement as this mutant is more unstable than that 

of PsaA-N604L and PSI particles aggregates after an hour. The main information from 
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the amplitude of 29 to 303 ps time-resolved spectra showed that the mutation affecting 

the A-branch has lower quantum yield in terms of charge separation. Similarly, the 

shapes of the transient DS in PsaB-N591L mutant of cyanobacteria are similar to WT, but 

the inhibition of CS is similar to that in the PsaA-N591H mutant (Figure S4.4). Although 

a prominent shoulder in the red region is not obvious in these two mutants, there is the 

hint of a shoulder in the early DS of both Asn to Leu mutants from Synechocystis sp. 

PCC6803. 

              In the case of the PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H mutants (Figure S4.7), there 

are two peaks at the beginning after sample excitation. For PsaA-N604H, the maximum 

bleach is also at 702 nm, but there is a prominent shoulder centered at ~716 nm, which is 

absent in the WT. It persists for ~three ps and then disappears. While the rest of the 

spectral changes are similar to those in WT, the amplitude is lower. We interpret this as 

an inhibition of charge separation due to mutation at the site of ec2 Chl. A similar red 

shoulder also appears in the PsaB-N591H mutant, but in this case the inhibition of CS is 

so extreme that the long-lived P700
+PhQ- DS are difficult to observe. These observations 

showed that a mutation near ec2 cofactor is affecting the efficiency of the trap. The 

exciton absorbed by the PSI particles are not fully used and wasted as compared to the 

WT, which trapped it in the form of stable charge-separated state. These time-resolved 

difference spectra of the mutants give information about the branch usage for energy 

trapping and electron transfer. These results hint that ec2 chlorophyll on each branch 

works independently, and both branches are active in terms of energy trapping and 

electron transfer. 
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                  We performed global analyses of the femtosecond transient absorption data to 

extract the kinetics of different spectral components (e.g. antenna excitation, energy 

equilibration/transfer, trapping and formation of different transient radical pair). The 

global analyses here represent a fitting of the whole data by 3 or 4 components, where 

each component has a possible contribution from the previous process or the next one. 

For example, the energy-trapping component may have a contribution from energy 

transfer and energy equilibration processes due to the presence of red chlorophylls too.  

From the DADS, we here only present the energy trapping and non-decaying component 

for comparison in the C. reinhardtii and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 WT and its mutants 

(Figure 4.10-4.13). Figure S4.12 and S4.13 shows quality of the fit and kinetics. The 

lifetime of energy trapping component is 22 ps in WT of C. reinhardtii and 25 ps in WT 

of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The energy trapping component mainly represents 

energy trapping, but it also contains contributions from excited RC*, where charge 

separation can occur on each branch, resulting in the ec2A
+ec3A

- or ec2B
+ec3B

- radical 

pair. The non-decaying section of the nanosecond lifetime in WT of C. reinhardtii and 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 represents the P700
+PhQ- difference spectrum. This non-

decaying part of the DADS is similar to the P700 difference spectrum of the respective 

specie as reported in the literature (77, 143). In C. reinhardtii WT, the main bleaching 

band is around 695-696 nm in the non-decaying spectrum and it is at 703 nm in 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. For the normalization purpose both the WT sample 

amplitude are considered as 100 % of quantum yield of CS (34, 136). For the estimation 
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of quantum yield of CS, we compared the amplitude of the long-lived component of the 

mutants with that of the WT, which is 100 % (Table 4.3). 

                    In C. reinhardtii, PsaA-N604L has energy trapping lifetime of 21.5 ps and is 

similar to WT. Though the energy trapping lifetime is not affected by the mutation, the 

amplitude is almost 40 % decrease in PsaA-N604L as compared to the WT. This 

mutation is affecting the B-branch, in which ET is around 40-50 % in C. reinhardtii. 

Thus, these mutations affect the trapping efficiency of the respective branch. These 

results showed that it ec2B is the primary electron donor and the first cofactor involved in 

primary charge separation on B-branch (Table 4.1). The counterpart of PsaA-N604L in 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 is PsaA-N604, and it has energy trapping lifetime of 24 ps, 

which is one ps faster than that of WT. The non-decaying component of PsaA-N604L is 

smaller in amplitude by around 14 % but due to a baseline shift in the 675 to 720 nm 

region, we left it unchanged.    

                   The energy trapping component in the DADS of PsaB-N591L from C. 

reinhardtii has lifetime of 27 ps. We remove the unwanted bleaching band at 686 nm in 

PsaB-N591L, which arise due to scattering from aggregation of particles. The amplitude 

of the non-decaying component is also 40 % less than that of WT. In Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803, the energy trapping component of PsaB-N591L mutation has two broad peaks 

of similar amplitude centered at 689 nm and 704 nm. We also note that the decay times of 

the trapping component are significantly longer in the PsaB-N591L mutants, increasing 

from 25 ps in WT to 42 ps, respectively. The non-decaying component of PsaB-N591L 

showed a decrease in amplitude due to mutation at ec2A. The quantum yield of CS in 
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PsaB-N591L is 36 %, showing most of energy trapping on the A-branch is blocked 

(Table 4.3). We also analyzed the ultrafast electron transfer in PsaA-N604H and PsaB-

N591H pair of mutants from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The energy trapping 

component in PsaA-N604H decreases from 25 ps in WT to 22 ps while, in PsaB-N591H, 

it is 31 ps. The energy trapping component in the DADS of PsaA-N604H is noticeably 

different. PsaA-N604H has a main bleaching peak at 692 nm (somewhat red-shifted 

compared to WT), a shoulder at 702 nm, and a distinct peak at 716 nm (Figure S4. 8). 

Similarly, the energy trapping spectrum of PsaB-N591H mutant has major bleaching 

peaks at 688, 704 nm, and 616 nm (Figure S4. 8). The non-decaying component of PsaA-

N604H shows 82% CS, and it falls to 44 % in PsaB-N591H (Figure S4.9). 

                 Taken together, these data would indicate that the mutations targeting the ec2 

Chls have a profound effect upon energy trapping and initial CS, especially those 

affecting ec2A. If the two ec2-ec3 pairs are competitive traps, then the overall rate of CS 

reflects CS on the two branches. Furthermore, it would expect that the rate for initial CS 

within ec2Aec3A is faster than within ec2Bec3B since a majority of CS occurs on this side 

(11, 29). Thus, one would expect that a large loss of the faster CS on the A-branch results 

in a decrease in overall CS rate. In contrast, a small decrease of the slower CS on the B-

branch would result in a slight increase in overall CS rate. This increase in the rate is 

exactly what we see and is in agreement with the loss of long-lived charge-separated state 

in the mutants. Furthermore, the substitution of Asn for His on either side results in a 

marked alteration in the shape of the DADS associated with trapping, most notably a new 

peak in the 715-720 nm region. The Leu substitution has a somewhat smaller effect. 
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Consistent with their smaller effects upon trapping rate and quantum yield, the B-side 

mutations provoke smaller changes in the DADS of the trapping component. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 Table 4.3: Quantum yield of Charge separation calculated from non-decaying spectra of 
PSI particles of C. reinhardtii at 696 nm and Synechocystis PCC 6803 at 703 WT and 
mutants. The maximum bleaching corresponds to P700

+ PhQ- formation after excitation of 
laser pump. This spectrum looks like the spectrum of P700

+ FA/B
- but as our time window 

is 1ns and after 50 ps the RP formed is P700
+ PhQ- so we considered it as the spectrum of 

P700
+ PhQ- . 

 

 
 

Sample Lifetime of the energy 
trapping component  

Quantum Yield  

WT 
(C. reinhardtii) 

	  
22	   100	  %	  

WT  
(Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) 

	  
25	   100	  %	  

PsaA-N604L 
(C. reinhardtii) 

	  
21.6	   61	  %	  

PsaA-N604L 
(Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) 

	  
24	   87	  %	  

PsaB-N591L 
(C. reinhardtii) 

	  
14	   61	  %	  

PsaB-N591L 
(Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803) 

	  
42	   36	  %	  
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Figure 4.9. Transient absorption difference spectra of PSI at different delay times. Left 
column: shows WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants from C. reinhardtii obtained 
by using excitation at 690 nm. The right column presents WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-
N591L mutants from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 acquired by using excitation at 700 
nm. 
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Figure 4.10. Energy trapping component of DADS from WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-
N591L mutant PSI of C. reinhardtii. The spectra are normalized to the maximum amount 
of bleaching in WT.  
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Figure 4.11. Non-decaying component of normalized decay associated difference spectra 

(DADS) from WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutant PSI of C. reinhardtii. The 

spectra are normalized to the maximum amount of bleaching in WT.  
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Figure 4.12. Energy trapping component of DADS from WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-

N591L mutant PSI of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The spectra are normalized to the 

maximum amount of bleaching in WT. 
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Figure 4.13. Long lived component of DADS from WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L 

mutant PSI o Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The spectra are normalized to the maximum 

amount of bleaching in WT. 
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4.3.7 Time-Resolved Fluorescence 

Room temperature time-resolved fluorescence was performed using the time-correlated 

single photon counting (TCSPC) method. This method allows measurement of the energy 

trapping process along with the lifetime of other components, such as free chlorophylls 

and uncoupled antenna. An excitation wavelength of 420 nm was used to excite the Soret 

region of Chl a. Figure 4.13 shows three component fit of the time-resolved fluorescence 

from both C. reinhardtii and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 PSI samples. Decay associated 

spectra (DAS) of time-resolved fluorescence of the C. reinhardtii WT showed a lifetime 

of around 23.5 ps, 108 ps and ≥3 ns. The 23.5-ps component is completely positive in 

amplitude, and its maximum peak is at 700 nm; it is assigned to energy trapping in the 

RC. The second component has a lifetime of 108 ps. It has very small amplitude and has 

a maximum peak near 710 nm for both. The amplitude of this component is 36 times 

lower than the energy trapping component. This component can be assigned to slow 

excitation transfer to the trap from red chlorophylls. These chlorophylls absorb at longer 

wavelengths and an uphill transfer of energy from the red chlorophylls occurs before RC 

trap it (34, 146). The final component has a lifetime of 3-4 ns and positive amplitude near 

680 - 690 nm. This component can be assigned to the free LHCI and perhaps free 

chlorophyll in the sample. The amplitude of this component is 35.5 times lower than the 

energy trapping component (Figure 4.13). The lifetime of this component was essentially 

the same in all the preparations, although its amplitude varies in mutants that accumulate 

PSI poorly, as expected. Thus, this component will not be discussed further in the 
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mutants. In PSI particles from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 WT, the dominant component 

has a 19 ps lifetime and a peak at 700 nm; it represents the energy-trapping process. The 

DAS of the 63 ps component likely represents slow excitation energy transfer from core 

antenna red chlorophylls to the RC, as it peaks around 710 - 720 nm. The expected 

slower decay is due to the uphill energy transfer required to move energy to the trap. The 

last component has negligible amplitude peaking at ~680 nm and a lifetime of 3.6 ns, and 

is assigned to decay of excited free Chl. The decay of excitation energy into the energy 

trapping components are faster in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 WT than that of the C. 

reinhardtii. 

                          We can predict two possible effects of the mutations upon decay of the 

excited state. If the mutations simply make the targeted trap less efficient, then they 

would slow the overall rate of trapping, and this would result as an increase in the 

trapping lifetime.  On the other hand, if the mutations open a new pathway for excited 

state decay. This new pathway would most likely result into a decrease in the lifetime of 

decay of the pre-existing component(s) that overlapped temporally with the new process. 

However, the structure of the C. reinhardtii PSI-LHCI super complex and Synechocystis 

sp. PCC 6803 trimeric form are different so other mechanistic possibilities cannot be 

ruled out. In PsaA-N604L of C. reinhardtii the energy trapping component has a lifetime 

of 22.5 ps, which is 1ps faster than the WT. While the minor slow trapping component 

has increase in lifetime from 108 to 252 ps. The same point mutation in Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803 is PsaA-N604L has increase in the lifetime of both energy trapping 

components, a fast one has a lifetime of 23.4 ps and the slower one increases to 143.5 ps. 
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The PsaB-N591L mutation near the ec2A of C. reinhardtii has a very fast major energy 

trapping component of four ps, and a minor one is 152 ps. This decrease in excitation 

energy trapping lifetime points to some other process instead of energy trapping into 

charge separation process. From the transient absorption spectroscopic results, it was 

observed that the mutation causes inefficiency of the energy trap in PsaB-N591L and 

other mutants. The counterpart of PsaB-N591L in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 is PsaB-

N591L, and its fluorescence decay spectrum showed increase in the energy trapping 

lifetimes. The major fast energy trapping process has a lifetime of 26.6 ps, and a minor 

one has a lifetime of 77 ps, as presented in figure 13. Thus, PsaB-N591L has a slower 

decay of excitation energy. 

                     We also examine the Asn to His mutation in cyanobacteria. PsaA-N604H 

has major energy trapping component with a lifetime of 19.7 ps and the minor one has 54 

ps lifetime and looks like WT as shown in figure S 4.10 and table 4.4. The PsaB-N591H 

also slows down the excitation energy trapping, and the dominant component has lifetime 

of 31.6 ps, and a minor one is 97.5 ps. We also analyzed monomeric PSI samples, to 

check the differences between PSI trimer and monomer forms of PSI particles (Figure S 

4.12). For WT, the dominant 22 ps component represents trapping in the form of CS. 

This component was significantly slower in the PsaB-N591L mutant, which also 

contained a large amount of free Chl. The largest difference between the trimeric and 

monomeric samples was the increased lifetime of the intermediate component; e.g. in 

WT, the lifetime increased by a factor of ~3. This behavior has been observed previously 

(34). 
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Table 4.4. Difference of fast and slow excitation energy lifetime components and the 
long lived non-decaying component of WT and mutants from C. reinhardtii and 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 obtained from DAS using TCSPC. 
	  
 
 

 
 
	  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Sample fast energy 
trapping 
component 
(ps) 

slow energy 
trapping 
component (ps) 

Long lived 
uncoupled 
antenna/Chlor
ophylls 
component (ns) 

WT-A 

( C. reinhardtii) 

23.5 107.8 3.9 

WT 

(Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803) 

19 63 3.6 

PsaA-N604L 
( C. reinhardtii) 

22.5 242 3.3 

PsaA-N604L 
(Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803) 

23.4 143.5 3.5 

PsaB-N591L 

( C. reinhardtii) 

4 152 3 

PsaB-N591L 

(Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803) 

26.6 77 3.3 
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Figure 4.14. Decay associated fluorescence spectra (DAS) of PSI particles obtained from 
global analyses of WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants from C. reinhardtii in left 
column. While DAS of WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants of PSI trimers from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The maximum peak of the fast energy trapping component 
was considered as 1 and the data was normalized to it. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 The ec2 cofactor as a primary electron donor 

Previous mutagenesis studies of the essential electron transfer cofactors of PSI RC 

exhibits either an increase or decrease in rates of ET on the two branches. The data 

presented here revealed for the first time that the mutation near ec2 affects the quantum 

yield of CS on the mutated branch. This experimental confirmation of the ec2 cofactor 

site involvement in energy trapping on the two branches further strengthens the bi-

directionality of ET in PSI. Depending on the branch and type of mutation, mutation near 

ec2 on the A-branch results into around 40-50 % decrease in ET downstream while it is 

20-30 % on the B-branch. This inhibition of CS is evident from a decrease in the 

electrochromic shift (ECS) or decay of the amplitude of reduced phylloquinone. There 

were no drastic changes observed in the lifetimes and rates of ET on the ns-ms timescale. 

While the non-mutated branch is unaffected without causing any change in the amplitude 

and lifetime of ET on the other branch.  The results of Asn to  Leu pair of mutants from 

both cyanobacteria and green algae agrees very well and further supported by Asn to His 

pair and Asn to Met pair of mutants from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Contrary to the 

previous view that ec2 cofactor cannot be the primary electron donor but might be 

involved somehow in a primary electron acceptor in combination with ec3 cofactor in the 

form of a dimer. But here the mutational analysis revealed that ec2 chlorophylls are the 

redox active cofactors and a change in its electron-phonon coupling results into diminish 

energy trapping. This decrease in trapping efficiency revealed the modification of the 
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electronic and vibrational transitions of ec2 cofactor, and it cannot perform its natural 

efficient trapping function. The decay of untrapped excitation energy due to inefficiency 

of the trap is also important in terms of its decay route. This new route explains the 

modification in the ultrafast lifetimes and spectral characteristics of energy trapping 

component in both transient absorption and time-resolved fluorescence results. 

4.4.2 Absence of 3P700 

The absence of 3P700 in these mutants PSI samples revealed that if there is any unstable 

CS occurs that the trapped energy for few ps timescale is between ec2ec3 chlorophylls 

pair on the respective branch. The consequence of this is ec2+ec3- RP formation, which 

recombine and energy is released to the ground state through the fast proposed channel. 

This new RP also shows that the 3P700 formation only occurs from charge recombination 

between P700
+ec3- RP, when inhibition of ET occurs beyond ec3. Furthermore, it can also 

be inferred that these mutations have no direct effect on ec3 cofactor in terms of 

excitation energy and ET activity. The absence of 3P700 is also evident in these mutants at 

room temperature as observed from ns-ms transient absorption spectroscopy at 820 nm 

measurements. In low-temperature transient EPR, where the level of 3P700 state increases 

due to inactivity of B-branch but this is also negligible in our measurements. This lack of 

3P700 showed that opening the fast channel for untrapped excitation energy becomes 

dominant over that of the 3P700 state route in mutation close to ec2 in PSI. 
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4.4.3 Models of Excitation Energy Decay 

The first proposed model of excitation energy decay is through a fast charge 

recombination (CR) process from ec2+ec3- RP. Initially the transfer of excitation energy 

from the antenna to the RC results in energy equilibration between the two physical 

compartments. The six chlorophylls share the excitation energy equally, and the next 

forward step is the formation of the fast ec2+ec3- RP. However, introducing mutation 

near ec2 causes unfavorable secondary ET step and results into charge recombination in 

the fast ec2+ec3- RP.  And the energy is cast off to the ground state via a new channel by 

a fast internal conversion process as presented in figure 4.14. In the second model, we 

proposed that the excitation energy is transferred to the RC to form the excited RC (RC*). 

By introducing mutation near ec2, the RC* cannot convert this excitation energy into CS 

by trapping. This results into loss of this excitation energy to the ground state through a 

new channel by a fast internal conversion process. The third similar model is that the 

excitation energy from the ec2ec3* pair on the mutated branch is lost to the ground state 

through fast internal conversion process. 
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Figure 4.15. Proposed models of excitation energy decay from the excited state of 
reaction center. Due to mutation near ec2, the excitation energy is released to the ground 
state after energy equilibration between antenna and reaction center. Where ANT* = 
excited state of antenna; RC* = excited reaction center; CS = charge separated state; RP 
= radical pair. 
4.4.4 Difference in the lifetimes of energy trapping between C. reinhardtii and 

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803  

The C. reinhardtii mutants have a decrease in lifetime of their energy trapping 

component, and this is very profound when mutation is on A-branch near ec2, where Asn 

is changed to Leu. This modification in energy trapping is observed from both ultrafast 

transient absorption spectroscopy as well as time-resolved fluorescence. We proposed 

that such a decrease in the lifetime is only possible when there are a ps or sub-picosecond 

process that contributes to the decay of excitation energy. This energy decay channel is in 

competition with the normal energy trapping into CS process. From global analyses, we 
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could not determine any spectral marker of this new decay channel but it is possible that 

by using target analysis we can unravel this new channel.  

                      In Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, where the A-side mutations showed around 

50% inhibition of CS along with an increase in the lifetime of energy trapping process. In 

the excitation energy trapping component of A-side mutants of PsaB-N591L and PsaB-

N591H, we observed a two to three fold increase in the lifetime. This increase in the 

lifetime of energy trapping process can be explained based on the presence of red 

chlorophylls. The red chlorophylls are present in the core antenna of Synechocystis sp. 

PCC 6803, although the exact locations of these chlorophylls are not clear. It is also 

predicted that they are present near the RC (146) or between monomer-monomer 

interfaces, where trimerization occurs (21). The observed bleaching bands at 707-710 nm 

and 714-717 nm regions of the energy trapping components from the DADS of ultrafast 

transient absorption spectroscopy of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 points towards the red 

chlorophylls contribution as previously observed (64, 146). The contribution of red 

chlorophylls is also evident in the slow phase of energy trapping from TCSPC of PsaB-

N591H and PsaB-N591L. This increase in lifetime due to red chlorophylls as a 

competitor of ec2 cofactors of RC is also evident in TCSPC measurement of monomer 

PSI form too, which is greater than that of trimeric PSI. These red chlorophylls hindered 

the new channel that is suitable for disposing of the untrapped excitation energy. The 

long wavelength chlorophylls are always in equilibrium with the RC* for excitation 

energy. So instead of disposing of it through a new channel, either it stays on the red 

chlorophylls for a longer time as the first choice is to trap this energy instead of disposing 
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of as a heat. The other reason for increase lifetime might be that the excitation energy 

travel between the red chlorophylls and RC* several times so that either it is trapped or 

wasted through the new channel. Further, the difference between the monomer and 

trimeric PSI mutants can be explained based on the same first choice of energy trapping 

instead of wasting. In PSI trimer, when the excitation energy is transferred to the 

modified ec2 on a specific branch, then it is returned to either the red chlorophyll or it is 

transfer to the other two monomers in line. But if they are also unable to utilize it for CS 

then the new channel will be used to release the excitation energy through the fast 

internal conversion process. To a large extent these results also explain the two different 

mechanism of energy trapping, where trap limited model holds true for energy trapping in 

green algae. While transfer to the trap limited model explains most of the transient 

absorption and fluorescence data best in cyanobacteria. 

4.4.5 New channel of excitation energy decay and primary CS 

The new channel of excitation energy decay is always functional, as there is a continuous 

supply of photon during daylight that is absorbed by the antenna. From the antenna, it is 

transferred to the RC in the form of an exciton. The PSI cannot utilize all the absorbed 

photons for CS due to time limitation, as in increased light condition the rate of 

absorption is high and ET from ec2 down to FA/B takes time. Therefore, there must be 

some fast way of this excitation energy decay. The new channel of excitation energy can 

be explored further through target analysis of ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopic 

and time-resolved fluorescence data. Where the specie associated decay spectra (SADS) 

and evolution associated decay spectra (EADS) will represent the formation and decay of 
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different components in time. If the fast channel has some distinctive spectral 

characteristics then, it will also be observed as it is a separate compartment. 

In PSI, the excitation energy transfer, equilibration, and its decay into the two pathways 

can be further studied through ultrafast two-dimensional (2D) electronic spectroscopy. As 

from the electronic spectroscopy we can get a further idea of the site energies of each 

cofactor in the RC or a closer view of RC with excited state properties (108). The 2D 

electronic spectroscopy of mutants PSI will possibly explain how the ec2 cofactors on the 

two branches are handling the excitation energy and why this difference in trapping 

energy lifetime is present between C. reinhardtii and Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 

 The time evolution of primary cation formation in PSI during energy trapping can be 

studied better with ultrafast time-resolved visible pump infra-red probe spectroscopy (66, 

138). The infra-red spectroscopy has the power to differentiate between the two side ec2 

cofactors in the PsaA-Asn604 and PsaB-Asn591 mutants. The mutation near ec2 can 

change the vibrational signature of the modulated side chlorophyll, and it will be possible 

to monitor the evolution of primary cation. Observation of primary CS through Ultrafast 

IR spectroscopy will be more helpful in mutated PSI particles from C. reinhardtii free of 

red chlorophylls (139). 

This new channel can also be further evaluated using fluorescent amino acid substitution 

at the site of ec2 cofactor or by attaching  fluorophores near the RC (147). As the PSI has 

100 % quantum efficiency, with every photon absorb is utilized for CS if the RC is open. 

While the oxidized P700 can still absorb the excitation energy but the utilization or path of 
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this energy was not determined earlier (38, 40, 148, 149). Thus, we can propose the 

dissipation of the same excitation energy absorbed by the P700
+ or closed RC through this 

new channel for excitation energy decay. 

4.5 CONCLUSIONS 

We investigated the role of the ec2 cofactor in the RC of PSI, which was the proposed 

primary electron donor. Making mutation near ec2 on their respective branch causes a 

decrease in quantum yield of CS. This decrease is obvious from both transient absorption 

spectroscopic measurements performed in the time resolution of femtosecond to 

picosecond and nanosecond to millisecond timescale. The transient EPR spectroscopy at 

cryogenic and room temperature also supported the decrease in quantum yield in the 

mutants. Time-resolved fluorescence strengthens the proposed new route of untrapped 

excitation energy decay. We can now confidently assign ec2 cofactor on each branch of 

the RC as the primary electron donor in PSI. 
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4.6 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Table S4.1. Rates and amplitudes of decay components in the ns at 480 nm in various 
purified PS1 preparation from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 

1Assumed to be 100%. Quantum yields in the mutants are expressed as relative to WT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mutation amplitude 
(mOD) of 
fast decay  

rate (ns) of 
fast decay  

amplitude 
(mOD) of 
slow decay  

rate (ns) of 
slow decay  

ɸ at  
480 nm [ns 
components] 
(%) 

WT  
 

0.65 17.2 1.20 207 100 

PsaA-N604H 
 

0.30 17.8 1.20 210 81 

PsaB-N591H 
 

0.65 17.1 0.37 204 55 

PsaA-N604M 

 

0.69 17.0 1.20 211 102 

PsaB-N591M 

 

0.68 17.7 1.0 210 91 
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Table S4.2. Rates and amplitudes of decay components in the ns-s at 820 nm in various 
purified PS1 preparation from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 1Assumed to be 100 %. 
Quantum yields in the mutants are expressed as relative to WT. 

 
 

 

 

Mutation P700
+ decay components Assignment ɸ at 820 nm 

[ms component] 
(%) 

WT  5.0 mOD, 49.9 ms  
 

[FA/FB]– → P700
+ 1001 

2.3 mOD,  1.31 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

 PsaA-N604H 
 

0.47 mOD, 29.4 ns A0B
– → P700

+  
71 
 0.96 mOD, 1.42 ms 

 
[FA/FB]– → P700

+ 

1.8 mOD, 47.6 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

 1.5 mOD, 1.36 s DCPIP → P700
+  

PsaB-N591H  
 

1.5 mOD, 9.99 µs A1
– → P700

+ 49 

1.3 mOD, 44.1 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

1.3 mOD, 1.33 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaA-N604M 0.38 mOD, 292 ns A0B
– → P700

+ 89 

1.1 mOD, 832 µs [FX]– → P700
+  

 
  3.0 mOD, 65.8 ms [FA/FB]– → P700

+ 

2.0 mOD, 1.32 s DCPIP → P700
+ 

PsaB-N591M 
 

2.0 mOD, 27.7 µs A1A
– → P700

+ 84 

1.5 mOD, 68.5 ms [FA/FB]– → P700
+ 

1.1 mOD, 1.26 s DCPIP → P700
+ 
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Table S4.3. Quantum yield of charge separation calculated at 703 nm in WT; PsaA-
N604H and PsaB-N591H from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 from ultrafast transient 
absorption spectroscopy. 

	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Sample 

Quantum Yield of Charge Separation at 703 nm  

 
WT 100%	  
 
PsaA-N604H 82%	  
 
PsaB-N591H 44%	  
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 Figure S4.1. a) Room temperature absorbance spectra of P WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-
N591L mutants PSI from C. reinhardtii. b) Room temperature absorbance spectra of P 
WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants PSI from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 
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Figure S4.2. Transient absorbance difference traces at 480 nm for PS I complexes from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The WT; PsaA-N604M; PsaB-N591M in left column. In 
the right column WT; PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H. The Chl concentration is 100 µg 
ml. The experimental data are shown as points and the fit is shown as the solid line. The 
differences between experimental and fit data are plotted as a residual. The data sets were 
from 64 averages.  
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Figure S4.3. Transient absorbance difference traces at 820 nm for PS I complexes from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The WT; PsaA-N604M; PsaB-M591M are shown in the left 
column. In the right column are WT; PsaA-N604H; PsaB-N591H mutants respectively. 
The Chl concentration is 100 µg ml. The data sets, which were collected at time windows 
of 1 ns to 1 µs, and from 1 µs to 100 µs, and from 100 µs to 100 ms to were stitched 
together to portray multiple kinetic phases on one plot. The absorbance values are plotted 
on a log scale, and were fitted using a multi-exponential decay. The experimental data are 
shown as points and the fit is shown as the solid line. The differences between 
experimental and fit data are plotted as a residual. The data sets were from 64 averages.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
	  
Figure S4.4. Comparison of the spin polarized transient X-band EPR spectra of PSI 
samples from WT, PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants for the 3P700 and 3Chl at 1µs 
time after the laser flash. The 3P700 are absent, while the 

3Chl are present almost 3 fold in 
the two mutants as compare to WT. 
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Figure S4.5. Spin polarized transient EPR spectra of Chl triplet states in the WT; PsaA-
N604L, and PsaB-N591L mutants of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The EAE polarization 
pattern is characteristic of the P700

+A1
– radical pair. Note the absence of both a spin 

polarized P700 triplet and an antenna Chl intersystem crossing triplet.  The spectra were 
recorded at 80 K and extracted from the time/field datasets in a time window centered at 
1 µs after the laser flash. 
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Figure S4.6. Spin polarized transient EPR spectra of Chl triplet states in the WT;  PsaA-
N604M; PsaB-N591M PsaA-N604H; PsaB-N591H mutants of Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. The EAE polarization pattern is characteristic of the P700

+A1
– radical pair. Note the 

absence of both a spin polarized P700 triplet and an antenna Chl intersystem crossing 
triplet.  The spectra were recorded at 80 K and extracted from the time/field datasets in a 
time window centered at 1 µs after the laser flash. 
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Figure S4.7.  Transient absorption difference spectra of PSI trimers of PsaA-N604H and 
PsaB-N591H mutant particles from Synechocystis PCC 6803 obtained at different delay 
times after excitation at 700 nm. 
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Figure S4.8. Energy trapping component from DADS of WT; PsaA-N604H and PsaB-
N591H mutant PSI of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The spectra are normalized to the 
maximum amount of bleaching in WT. 
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Figure S4.9. Long lived component from DADS of WT; PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H 
mutant PSI o Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The spectra are normalized to the maximum 
amount of bleaching in WT. 
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Figure S4.10. Kinetics of WT; PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutant PSI of C. 
reinhardtii at 680 nm and 695 nm. The kinetics are shown up to 100 ps post-pump flash. 
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Figure S4.11. Kinetics of WT, PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H mutant PSI trimers from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 at 685 nm, 690 nm and 705 nm. The kinetics are shown up 
to 100 ps post-pump flash. 
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Figure S4.12. Decay associated fluorescence spectra (DAS) of PSI particles obtained 
from global analyses of PsaA-N604H and PsaB-N591H mutants of PSI trimers from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The maximum peak of the fast energy trapping component 
was considered as 1 and the data was normalized to it. 	  
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Figure S4.13. Decay associated fluorescence spectra (DAS) of PSI particles obtained 
from global analyses of WT and PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L mutants of PSI 
monomers from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The maximum peak of the fast energy 
trapping component was considered as 1 and the data was normalized to it. 	  
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CHAPTER NO 5 

5 SUMMARY 

The experimental work presented in this dissertation showed the bidirectionality of 

electron transfer and the role of ec2 chlorophyll on each branch of PSI RC. In the 

classical model of CS, P700 is considered as a primary electron donor. However, 

mutagenesis studies and ultrafast transient spectroscopy predicted that the ec2 

chlorophyll is the primary electron donor as P700 only affects the secondary electron 

transfer step. The ec2 cofactor although not directly linked to any protein residue, has a 

hydrogen bond between the water molecule coordinating the central magnesium ion of 

ec2 and the nearby asparagine residue. Secondly a methyl group of alanine is directed 

towards the ec2-ec3 chlorophyll pair. Due to the embedded nature of ec2 in the RC of 

PSI, its redox properties are have not been determined experimentally; however 

theoretical studies debated its role in energy trapping and ET. 

In this work, a combined approach of mutation and various spectroscopic methods are 

used to unravel the properties of ec2 cofactor. In chapter 2, the effects of PsaA-A684 and 

PsaB-A664 mutants on charge separation are presented. Based on two independent 

methods for estimation of the level of PSI, the best transformants were selected for 

bidirectional ET study in vivo using transient absorption spectroscopy. The Ala to Asn 

mutant pair was chosen due to its PSI accumulation level and its effect on bidirectionality 

of ET. The PsaA-A684N has a profound effect on the charge separation in PSI. This 

mutation modulates the A-branch ec2 environment such that most of energy trapping and 
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subsequent ET events occurs on the B-side. This increase in CS on B-branch was first 

observed in ns-ms transient absorption spectroscopy where the amplitude and lifetime of 

the fast phase semiphylloquinone decay dominates while the slow phase representing A-

branch ET is minor. The increased B-branch ET is also evident from the formation of 

P700
•+PhQB

•- RP both at room and cryogenic temperature. The increase in the lifetime of 

excitation energy decay into the trapping form is present in both ultrafast transient 

absorption spectroscopy and time-resolved fluorescence. This increase in lifetime showed 

that the excitation energy visits the energy trap several times, causing slower kinetics but 

leaving the quantum yield of CS unaffected in PsaA-A684N and PsaB-A664N. 

In chapter 3, the effects of PsaA-N604 and PsaB-N591 mutants from C. reinhardtii on 

bidirectionality of ET were discussed. Mutation near ec2 results in loss of phototrophic 

growth. The PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604L, PsaB-N587H, PsaB-N5917L and PsaB-N591Y 

mutants decrease the quantum yield of CS. The observed decrease in stable CS is evident 

in both in vivo and in vitro analysis through ns-ms transient absorption spectroscopy. In 

the in vitro study, the amplitude of CS on the altered branch showed a decrease while the 

lifetimes of the two phases were not affected. The reduction in stable CS did not result in 

3P700 from charge recombination. Transient EPR spectroscopy at room and cryogenic (80 

K) temperature exhibited a decrease in the observable RPs formation as seen from a small 

signal to noise ratio. This reduction is apparent in the A-side (PsaB-N591) mutants. The 

ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy also confirmed the decrease in amplitude of 

P700
+PhQ- in several mutants. The decrease in CS and wastage of excitation energy in the 

mutants were explained from decrease in the lifetime of energy trapping component in 
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time-resolved fluorescence. The decreases in lifetimes were described in terms of two 

paths of excitation energy decay that are in competition with one another. One route is 

the decay of excitation energy into charge separation and subsequent ET, while the other 

is a new channel of the energy decay through a rapid internal conversion process to the 

ground state. The fast decay of energy trapping component is dominant in PsaB-N591H, 

PsaB-N591L, and PsaB-N591Y whereas in PsaA-N604D, PsaA-N604H, PsaA-N604K 

and PsaA-N604L on the B-branch it is minor. The other unusual properties of these 

mutants include a red shift in the P700 difference spectra of PsaA-N604D and PsaB-

N591D. Secondly introduction of a positively charged lysine residue (PsaA-N604K and 

PsaB-N591K) at the site of ec2 is rarely tolerated in a hydrophobic protein like PSI. It 

was speculated that unprotonated lysine ligates to ec2, therefore these two unusual 

properties were investigated by FTIR spectroscopy. The FTIR difference spectroscopy 

exhibited changes in several vibration bands of P700. These shifts in vibration bands 

showed that the mutation also affected the upstream P700 chlorophyll spectral properties.  

In chapter 4, a comparison of the PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L of C. reinhardtii 

mutants with its counterpart mutants (PsaA-N604L and PsaB-N591L) from Synechocystis 

sp. PCC 6803 is presented to get a clear picture of energy trapping and primary charge 

separation. The main difference in PSI between the two species is that in C. reinhardtii it 

is in monomeric form with nine Lhca attached to the internal antenna. Two of the Lhca 

have red chlorophylls that absorb at longer wavelengths. In Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 

PSI exists in trimeric form and has red chlorophylls inside the core antenna. Transient 

optical spectroscopy with time resolution of ns-ms showed that the Asn to Leu mutants 
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have a similar effect on the CS. These results also agree quantitatively at 480 nm and 820 

nm, showing decrease in CS. The inhibition of stable CS at ec2 did not result in the 

formation of 3P700 in mutants of both the species. Transient EPR at room and low 

temperature also have the same reduction in RP formation as observed from S/N ratio in 

the Asn to Leu pair mutants. The 3P700 were also absent in wide scan EPR at cryogenic 

temperature. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy of the mutant pair in the two 

species also agrees that mutations at ec2 causes a loss of excitation energy and it is more 

evident in the A-branch. In DADS of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutants there were 

new bleaching bands at the red side of the spectrum, which originates from the excited 

red chlorophylls. The lifetime obtained from decay associated spectra of transient 

fluorescence exhibited an increase in lifetime in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutants 

while it is decreases in C. reinhardtii mutants. These differences between the two species 

possibly arise from their structural variations.  

The new channel of excitation energy can be explored further through target analysis of 

ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopic and time-resolved fluorescence data. In 

addition to the spectroscopic methods used here, 2D electronic spectroscopy and ultrafast 

visible pump infrared probe spectroscopy will unravel the excitation energy decay 

pathways and primary charge separation in these PSI mutants. 
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